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Abstract

On a compact closed manifold with edges live pseudodi�erential operators
which are block matrices of operators with additional edge conditions like
boundary conditions in boundary value problems� They include Green� trace
and potential operators along the edges� act in a kind of Sobolev spaces and
form an algebra with a wealthy symbolic structure� We consider complexes
of Fr�echet spaces whose di�erentials are given by operators in this algebra�
Since the algebra in question is a microlocalization of the Lie algebra of
typical vector �elds on a manifold with edges� such complexes are of great
geometric interest� In particular� the de Rham and Dolbeault complexes
on manifolds with edges �t into this framework� To each complex there
correspond two sequences of symbols� one of the two controls the interior
ellipticity while the other sequence controls the ellipticity at the edges� The
elliptic complexes prove to be Fredholm� i�e�� have a �nite�dimensional coho�
mology� Using speci�c tools in the algebra of pseudodi�erential operators we
develop a Hodge theory for elliptic complexes and outline a few applications
thereof�
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Introduction

De Rham �dR		� was the �rst to give a representation of the singular ho�
mologies of a di�erentiable manifold by means of the cohomology of closed
di�erential forms� He combined the theory of di�erential forms of E� Cartan
with the idea of a distribution of Sobolev and Schwartz to identify singu�
lar cycles with closed currents on the manifold� When completed with the
standard regularisation� this leads to a representation of singular cycles by
smooth closed di�erential forms modulo coboundaries�

The de Rham theory highlighted the classical result of Hodge �Hod��
according to which the cohomology of the complex of di�erential forms on
a smooth compact closed manifold can be represented via harmonic forms�
Though being of analytical nature� the harmonic forms proved thus to bear
information on the topology of the manifold� Afterwards this aspect of the
de Rham theory entered into the Atiyah�Singer index theorem�

In ���� Singer �Sin�� presents a program aimed at extending the the�
ory of elliptic operators and their index to �non�smooth manifolds of special
type and to a context where it is natural that integer �index� be replaced
by real number��

A problem from Singer�s program is to produce a Hodge theory on
manifolds with singularities and on pseudomanifolds� The starting di�culty
consists of the proper de�nition of di�erential forms� exterior derivatives and
Laplacians under singular structures� The major contributions to Hodge
theory are those of Teleman �Tel��� Tel
�� by using a combinatorial method
and of Cheeger �Che
�� Che
�� by using a geometric approach�

Unlike these techniques� Shaw �Sha
�� developed a Hodge theory on do�
mains with conical points on the boundary by studying an elliptic boundary
value problem� so�called d�Neumann problem� Using arguments similar to
those of Kondrat�ev �Kon��� he proved the existence and compactness of the
Neumann operator that solves this problem� In addition� his set up yields
information on the regularity of harmonic forms near singularities�

It was in the spirit of this idea that Schulze �Sch

a� studied complexes
of Fr�echet spaces on a compact closed manifold with conical points� whose
di�erentials belong to an algebra of pseudodi�erential operators living on
the manifold� For the topological cone over a smooth compact closed man�
ifold� this algebra was before introduced by Rempel and Schulze �RS
��� It
contains typical di�erential operators on the cone which are of Fuchs type�

�



Introduction �

and bears a symbol structure allowing parametrix construction on the sym�
bol level� As order reductions� adjoints and parametrices to elliptic elements
are available within the algebra� the matter is reduced to a single operator�
the Laplacian of the complex� Schulze �Sch

a� proved a Hodge decompo�
sition theorem for elliptic complexes and showed asymptotic expansions of
harmonic sections close to conical points�

When applied to the de Rham complex on a manifold with conical
points� this provides us with proper function spaces and highlights the na�
ture of involved classes of pseudodi�erential operators� The function spaces
in question are weighted Sobolev spaces� the weights being powers of the
distance function to the singular points� The connection of the cohomol�
ogy of the de Rham complex in weighted Sobolev spaces with the singular
homologies of the manifold is a more delicate problem�

Yet another approach to the analysis on manifolds with conical sin�
gularities is Melrose�s calculus of totally characteristic pseudodi�erential
operators �cf� �Mel����� These operators live on a smooth compact mani�
fold with boundary obtained by blowing up a closed manifold with conical
points at each singular point� The Fuchs�type di�erential operators are to�
tally characteristic because the Fuchs derivative proves surprisingly to be
tangential to the boundary� Melrose gave an exposition of Hodge theory
in the analytic framework of his calculus and proved an analogue of the de
Rham theorem �ibid�� �����

As one might expect� the Hodge theory carries over to an arbitrary
manifold with singularities had we a calculus for single operators so that
all the formal manipulations such as compositions� adjoints and so on be
controlled within the given class of operators and also on the symbol level�
However� it seems to be di�cult to establish a meaningful abstract Hodge
theory because there is no uni�ed approach to the calculus on singular
varieties� Each algebra of pseudodi�erential operators so far known proves
to bear a speci�c symbolic structure which results in various de�nitions of
ellipticity�

With this as our starting point� we examine in this paper elliptic com�
plexes on a compact closed manifold with edges� Close to an edge� such a
manifold is a �bre bundle over the edge whose �bre is the topological cone
over a smooth compact closed manifold� In particular� the product of a
smooth compact closed manifold and a compact closed manifold with coni�
cal points is a manifold with edges� This concept also encompasses manifolds
with boundary� the boundary being an edge of the lowest codimension� An
algebra of pseudodi�erential boundary value problems without transmission
property was �rst introduced by Rempel and Schulze �RS
�b� who enriched
considerably the results of Boutet de Monvel �BdM�� and Eskin �Esk����
In ���� Schulze �Sch��� Sch��� combined this theory with the calculus on
the cone of �RS
�� to de�ne an algebra of pseudodi�erential operators on a
closed manifold with edges� It starts with typical di�erential operators on
the manifold� such as the products of di�erential operators along edges and
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Fuchs�type operators in the �bres� the Laplacians for warped wedge met�
rics� and so on� The operators in the algebra are block matrices similar to
those in Boutet de Monvel�s algebra� with the usual principal homogeneous
symbol over the cotangent bundle to the manifold as well as an additional
symbol over the cotangent bundle to each edge� This latter takes its values
in the cone algebra in �bres and controls the generalised Lopatinskii con�
dition� The ellipticity of a single operator refers to both the symbol levels
and extends in a natural way to the de�nition of an elliptic complex� In this
setting� we establish the Fredholm property of elliptic complexes in natural
weighted Sobolev spaces and present a Hodge theory for them�

Let us �nally mention that the school of Melrose �Mel��a� also devel�
ops general pseudodi�erential calculi on manifolds with corners �strati�ed
spaces�� The de�nition of a manifold with corners is based on the model
spaces which are products of half�lines and lines� It thus encompasses in par�
ticular manifolds with boundary and manifolds with simple conical points
and edges on the boundary� The principal signi�cance of the class of man�
ifolds with corners lies in the fact that passage �to the boundary� and �to
the product� stays within the class� This theory has some intersection with
our operator algebra for edge singularities �or more generally with the cor�
ner algebra of Schulze �Sch
�a� Sch����� as far as it concerns the allowed
classes of degenerate interior symbols or certain blow�up and invariance
aspects� On the other hand� there are speci�c di�erences� in particular�
with respect to the nature of weighted Sobolev spaces� the various ideals of
smoothing operators with asymptotics� the additional conditions along the
lower�dimensional skeletons� and so on� While a manifold with edges �even
on the boundary� can be desingularised to a manifold with corners under a
blow�up along each edge� our approach to the calculus involves much more
analytical ingredients than that in �Mel��a��

Acknowledgments� The authors are indebted to B� Fedosov for numer�
ous discussions which often opened new aspects of the theory�



Chapter �

Manifolds with Edges

��� C
� structures

The concept of a manifold with edges starts with a model space bearing
edges� As such we take the wedge W � Rq � Ct�X�� where Ct�X� is the
topological cone over a compact closed manifold X of dimension n� i�e��

Ct�X� �
�R��X

f�g �X
�

and Rq or� more precisely� E � Rq � ftip of Ct�X�g stands for the edge�
We give Ct�X� the natural quotient topology� and W the product topology�
Then� W is a Hausdor� topological space�

The important point to note here is the form of W close to the edge�
In general� W is not a topological manifold of dimension q��n� as shows
the fairly obvious example where n � � and X consists of at least three
di�erent points on the unit circle in R��

A general continuous mapping has no relation to the edge of the wedge
W it maps� To keep the wedge structure of W � we will consider only those
continuous mappings between open sets  ��  � in W which obey the pair
�W�E�� More precisely� we require f �  � �  � to satisfy f� ��E� �  ��E�
provided that  � � E �� �� In particular� a mapping f �  � �  � is said to
be a homeomorphism on the wedge if it a homeomorphism and restricts to
a homeomorphism of  � � E onto  � � E�

Our next task is to endow W with a C� structure with edges which
amounts to de�ning C� functions onW � The cone cross�section X is always
assumed to be a C� manifold� henceW bears a natural C� structure away
from the edge� Moreover�W has the standard C� structure along the edge
E� When looking for a C� with edges onW � one wishes to take into account
both the structures� However� there is no canonical way to do this unless
W is embedded into an Euclidean space RN� smoothly away from the edge�
In the sequel we think of W as being embedded�

If such is the case� by a C� function on an open set  � W one might
mean the restriction� to  � of a C� function on a neighbourhood of  in
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RN� If  does not meet the edge� this concept proves to agree with the
purely intrinsic description in terms of local coordinates� For  intersecting
the edge� there is no intrinsic description of C�� � in general though there
may be such characterisations for particular embeddings W �� RN�

Having �xed a C� structure with edges on W � we are in a position
to de�ne di�eomorphisms of W � Namely� if  �� � � W are open� then a
mapping � �  � �  � is said to be a di�eomorphism if it is a homeomorphism
on the wedge with inverse ��� �  � �  � and the components of � and ���

are in C�� �� and C�� �� respectively�
It immediately follows that any di�eomorphism � �  � �  � restricts

to a di�eomorphism � �  � � E �  � � E�
If � is a di�eomorphism of open sets  �� � �W � then there exist open

sets ! �� ! � � RN with  � � ! � �W �  � � ! � �W � and a di�eomorphism
!� � ! � � ! � such that � � !�j�� �cf� Lemma �	� in Melrose �Mel��a���

Now� the de�nition of a manifold with edges follows precisely along
classical lines�

De	nition �
�
� By a manifold with edges is meant a pair �M�S�� M
being a Hausdor� topological space and S a closed subspace of M � such that
both M n S and S are manifolds and each point p � S has a neighbour�
hood O on M homeomorphic to an open set  � W � the restriction of the
homeomorphism to O � S being onto  � E�

The space S is said to be the set of edges ofM � It is allowed to consist of
a �nite number of connected components of various dimensions� S � 	Si�
where Si is a manifold of dimension qi� The model wedge W does vary
together with p � S� however W is required to be the same along each
component Si� A familiar topological argument shows that this assumption
involves no loss of generality�

We will abbreviate �M�S� to M when no confusion can arise� and call
M the manifold with edges�

If Wi � Rqi � Ct�Xi� is the model wedge for Si� then the number
qi� �dimXi is equal to the dimension of M nS and thus independent of
i� This number is called the dimension of M �

Close to an edge Si� the manifold M gives rise to a cone bundle whose
base is Si and whose �bre is Ct�Xi��

As mentioned� M is not necessarily a topological manifold unless all
the cone cross�sections Xi are homeomorphic to spheres� However� we call
M a manifold for the analytical objects will be considered on M n S�

The structure of charts with edges on a manifold with edges M is clear
from the De�nition ��� When speaking on charts h � O � W on M � one
speci�es the domains O of these� Namely� O is allowed to meet at most one
of the edges Si� If O intersects Si� then h maps O to Wi and the image
of O � Si by h lies on the edge of Wi� If O is away from the edges� then
as target space for h we can take either any one of the wedges Wi or the
Euclidean space RdimM �cf� Fig� ���
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Fig� �� A chart with edges�

Two charts with edges �h�� O�� and �h�� O�� are said to be compatible if
eitherO��O� � � or h�
h

��
� � h��O��O��� h��O��O�� is a di�eomorphism

of open sets on a model wedge or in RdimM �
We emphasise that if O� �O� intersects S� then both O� and O� meet

the same component of S� Si say� and so h� 
 h
��
� is required to be a dif�

feomorphism of open sets on the wedge Wi� On the other hand� if O� � O�

does not meet S� then O� and O� may intersect di�erent components of S
or lie away from S at all� In any case h� 
 h

��
� is a di�eomorphism of open

sets lying outside the singularities�
An atlas on M is a system of charts �h�� O����I which are compatible in

pairs and which cover M � i�e��M � 	��IO��
A C� structure with edges onM is a maximal atlas� i�e�� an atlas which

contains any chart compatible with each element of the atlas�
By a coordinate system on a manifold M � with a C� structure with

edges� we shall mean a pointed chart� i�e�� a chart �h�O� and a point p � O
such that h�p� � ��

If M has a C� structure with edges� we denote by C��M� the space
of all functions u �M � C such that u 
 h�� is C� on h�O�� for each chart
�h�O��

De	nition �
�
� A C� manifold with edges is a pair �M�F�� where
M is a paracompact manifold with edges and F � C��M� for some C�

structure with edges on M �

The concept of a C� manifold with edges encompasses in particular
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the class of smooth manifolds with boundary� Each boundary hypersurface
is regarded as an edge of minimal codimension� with the inward�pointing
normal bundle as cone bundle�

De�nition ��� can be easily generalised to the case when the cone bases
Xi are smooth compact manifolds with boundary� This would correspond
to manifolds with edges on the boundary�

On the other hand� there may be fairly arti�cial C� structures with
edges�

Example �
�
� Let M be a C� manifold of dimension q �  � n and
S a q�dimensional C� submanifold of M � For each point p � S� there
are a neighbourhood O on M and a di�eomorphism h of O onto an open
subset  of Rq � B� B being the unit ball of centre � in R��n� such that
h�O � S� �  � �Rq � f�g�� Since B can equally well be regarded as
the topological cone over the unit sphere in R��n� i�e� B �� Ct�Sn�� these
di�eomorphisms h give rise to a C� structure with edges on M � with S an
edge� It is clear that this C� structure with edges in fact coincides with
the original C� structure of M �

�

��� Vector bundles

LetM be a C� manifold with edges� The di�erential geometry ofM will be
developed by straightforward extension from the singularityless case� which
is �rst recalled succinctly�

We begin with the construction of the tangent bundle of a manifold
with edges� In the singularityless case this construction is direct and is
followed by that of the cotangent bundle via invoking the functor of the dual
bundle� For manifolds with singularities� however� a direct construction of
the cotangent bundle has proved to survive rather than that of the tangent
bundle �cf� Melrose �Mel��a� �����

The manifold M comes equipped with its algebra of C� functions�
C��M�� of which we are going to make use� Localising this leads to the
cotangent bundle� Thus� for p � M � let Ip�M� � fu � C��M� � u�p� � �g
be the ideal of smooth functions vanishing at p� We de�ne the cotangent
space at p by T �pM � Ip�M��I�p �M� where I�p�M� is the linear span of
products of pairs of elements in Ip�M�� It is clear that T �pM bears a natural
linear structure inherited from Ip�M��

If p lies on the smooth part of M � then it is easy to see� by reference to
local coordinates and use of Taylor�s formula� that T �pM is a vector space of
dimension equal to that of M � However� this is no longer true for singular
points p� i�e� those lying on the edges of M � Clearly� the dimension of T �pM
does not exceed N provided p belongs to an edge with the model wedge
embedded to RN� The following example shows that the dimension of T �pM
can in fact vary from dimM to N �
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Example �
�
� PickN�q points ai on the unit sphereSN�q�� inRN�q�
i�e�

ai � �ai��� � � � � ai�N�q� � i � � � � � � N � q�

and put X � fa�� � � � � aNg� Then� X is a manifold of dimension � and the
topological cone over X allows an embedding to RN�q by

Ct�X� � ftai � t � �R�� i � � � � � � N � qg

�a hedgehog�like manifold with a conical point at the origin�� The wedge
W � Rq � Ct�X� is thus embedded to RN and has a natural C� structure
with edge E � Rq� f�g� It is a simple matter to see that

dimT �pW � q � r for each p � E�

where r � rankR�ai�j�� Hence it follows that the dimension of T �pW over the
edge may be any integer in the interval �q�� N �� There are essentially two
cases where this dimension is precisely q � � One of the two corresponds
to X consisting of two antipodal points on the sphere SN�q�� and thus to

W
dif �
�� Rq� ��� � �the case of C� manifolds�� The other case corresponds

to X consisting of a single point on SN�q�� and thus to W
dif �
�� Rq� �R� �the

case of C� manifolds with boundary��
�

The cotangent spaces T �pM over all p � M combine to give rise to the
cotangent bundle of M �

T �M �
S
p�M

T �pM�

with the natural projection � � T �M �M mapping T �pM to p� We check at
once that T �M is still a manifold with edges� though of subtler structures�
Namely� to an edge Si inM with model wedgeRqi�Ct�Xi� there corresponds
an edge in T �M with model wedge Rqi�dimM �Ct�Xi	Sri���� where ri  �
Moreover� we have ri �  unless the singularity of M along Si is arti�cial�

If u � C��M� and p � M � then u � u�p� � Ip�M�� Thus� the class of
u� u�p� in T �pM de�nes a section of T �M � i�e�� a mapping du �M � T �M
satisfying � 
 du � Id�

Using these explicit sections of T �M we introduce the following space
of functions on T �M �

F � ff � T �M � C such that f 
 du � C��M� for all u � C��M�g�
�����

Proposition �
�
� �T �M�F�� with F de�ned by ������ is a C� man�
ifold with edges�
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Proof
 See Proposition ��� in Melrose �Mel��a��
�

It is easy to check that � � T �M �M is a smooth mapping of manifolds
with edges� If h � O � RdimM is a non�singular chart on M and p � O�
then each u � Ip�M� can be written as u �

PdimM
j�� cjdhj�p� modulo I�p�M��

where cj � C are constant� Hence �dhj�p�� is a basis in each cotangent space
T �pM � p � O� It varies smoothly in p � O� which leads to a di�eomorphism
� � ����O� � O � Rdim given by �p� �u�� �� �p� c�� where c � �cj� are the
coordinates in T �pM with respect to �dhj�p��� Moreover� the restriction of
� to each �bre ����p� � T �pM is a linear mapping� However� the linear
structures in the �bres ����p� � T �M fail to vary smoothly close to edges
where the dimension of ����p� jumps� Thus� the cotangent bundle to a
manifold with edges does not �t in the usual concept of a vector bundle�
The singular structure of M near edges forces the cotangent bundle to bear
new features such as jumps of �bre dimensions� Rather than to modify
the concept of a vector bundle to meet these pecularities we will blow up
M along the edges� thus con�ning the discussion to C� manifolds with
boundary and standard vector bundles� The �rst approach would perhaps
better suit to di�erential geometry while the second one is suggested by the
analysis of partial di�erential operators�

Similarly the dual spaces TpM �
�
T �pM

��
�t together to form the

tangent bundle TM � 	p�MTpM � which is also naturally a C� manifold
with edges� For a manifold with edges� the elements of C��M�TM� are
called smooth vector �elds� Each element v � C��M�TM� acts on C��M��
essentially by de�nition�

vu �p� � hv�p�� du �p�i� u � C��M�� ������

h�� �i being the pairing between TpM and T �pM � In particular� vu � � if u
is constant� Moreover this action shows that C��M�TM� is a Lie algebra
with Poisson brackets �v�� v��u �p� � �v�v� � v�v��u �p�� for u � C��M��

We �nish this section by recalling the standard notion of a vector bundle
over a C� manifold with edges� As mentioned� it relies on the C� structure
of M induced by an embedding� and so it is not su�cient to cover natural
geometric bundles unless the singularities have been blown up�

Note that a mapping f �M� �M� between C� manifolds with edges is
smooth� i�e� C�� if the pull�back f�u � u 
 f belongs to C��M�� whenever
u � C��M���

For open sets O� � M� and O� � M�� we call a mapping � � O� � O�

the di�eomorphism if it is C�� has a C�� two�sided� inverse and restricts
to a di�eomorphism of the pieces of O� and O� along the edges�

De	nition �
�
� Let � � V �M be a smooth mapping of manifolds with
edges� We say that �V� �� is a �bre bundle with typical �bre Vf if there are a
covering of M by open sets O� and di�eomorphisms �� � ����O��� O� � Vf
such that � � ����O��� O� is the composition of �� with projection onto the
�rst factor O� in O� � Vf �



��� Blowing up edges 

It follows from this de�nition that ����p� is di�eomorphic to Vf for all
p �M � we will call Vf �the� �bre of V � We require Vf to be a C� manifold�
and so M � Vf is a C� manifold with edges fedges ofMg � Vf �

A section of a �bre bundle V over M is a mapping s � M � V such
that �s�p� � p for all p �M �

We denote by C��M�V � the set of all smooth� i�e� C�� sections of
V over M � It does not bear any structure but those induced pointwise by
hypothetical structures in the �bres ����p�� p � M � Such is the case� in
particular� for vector bundles V � where C��M�V � is a vector space�

Consider the di�eomorphism �j 
 ���� of �O� �Oj��Vf which we obtain
from the de�nition of a �bre bundle� It is a mapping from O� � Oj to the
group of di�eomorphisms of the �bre Vf �

De	nition �
�
� A �bre bundle � � V �M is said to be a vector bundle
if its typical �bre is a vector space Vf and if the di�eomorphisms �� may be
chosen in such a way that the di�eomorphisms �j 
���� � fpg�Vf � fpg�Vf
are invertible linear mappings for all p � O� �Oj�

If f �M� �M� is a smooth mapping of manifolds with edges and V is a
�bre bundle over M�� we denote by f�V the �bre bundle over M� obtained
by pulling back V � More precisely� f�V is the smooth �bre bundle given by
restricting the �bre bundle M� � V over M� �M� to the graph "f of f � so
that

f�V � �Id� ����"f

� f�p� v� �M� � V � ��v� � f�p�g�

The induced mapping on sections� f�u � u 
 f � will be referred to as
the pull�back mapping� it maps C��M�� V � to C��M�� f

�V ��

��� Blowing up edges

In order to simplify various analytic constructions it proves to be helpful to
blow up the manifold M along edges�

The main idea of blowing up a manifold at a singular set S is to replace
the manifold by a bigger set in which some information concerning the
direction of approach to S is included� Directions are associated to curves
with only their endpoint on S and which are not �tangent� to S� The set of
equivalence classes of such curves is in many cases speci�ed as the inward�
pointing spherical normal bundle to S� For more details we refer the reader
to Melrose �Mel��a� Ch� 	��

Let Si be a connected component of the set of edges ofM � By De�nition
��� this amounts to saying that each point p � Si has a neighbourhood O
inM which bears the structure of a �bre bundle over O�Si� with Ct�Xi� as
a typical �bre� Indeed� having �xed a di�eomorphism h � O � Wi� one can
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set ��p� � h���y�� for p � O� where y is the projection of h�p� on the edge in
Wi� However� there need not exist any neighbourhood O of the entire edge
Si which is a �bre bundle over Si whose typical �bre is Ct�Xi�� While this
is the case for Riemannian manifolds with edges� in general the existence of
such a neighbourhood should be postulated�

Recall that we think of Ct�Xi� as being embedded as a conic set in an
Euclidean space RN�qi where qi stands for the dimension of Si� The usual
way to achieve such an embedding is as follows� Let e � Xi �� RN�qi�� be
an embedding of Xi as a compact submanifold in RN�qi��� with N large
enough� which does exist by the Whitney theorem� Then�

Ct�Xi� � ftSP �e�x�� � R
N�qi � t � �R�� x � Xig� �����

SP being the stereographic projection of RN�qi�� onto the upper hemisphere
SN�qi��� in RN�qi�

SP �z� �
�z� �p
jzj� � 

� z � RN�qi���

Blowing up the tip � in Ct�Xi� simply amounts to the introduction of
polar coordinates �t� x�� Namely� we de�ne Ct�Xi� blown up at � to be
�Ct�Xi�� f�g� � �R��Xi �cf� the notation of Melrose �Mel��a� 	��� together
with the associated blow�down mapping b � �Ct�Xi�� f�g�� Ct�Xi� given by

b�t� x� � tSP �e�x��� ������

This is a di�eomorphism of �Ct�Xi�� f�g� n �f�g�Xi� onto Ct�Xi� n f�g and
has rank  at the boundary 	�Ct�Xi�� f�g� � f�g � Xi� which projects to
the tip ��

We blow up M along the edge Si by blowing up the tip at each �bre
of M over Si� close to Si� Namely� let � � O � Si be a �bre bundle of some
neighbourhood O of Si in M � with typical �bre Ct�Xi�� Given any point
p � Si� the �ber ����p� is di�eomorphic to Ct�Xi�� the di�eomorphism
being locally C� in p� We de�ne the �bre ����p� blown up at the tip
to be �R� �Xi along with the associated blow�down mapping �R� �Xi �
����p� obtained by composing ������ and the inverse of the di�eomorphism
����p� � Ct�Xi�� Once again this is equivalent to introducing the polar
coordinates at each �bre of O over Si�

Denote by �M �Si� the topological space constructed fromM by replac�
ing the neighbourhood O by Si � �R� �Xi via gluing with any one of the
above di�eomorphisms� What we have done is we attached a cylindrical end
along the edge Si�

We now apply this construction again� thus blowing up M along each
of the edges� The resulting topological space is denoted by

�M �S� � �� � � ��M �S���S�� � � ���

it is immaterial which order of edges we choose to de�ne �M �S� as long as
the edges are disjoint�
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Remark �
�
� The space �M �S� is referred to as the 	stretched mani�
fold
 associated to the manifold with edges M �cf� Schulze �Sch�
� ������

From the construction of �M �S� it is immediate that �M �S� is a C�

manifold with boundary� Moreover� the corresponding blow�down mapping
b � �M �S��M is C� and restricts to a di�eomorphism of �M �S� n 	�M �S�
onto M n S�

Note that the boundary of �M �S� has as many connected components
as the number of edges of M � In fact�

	�M �S� � 	i Si � f�g �Xi

under the identi�cation above� The component Si�f�g�Xi of the boundary
has the structure of a �bre bundle over Si whose typical �bre is Xi� a C�

compact closed manifold� Thus� the boundary of �M �S� is a �bre bundle
over the set of edges�

	�M �S���yb
S

������

the typical �bre varying along with the component of S�
The analysis on a manifold with edges has been proved to refer to the

associated stretched manifold�
We �nish this section with a brief discussion of the pull�backs of vector

bundles over M under the blow�down mapping b � �M �S� � M � If V is a
C� vector bundle over M � then the �bre of b�V over a point p � 	�M �S�
is Vb�p�� As b blows down entire �bres of ������� it follows that b�V should
be �constant� along the �bres of the boundary �bration� Hence� vector
bundles of interest over �M �S� seem at �rst sight to obey the �bration
������� The cotangent bundle T �M to a manifold with edges� however� gives
some suggestive evidence to the contrary� Indeed� as de�ned in Section ���
T �M does not meet De�nition ���� while being of great importance in the
analysis on M � As a substitute for the pull�back of T �M under the blow�
down mapping b � �M �S� � M one would like to have just the cotangent
bundle to �M �S�� Since this latter need not be �constant� along the �bres
of ������� we have thus to permit arbitrary C� vector bundles over �M �S��
i�e�� including those which do not respect the boundary �bration�

��� Distributions on manifolds with edges

Suppose �M�S� is a C� manifold with edges� On the non�singular part
M n S of M all the usual function spaces are well�de�ned� So� we restrict
our attention to the behaviour of functions close to edges�

If u � C��M�� then the pull�back of u under the blow�down mapping
�M �S� � M belongs to C���M �S��� The converse is not true because
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a function u � C��M �S�� can be lifted to a continuous function on M if
and only if it is constant along the �bres of ������� Thus the store of C�

functions on �M �S� is much richer than that on M �
On the other hand� denote by #C��M� the subspace of C��M� consist�

ing of functions which are at on S� i�e�� vanish up to the in�nite order on S�
Then� the pull�back of #C��M� under the blow�down mapping �M �S��M
coincides with the subspace of C���M �S�� consisting of functions which are
$at on the boundary of �M �S��

Let #C���M �S�� � stand for the space of C� densities on �M �S� which
are $at on 	�M �S�� From what has already been said� we deduce that the
dual space

C����M �S�� �
�
#C���M �S�� �

��
�����

is of great importance in the analysis on manifolds with edges�

Proposition �
�
� The elements of C����M �S�� are extendible distri�
butions in the sense that� given any C� manifold M extending �M �S�� the
restriction mapping E ��M 	S
�M�� C����M �S�� is surjective with null space

consisting of distributions supported on 	�M �S��

Proof
 Indeed� by the Hahn�Banach theorem� each continuous linear
functional on #C���M �S�� � extends to the space C���M �S�� �� of which
the dual is just E ��M 	S
�M�� Hence the surjectivity of the restriction map�

ping E ��M 	S
�M� � C����M �S�� is immediate� On the other hand� the
characterisation of the null space of this mapping follows from the fact that
#C���M �S�� � is the closure in C���M �S�� � of the subspace of C� den�
sities supported away from the boundary in �M �S�� This completes the
proof�

�

In the next chapter we introduce a scale of weighted Sobolev spaces
on �M �S�� with the distance to the boundary as a weight factor� which
�connects� #C���M �S�� and C����M �S���

Note that similar arguments apply to de�ne generalised sections of a
vector bundle V over �M �S�� to be denoted #C���M �S�� V �� C����M �S�� V ��
etc�



Chapter �

Sobolev Spaces with

Asymptotics

��� �Twisted� Sobolev spaces

To organise a calculus of pseudodi�erential operators on a manifold with
edges� it proves to be helpful to reformulate the standard Sobolev spaces
on the smooth part of the manifold in anisotropic terms� close to edges�
Namely� when restricted to a �bred neighbourhood of an edge� they can be
described as Sobolev spaces along the edge of functions taking their values in
suitable Sobolev spaces in �bres� Moreover� some actions on the cotangent
spaces to the edges turn out to be involved� a fact clarifying the use of
�twisted� in the speci�cation of the spaces�

We begin with a general concept of a �twisted� Sobolev space� For this
purpose� let S be a C� compact closed manifold of dimension q and V � S
a Banach bundle over S� with typical �bre Vf �

Fix a strictly positive C� function 
 � h
i on Rq� such that h
i � j
j
for all j
j  c with some c � �� In this way we obtain what is known as a
�smoothed norm function�� The following property of such a function proves
to be extremely useful in the sequel�

Lemma �
�
� �Peetre�s inequality There is a constant C � � such
that� given any s � R� we have

h
is � C jsj h
 � �ijsj h�is for all 
� � � Rq�

Proof
 The proof is elementary�
�

Denote by � � T �S � S the cotangent bundle of S and by ��V the
pull�back of V under �� As de�ned in Section ��� ��V is a Banach bundle
over T �S and the �bre of ��V over a point �p� 
� � T �S is Vp� the �bre of
V over p � S� Though being independent of 
 � T �p �S� as a Banach space�
the �bre Hp might bear a Banach structure varying along with 
� Our next
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concern will be the behaviour of Banach structures allowed under varying

�

Proposition �
�
� The following are equivalent�
� There is a family �k � k����Rq of norms on Vf such that� given any

non�zero v � Vf � we have



C

�
min

h
i

h�i
�
h�i

h
i

��

�
kvk�
kvk�

� C

�
max

h
i

h�i
�
h�i

h
i

��

for all 
� � � Rq�

with constants � and C independent of v and 
� ��
�� There is a family ��
����Rq of isomorphisms of Vf such that

k�
������kL�Vf� � C

�
max

h
i

h�i
�
h�i

h
i

��

for all 
� � � Rq�

with constants � and C independent of 
� ��

Proof
 �� �� Pick an arbitrary isomorphism T of Vf � Given 
 � Rq�
let

�
�v �
kvk�
kTvk

Tv for v � Vf n f�g �����

and �
�� � �� It is clear that �
� is an isomorphism of Vf and

���
�g �
kgk

kT��gk�
T��g

unless g �� �� Hence it follows that

k�
������gk �
kT��gk�
kgk

kgk

kT��gk�
kgk

for v �� �� and consequently

k�
������kL�Vf� � sup
v�Vf

kvk�
kvk�

showing ���
��� � Given any 
 � Rq� set

kvk� � k�
�vk for v � Vf �

as follows from ������ If 
� � � Rq� then

kvk�
kvk�

�
k�
���������vk

k���vk

� k�
������kL�Vf �
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which establishes the right estimate in �� Interchanging 
 and � yields
immediately the left estimate in �� as desired�

�

Note that the family of isomorphisms ��
����Rq in �� also satis�es

k�
 � �����
�kL�Vf� � c h
i� for all 
� � � Rq� ������

as is easy to see from Lemma ��� �cf� �RST�����

Example �
�
� As but one example of ��
����Rq satisfying �� we show

�
� � ���h�i� 
 � R
q� where ������� is a group action on Vf �

�

We are now able to introduce �twisted� Sobolev spaces Hs�S� ��V ��
s � R� on S� Let ��
����Rq be a family of isomorphisms on the typical �bre
Vf of V � ful�lling condition �� of Proposition ����� This family goes to be
involved into the de�nition of �twisted� Sobolev spaces� For this reason we
speak on sections of the induced bundle ��V over S rather than on sections
of V � Though ��V is a Banach bundle over T �S� we may identify S with
the zero section of T �S and hence the designation Hs�S� ��V � will cause no
perplexity�

We begin with a local situation where a section u � D��S� V � is sup�
ported in the domain of some chart on S and V is trivial over the domain�

De	nition �
�
� For s � R� the space Hs�Rq� ��V � is de�ned to consist
of all u � S ��Rq� V � such that Fu � L�

loc�R
q� V � and

kukHs�Rq�	�V � �

�Z
Rq

h
i�sk�
�Fy ���uk
�
Vf
d


��
�

���

If we replace k � kVf by another equivalent norm on Vf � then we get an
equivalent norm on Hs�Rq� ��V �� Furthermore� this norm is independent of
the concrete choice of 
 �� h
i modulo equivalence of norms�

The space Hs�Rq� ��V � is easily checked to be a Banach space and
even a Hilbert space provided Vf is Hilbert� For further properties of these
spaces we refer the reader to �ST�	�� here con�ning ourselves merely to a
motivation of �twisted� Sobolev spaces�

Example �
�
� Let Vf � Hs�RN�q�� Consider the group action �������
on Vf given by

��u �z� � �
N�q
� u ��z� � u � Hs�RN�q��

and set �
� � ���h�i� for 
 � Rq� Then Hs�Rq� ��Hs�RN�q�� � Hs�RN�

�cf� Schulze �Sch�� ������ In order to extend this equality to Sobolev
spaces on product manifolds� it is necessary to fall outside the limits of
group actions on �bres and allow general actions meeting the conditions of
Proposition �����

�
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To carry over the de�nition of �twisted� Sobolev spaces to the case of
Banach bundles over S� we need the following lemma�

Lemma �
�
� Suppose ��
����Rq is a family of isomorphisms on Vf
satisfying

sup
��Rq

k�
�T���
�kL�Vf� �� for all T � L�Vf �� ������

Then� for each T � C��Rq� L�Vf �� with values in invertible operators on
Vf � the norms of u and Tu in Hs�Rq� ��V � are equivalent on sections u
supported in a �xed compact subset of Rq�

Proof
 Indeed� the condition ������ implies that both the operator�
valued symbol a�y� 
� � T �y� and its pointwise inverse belong to the sym�
bol space S��T �Rq���V � �cf� Section ��� below�� As a pseudodi�eren�
tial operator with a symbol in this space extends to a continuous mapping
Hs

comp�R
q� ��V � � Hs

loc�R
q� ��V �� for each s � R� the lemma follows� See

also Proposition 	 in �Sch�� ������

�

It is worth pointing out that the action of Example ���	 ful�ls condition
������ while its inverse does not�

Pick a covering �O�
�� of S by open sets� each O�

� lying in the domain
of some chart y � h���p� on S and V being trivial over O�

�� and choose
a subordinate partition ���� of unity on S� Moreover� �x trivialisations
�� � V jO�� � O�

��Vf of the bundle V overO�
� and denote by t� the composition

of �� with the projection to the second factor in O�
� � Vf �

Given s � R� the space Hs�S� ��V � is de�ned to consist of all sections
u � D��S� V � such that �h����t���u � Hs�Rq� ���Rq � Vf �� for each �� The
norm in this space is de�ned by

kukHs�S�	�V � �

	X
�

Z
h
i�sk�
�Fy ����h

�
���t���uk

�
Vf
d



�
�

�

Proposition �
�
� If ��
����Rq satis�es condition ������� then the
space Hs�S� ��V � is independent of which partition of unity on S� local co�
ordinates on S and trivialisations of V we choose to de�ne it�

Proof
 It su�ces to use Lemma ���� together with the fact that the
space Hs

loc�R
q� ���Rq� Vf �� is invariant under changes of coordinates in Rq

�cf� Behm �Beh�	� �������

�

As is shown in �FST�
b�� we have Hs�S� ��Hs�F �� � Hs�S � F � for a
suitable family ��
����Rq of isomorphisms on Hs�F �� F being a C� com�
pact closed manifold�
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��� Sobolev spaces on manifolds with edges

Let �M�S� be a C� closed manifold with edges� By abuse of language we
introduce Sobolev spaces on M in case S consists of merely one connected
component of dimension q� Generalisation to the case of a �nite number of
components is fairly straightforward�

As mentioned above� the analysis will take place on an associated
stretched manifoldM � �M �S� rather than on M � This latter is a smooth
manifold with boundary� the boundary being the total space of a �bration
b � 	M� S with a compact typical �bre X� Namely�

b���O�
��

�i�� O�
� �X��yb � proj

O�
�

�cf� �������� for a �nite covering �O�
�� of S�

We now invoke the fact that each manifold with compact boundary has
a �collar�� i�e�� the boundary 	M possesses a neighbourhood O inM which
is di�eomorphic to 	M� �R�� When combined with boundary �bration
������� this gives rise to a �bration of the whole manifold M near the
boundary� Namely� letting � denote a di�eomorphism of a neighbourhood
of 	M onto 	M� �R�� we arrive at a �bre bundle

���
�
b���O�

�� � �R�

� �i�� O�
� �
�
�R��X

���yF � proj

O�
�

������

with base S and typical �bre �R��X� Here�

F � b 
 proj 
 ��
%� � ��� � � 
 ��

In turn �bre bundle ������ enables us to introduce various Banach
bundles over S relevant to function spaces onM� Namely� given a function
space Vf on the semicylinder �R� �X� we might consider a �bre bundle V
over S whose �bre over a point p � O�

� consists of all functions u on the
�bre F���p�� such that the push�forward �%���u of u under %� belongs to Vf �
Were the space Vf invariant under the di�eomorphisms %j��p� of �R� � X
induced by %j%��

� � this would allow us to conclude that V is a �bre bundle
over S with typical �bre Vf �

We thus turn to Sobolev spaces on �R� � X to be used� These are
Hs����R��X�� for s� � � R� We begin with the case of non�negative integer
s�

Let s �Z� and � � R� Denote by Hs������R��X� the set of all distri�
butions u on �R��X whose derivatives up to order s are locally integrable
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and satisfy

kuk�Hs�����R��X� ��

Z �

�



t��

X
j�A	s

k�tDt�
juk�HA�X�

dt

t
���

This norm is intended to control the behaviour of functions near t � ��
On the other hand� away from t � � we wish to model the pull�back of
the usual Sobolev spaces under polar coordinates ������� It proves to be
helpful to incorporate an additional weight factor t�� � � R� into the norm
expression� Thus� for s �Z� and � � R� we de�ne Hs������R��X� to consist
of all distributions u on R��X whose derivatives up to order s are locally
integrable and make �nite the norm

kuk�Hs�����R��X� ��

Z �

�

t��
X

j�A	s



t��j�A�
k�tDt�

juk�HA�X�t
ndt�

n being the dimension of X�
The de�nitions then extend to arbitrary s � R by interpolation and

duality �cf� �ST�	���
The spaces Hs������R��X� allow an equivalent formulation in terms of

the Mellin transform along R�� The analysis on the cone employs the Mellin
transform and weight factors only near the vertex which corresponds to a
neighbourhood of t � �� The weight factor t��� a�ects the space also for
t � �� It will be advantageous to introduce another variant of spaces on
�R��X that refers to the Mellin transform and to weight factors only close
to t � �� For this purpose� we multiplyHs������R��X� by a cut�o� function
� � C�

comp��R�� and add ����Hs������R��X�� Thus� for s� �� � � R� we set

Hs������R��X� � �Hs������R��X� � �� ��Hs������R��X�� �������

where the right�hand side is regarded as a non�direct sum of Fr�echet spaces�
For � � �� we abbreviate Hs������R��X� to Hs����R��X��

The most important property of spaces ������� is that C� functions of
compact support are dense in Hs������R��X�� for each s� �� � � R�

It is easy to see that the spaces Hs������R� � X� are invariant under
those di�eomorphisms of �R� � X which behave properly at t � � �cf�
Schrohe �Sch����� Hence we may apply the above scheme to the space
Vf � Hs������R��X�� thus arriving at a Banach bundle over S to be denoted
Hs�����F�������

We endow the �bre Hs������R��X� with the group action ������� given

by ��u �t� x� � �
��n
� u��t� x�� and set �
� � ���h�i� for 
 � Rq �cf� Exam�

ple ���	��
The �twisted� Sobolev space Hs�S� ��Hs���F������� bears informations

on the behaviour of functions close to the edge S on M � It gives rise to
weighted Sobolev spaces on M �
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Proposition �
�
� Assume that u is a distribution with a compact sup�
port in O n 	M� O being a collar neighbourhood of the boundary� Then
u � Hs�S� ��Hs�����F�������� for s� �� � � R� if and only if u � Hs�M��

Proof
 It su�ces to combine Propositions ���� and ����� in �ST�	��
�

From this proposition we deduce that the localisation of the space
Hs�S� ��Hs���F������� to each compact subset of O n 	M coincides with
that of the usual Sobolev space Hs�M�� Hence we can paste together these
spaces just in the same way as in ��������

We say that a distribution onMn	M is supported close to the bound�
ary ofM if it vanishes away from a compact subset of O� Fix a C� function
� onM that is supported close to the boundary and is equal to  in a smaller
neighbourhood of 	M � Then� each distribution u in the interior of M can
be written as u � u��u� where u� � �u is supported close to the boundary
and the support of u� � �� ��u does not meet the boundary�

De	nition �
�
� For s� � � R� the space Hs���M� is de�ned to consist
of all distributions u onMn	M such that �u � Hs�S� ��Hs���F������� and
� � ��u � Hs�M��

By Proposition ����� the space Hs���M� is independent of which cut�
o� function � we choose to de�ne it� It is a Banach space and even a Hilbert
space under the norm

kukHs���M� �
�
k�uk�Hs�S�	�Hs���F���
��� � k�� ��uk�Hs�M�

��
�
�������

which does depend on � modulo equivalence�
The crucial point of De�nition ����� is the particular choice of the family

of isomorphisms ��
����Rq on the typical �bre Hs����R� � X�� For the
de�nition to be correct� this family should be so chosen that the �twisted�
Sobolev space Hs�S� ��Hs���F������� agree with the usual Sobolev space
Hs�M� on compact subsets of O n 	M� No further conditions are required�
Yet another choice of this family is discussed in Section ����

As the spaces Hs���M� are invariant under multiplication by C� func�
tions� the de�nition of weighted Sobolev spaces onM carries over to sections
of smooth vector bundles on M� We will write Hs���M� V �� etc� for the
corresponding spaces� V being a C� bundle overM�

��� The nature of asymptotics

When constructing a parametrix to an elliptic operator close to an edge on
M � one reformulates the operator as a Fourier pseudodi�erential operator
along the edge with a symbol taking its values in the �cone algebras� on the
�bres� Then� the parametrix construction starts by looking for a precise
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parametrix in each �bre� Recall that the �bres are locally identi�ed with
the semicylinder R��X and the operators on the �bres are of Fuchs�type
in t � R�� The parametrices of such operators are known to bear so�called
�conormal� asymptotic expansions at t � �� The asymptotics of solutions
to the Fuchs�type di�erential equations on the semiaxis are simply pull�
backs of Euler exponential solutions to ordinary di�erential equations with
constant coe�cients under the mapping R� � R given by t �� r � � log t�
When having given Sobolev spaces with asymptotics in the �bres ofM close
to S� we may de�ne Sobolev spaces with asymptotics onM just in the same
way as in De�nition ������ We therefore restrict our attention to spaces with
asymptotics on the semicylinder R��X�

In the Mellin transform picture� the asymptotics of solutions to elliptic
equations of Fuchs type on R� � X are related to analytic functionals of
the form

u ��
MX
��

j�X
j��

fj
	ju

	zj
�p�� u � A ��p�� �

where �p� are some points in the complex plane� j non�negative integers�
and fj smooth functions on X� Such functionals are carried by discrete
sets �p� which� in turn� prove to coincide with the spectrums of the conor�
mal symbols of the corresponding equations� The spectrum in a �bre may
vary along the edge S which causes serious di�culties when one works in
the framework of discrete asymptotic types� However� the �general position�
corresponds to the case where the spectrum varies within a closed set away
from the weight line in the complex plane� whose intersection with each hor�
izontal strip of �nite width remains compact while the �bre varies along the
edge� To handle such asymptotics� Schulze �Sch

b� introduced continuous
asymptotic types�

For a compact set K � C � we denote by A�
K the space of all analytic

functionals having K as a carrier� If the complement of K is connected�
then A�

K
�� A�K��� A�K� being the space of analytic functions on K with

the usual inductive limit topology�
The space A�

K is known to be a nuclear Fr�echet space� Therefore�
we may consider the space A�

K�C � C
��X�� � A�

K �	 C��X� of analytic
functionals with values in C��X� carried by K�

Pick a cut�o� function � � C�
comp��R��� i�e�� any function with ��t� � 

near t � ��
SupposeK lies below from a weight line "�� � fz � C � �z � ��g� i�e��

�z � �� for all z � K� Then� for any f � A�
K�C � C

��X��� the potential
��t�hf�x�� tizi is easily veri�ed to be in H�����R��X��

We want to introduce subspaces of Hs����R� � X� consisting of the
functions which have a gain in the weight up to elements of certain spaces
of potentials� For this purpose� we need some preliminaries�

A weight datum w � ��� ��l� ��� consists of a number � � R and an
interval ��l� �� on the real axis� with � � l � �� By abuse of language�
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we will consider only weight data with �nite weight intervals� i�e�� l � ��
referring the reader to �ST�
a� for the general case�

A set � � C is called a carrier of asymptotics if � is closed� has con�
nected complement and if the portion of � in each strip fc� � �z � c��g is
compact�

By an asymptotic type related to a weight datum w � ��� ��l� ��� is
meant any pair as � ���&�� where

� � is a carrier of asymptotics contained in the strip ��� l � �z � ���
and

� & is a closed subspace of A�
��C � C

��X���

Let us denote by As�w� the set of all asymptotic types related to w�
We are now in a position to introduce our spaces with asymptotics�

De	nition �
�
� For an asymptotic type as � ���&� related to a weight
datum w � ��� ��l� ���� the space Hs��

as ��R��X� is de�ned to consist of all
u � Hs����R� � X� such that u � � hf� tizi � Hs���l����R� � X�� for some
f � &�

The elements of

Hs���l����R��X� �
T
���

Hs���l����R��X�

may be regarded as being at of order l � � relative to the weight ��
Note that De�nition ���� is independent of the particular choice of the

cut�o� function ��
To topologise the space Hs��

as ��R��X�� we denote by Aas��R��X� the
space of all potentials u�t� x� � ��t�hf�x�� tizi in H�����R��X�� such that
f � &�

By the K'othe�Grothendieck duality�A�
��C � C

��X��
top�
�� A�(C n��C��X��

has a Fr�echet topology which is nuclear� Then� we endow the subspace & by
the induced topology� Moreover� the mapping &� Aas��R��X� given by
f �� ��t�hf�x�� tizi is easily checked to be injective and surjective� Thus� we
can give Aas��R��X� the topology induced by this algebraic isomorphism�

WemakeHs��
as ��R��X� a Fr�echet space by endowing it with the topology

of the non�direct sum of Fr�echet spaces�

Hs��
as ��R��X� � Aas��R��X� �Hs���l����R��X�� ������

Moreover� if � � "���l � �� then the sum ������ is direct�
If u�t� x� � ��t� hf�x�� tizi is an element of Aas��R� � X�� with as �

���&�� then

��u �t� x� � ���t� h�
��n
� �izf�x�� tizi� � � ��
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For each �xed � � �� the function ���t� is again of cut�o� nature and so
does not a�ect the property of being in Aas��R� �X� modulo elements of
H����l����R��X�� Further�

�
��n
� �iz � exp

��
��n
� � iz

�
log �

�
is an entire function of z� hence the product �

��n
� �izf�x� is again an analytic

functional with values in C��X� and carrier �� Whether this functional
belongs to & or not� would be a property of & itself� A kind of this property
is that & is invariant under multiplication by entire functions� If such is the
case� then ��u � Aas��R� � X� modulo H����l����R� � X�� for all � � ��
Hence it follows that the space Hs��

as �
�R��X� is invariant under the group

action ��������
On the other hand� it is obvious that the representation of a function

in the form u�t� x� � ��t� hf�x�� tizi modulo Hs���l����R��X� depends on
the particular choice of coordinates� We next look for conditions on an
asymptotic type as � ���&�� such that the space Hs��

as �
�R��X� is invariant

under di�eomorphisms of �R��X�
First� for any p � C � we have

tp u�t� x� � ��t� hf�x�� ti�z�ip�i

� ��t� h�w �� w � ip��f�x�� tiwi

where �w �� w � ip��f is the pull�back of f under the biholomorphism
w �� w � ip of the complex plane� Thus� the product is of asymptotic type
�w �� w � ip��as � �� � ip� �w �� w � ip��&��

We say that an asymptotic type as � ���&� satis�es the shadow con�
dition if� for each � � �� � � � �� the intersection of � � i� with the strip
�� � l � �z � �� belongs to � and the restriction of �w �� w � i���& to
this intersection is a subspace of &�

If �as� satis�es the shadow condition� then the space Hs��
as ��R� �X� is

invariant under multiplication by functions of C�
comp�

�R��� However� this
condition is not yet su�cient to ensure the invariance under changes of
coordinates� Indeed� a di�eomorphism of �R��X is of the form�

� � � �t� x��
� � ��t� x�

in a neighbourhood of t � �� where � �t� x� � te��t�x� for some C� function
� on ��� R��X� Hence a potential ��� �hf���� � izi pulls back to

�
�
te��t�x�

� �
eiz��t�x�f���t� x��� tiz


� �

�
te��t�x�

� N��X
���

t�
�


�)
	�t e

iz��t�x�f���t� x��
��
t��

� tiz
�

modulo H����N ��R� � X�� for any N � �� � � � �� Note that the function
�
�
te��t�x�

�
is of cut�o� nature near t � �� Thus� when taking N  l� we
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should be able to carry out the operations f �� 	�t e
iz��t�x�f���t� x�� jt��

within the space &� Such a property of & has to be postulated�

Example �
�
� Let &� be a closed subspace of A�
� invariant under mul�

tiplication by entire functions� Then� & � &� �	 C��X� meets all the
conditions above�

�

Applying the general construction of Section �� to Vf � Hs��
as �

�R��X�
yields �twisted� Sobolev spaces with asymptotics Hs�S� ��Hs��

as �F
�������� for

s� � � R and an asymptotic type �as�� In turn� gluing together these spaces
with the usual Sobolev spaces Hs�M� away from the boundary leads us to
Sobolev spaces with asymptotics on M � Hs��

as �M� �cf� De�nition �������
For natural asymptotic types �as�� the spaces Hs��

as �M� are invariant
under multiplication by smooth functions onM� A familiar argument then
shows that they extend as well to sections of smooth vector bundles over
M� In the sequel� Hs��

as �M� V � stands for a Sobolev space with asymptotics
of sections of a C� bundle V overM�

��� Invariance

Let �M�S� be a C� closed manifold with an edge S and let M � �M �S�
be an associated stretched manifold� As described above� the boundary of
M has the structure of a �bre bundle over S� with a blow�down mapping
b � 	M � S� The typical �bre of b is a C� compact closed manifold
X� It follows that M bears a distinguished class of smooth vector �elds
which are unrestricted in the interior and which lie tangent at the bound�
ary to the leaves of the �bration� If denoting this space by Vb� b standing
for the blow�down mapping� we will be aimed at �nding an appropriate
microlocalisation of Vb which contains all di�erential operators onM man�
ufactured from elements of Vb� and parametrices to elliptic di�erential op�
erators� The operators in question are intended to act continuously on the
weighted Sobolev spaces Hs���M� introduced in Section ���� From this we
deduce that� when discussing the invariance of the spaces Hs���M� under
changes of coordinates� we must restrict our attention to those mappings
f �M �M which preserve the class Vb� In other words� these mappings
should obey the boundary �bration b � 	M� S in the sense that there is a
commutative diagram

	M
f
�� 	M��yb ��yb

S
fS�� S

������

with fS a mapping of S� This diagram means simply that f preserves the
�bres of b and thus restricts to a mapping of S� Evidently� if f is smooth�
then so is fS �
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Let us now turn to describing the vector �elds of Vb and mappings f
with property ������ in local coordinates of 	M� We restrict ourselves to a
collar neighbourhood O of 	M which is di�eomorphic to 	M� �R�� Then�
we may take �y� t� x� � S � �R� � X as local coordinates in O� where y
restricts to 	M to coordinates lifted from S� t is a de�ning function for
	M and x restricts to 	M to coordinates on each �bre b���y� � X� In
terms of these coordinates� Vb is a complete natural Lie algebra onM� with
a local basis at a point of O� as a C� module�

tDy� tDt� Dx� �������

Given open sets O�� O� � O� a C� mapping f � O� � O� can be
written in terms of the coordinates as �y� t� x� �� ��� �� �� where �� � and �
are smooth mappings of �y� t� x� � O��

Lemma �
�
� Each mapping f � O� � O� meeting ������ is of the form��
�

� � fS�y� � t��y� t� x��
� � t exp���y� t� x���
� � ��y� t� x��

�������

with fS � �� � and � smooth for t � ��� R�� R � ��

Proof
 Indeed� if f maps O� � 	M to 	M� then a simple analysis
yields � �y� t� x� � te��y�t�x�� where � is a C� function of �y� t� x� � O� and
t bounded� On the other hand� if f preserves the �bres of the blow�down
mapping b� then ��y� t� x� � fS�y� � t��y� t� x�� with fS and � smooth on
the same set� as is clear from the Taylor formula� This completes the proof�

�

By the above� the pull�back of a di�erential operator in �D�� D� and
�D� under a di�eomorphism O� � O� of the form ������� is a di�eren�
tial operator in the vector �elds �������� In other words� the algebra Vb is
invariant under those di�eomorphisms ofM which satisfy �������

To control the behaviour of functions u on O under actions of vector
�elds �������� the natural weighted Sobolev spaces are described as follows�
We �rst take u with a support which projects to a coordinate patch on S�
When identifying this patch with an open set  � Rq� we are thus reduced
to functions given on the stretched wedge W � Rq� �R��X�

Suppose s � Z� and � � R� Denote by Hs�����W� the set of all dis�
tributions u on Rq � R� � X whose derivatives up to order s are locally
integrable and satisfy

kuk�Hs�����W� ��

Z
Rq

Z �

�



t��

X
j�j�j�A	s

k�tDy�
��tDt�

juk�HA�X�

dt

t

dy

tq
���

The factor t�q in front of dy is included by purely aesthetic reasons to
keep in mind the relation to the usual Sobolev spaces under the change of
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variables
t �� � log t�
x �� x�
y �� t��y�

The norms k �kHs�����W� allow one to describe the behaviour of functions
close to t � �� However� the weight factor t��� a�ects the space also for
t � �� For this reason� we single out the contribution of such a factor at
t �� and glue together resulting spaces� just as in ��������

Namely� for s �Z� and � � R� let Hs�����W� consist of all distributions
u on W� such that the derivatives of u up to order s are locally integrable
and make �nite the norm

kuk�Hs�����W� ��

Z
Rq

Z �

�

t��
X

j�j�j�A	s



t��j�j�j�A�
k�tDy�

��tDt�
juk�HA�X�t

ndtdy�

n being the dimension of X�
To integer s � �� the de�nitions of Hs�����W� and Hs�����W� extend by

duality and then� to fractional s� by complex interpolation�
We now �x a cut�o� function � � C�

comp��R�� near t � �� For s� �� � � R�
set

Hs�����W� � �Hs�����W� � �� ��Hs�����W� �������

where the right side is thought of as a non�direct sum of Fr�echet spaces�
Moreover� we abbreviate Hs�����W� to Hs���W��

Once again C� functions of compact support are dense in Hs�����W��
for each s� �� � � R�

Lemma �
�
� Given any s� �� � � R� the norm in Hs�����W� is equiva�
lent to

kukHs�����W� � k�ukHs�����W� � k� � ��ukHs�����W��

Proof
 Cf� ������ in �ST�	��
�

We will touch only a few aspects of the theory of spaces Hs�����W��
for � � �� A remarkable feature of these spaces is the invariance under
di�eomorphisms of the wedge W which ful�l �������

Proposition �
�
� Let � be a di�eomorphism of W of the form ��������
Then ��u � Hs���W� for each u � Hs���W� vanishing away from a compact
subset of W�

Proof
 The proof consists of a straightforward veri�cation as in The�
orem ���� of �ST�	��

�

From ������� and Proposition ���� we deduce immediately that the
spaces Hs�Rq� ��Hs����R�� X�� and Hs���W� agree on compact sets away
from the boundary in W� Moreover� this is still true on all subsets of W
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of the form ft  �g� where � � � �cf� Proposition ����� ibid��� As for
the behaviour of functions at t � �� simple examples show that the spaces
Hs�Rq� ��Hs����R� �X�� and Hs���W� are di�erent� Our next objective is
to rewrite spaces ������� as �twisted� Sobolev spaces on the edge S � Rq�

Proposition �
�
� For each s �Z� and �� � � R� it follows that

Hs�����W�
top�
�� Hs�Rq� ��Hs��� q

� ����R��X���

the Banach structure in �bres being

kvk�� �
X
j�j	s


��

h
i�s
kvk�

Hs�j�j��� q
��j�j�� �R��X�

� 
 � Rq� �����	�

Proof
 We have

kuk�Hs�����W� � k�uk�Hs�����W� � k�� ��uk�Hs�����W�

�

Z
Rq

X
j�j	s

k��tDy�
�uk�

Hs�j�j��� q
� ���R��X�

dy

�

Z
Rq

X
j�j	s

k� � ���tDy�
�uk�Hs�j�j�����j�j �R��X�dy�

the �rst equality being a consequence of Lemma ������ The same reasoning
applies to �������� thus giving

kuk�Hs�����W� �

Z
Rq

X
j�j	s

k�tDy�
�uk�

Hs�j�j��� q
� ���j�j�R��X�

dy

�

Z
Rq

X
j�j	s

kD�
yuk

�

Hs�j�j��� q
��j�j�� �R��X�

dy�

Since H�s�������R��X� is a Hilbert space� we may invoke Parseval�s for�
mula to obtain

kuk�Hs�����W� �

Z
Rq

X
j�j	s


��kFy ���uk
�

Hs�j�j��� q
��j�j�� �R��X�

d


�

Z
Rq

h
i�skFy ���uk
�
�d
�

Finally� from the elementary inequality



s)

�
 � j
j�

�s
�
X
j�j	s


�� �
�
 � j
j�

�s
�������

we conclude that



h
is
kvk

Hs���q
� ���R��X�

� kvk� � const kvkHs���q
� ���R��X�

�
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where the constant is independent of v � Hs��� q
�
����R� � X� and 
 � Rq�

Hence �����	� is really a family of norms on Hs��� q
� ����R� � X�� and the

proposition follows�
�

We next claim that the family �k � k����Rq ful�ls the �rst item of Propo�
sition �����

Lemma �
�
� Given any 
� � � Rq� we have

kvk� � C

�
max

h
i

h�i
�
h�i

h
i

�s

kvk� for all v � Hs��� q

� ����R��X��

with C a constant independent of v and 
� ��

Proof
 Indeed�

kvk�� �
sX

B��

X
j�j�B


��

h
i�s
kvk�

Hs�j�j��� q
��j�j�� �R��X�

�
sX

B��

�
�X
j�j	B


��

h
i�s

�
A kvk�

Hs�B���q
��B���R��X�

�

the latter equality being due to the fact that

kvk
H�s������ q

������R��X�
� C kvk

H�s���� q
� ���R��X�

�

where the constant C depends only on � �C �  if supp� � ��� ��� Com�
bining this with ������� we arrive at the following equivalent expression for
the family �����	��

kvk�� �
sX

B��



h
i��s�B�
kvk�

Hs�B���q
��B���R��X�

�

Now it is easy to see that

kvk�� � const

�
max

B�������s

h�i��s�B�

h
i��s�B�

�
kvk��

for all 
� � � Rq� whence the lemma follows�
�

Applying the general construction ������ we get a family of isomor�
phisms ��
����Rq in Hs��� q

� ����R��X�� such that

kvk� � k�
�vkHs���q
� ���R��X�

for all v � Hs��� q

� ����R�� X�� Moreover� this family satis�es estimates like
those in the second item of Proposition ����� However� it does depend on
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many parameters entering into the de�nition of the space Hs��� q
�
����R��X��

such as s� �� �� etc� To highlight the family ��
����Rq we need a modi�cation

of the space Hs������R��X� which does not a�ect the behaviour of function
near t � �� but only t � �� Namely� we replace the norm k � kHs�����R��X�

by the norm

kuk��Hs�����R��X�
��

Z �

�



t��

X
j�A	s

� � t��s�j�Ak�tDt�
juk�HA�X�

dt

t
�

for s � Z�� It is a simple matter to see that equality ������� remains valid
with Hs������R��X� replaced by !Hs������R��X��

Lemma �
�
� If s �Z� and �� � � R� then

kvk� �
���h
i�s��� q

� ��u�
�

t
h�i

� x
����

�Hs�����R��X�

�
����� ��t��h
i���

��n
� u

�
t
h�i � x

����
Hs�����R��X�

�

the constants of the equivalence estimates being independent of 
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Let us make use of the change of variables � � th
i� To this end we
note that tDt � �D� and
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To complete the proof� it su�ces to observe that the support of the
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This latter family of isomorphisms enters into the de�nition of �twisted�
Sobolev spaces Hs�S� ��Hs���F������� of Section ���� In contrast to Proposi�
tion ����� it is unknown at present whether the spacesHs�S� ��Hs���F�������
are invariant under di�eomorphisms of M of the form �������� In �ST�	�
this question is reduced to an L��estimate for Calder*on�Zygmund operators
�cf� Lemma ����� ibid��� This estimate is easily veri�ed for those di�eomor�
phisms ������� which ful�l � � �� Thus� the spaces Hs���M� are invariant
under the di�eomorphisms of M� which obey the �bration ������ of M
close to the boundary�



Chapter �

Operator Algebras on a

Manifold with Edges

The theory of elliptic di�erential operators on compact manifolds without
boundary is well understood in the setting of standard pseudodi�erential
operators� We have a concept of ellipticity which says� e�g�� for classical
pseudodi�erential operators� that when the principal homogeneous symbol
is bijective outside the zero section of the cotangent bundle� thenA is a Fred�
holm operator between the corresponding Sobolev spaces �the ellipticity is
even necessary�� And we �nd a parametrix within pseudodi�erential oper�
ators belonging to the inverse of the principal homogeneous symbol� The
analysis of di�erential operators on spaces with piecewise smooth geometry�
which is necessary in various applications in physics and engineering� leads
to the necessity to do the same for manifolds with singularities� e�g�� for man�
ifolds with edges� As before� we need the calculus for single operators in such
a way that all the formal manipulations such as compositions� adjoints� and
so on be controlled within the given class of operators and also on symbolic
level� An algebra of this sort was constructed in Schulze �Sch��� Sch���
Unfortunately� the theory of operators on wedges is not so standard as
the �usual� calculus of pseudodi�erential operators which may be found in
classical papers of H'ormander and other authors and in a number of mono�
graphs� The recent development for operators with singularities has created
various schools that emphasise rather di�erent aspects� This chapter gives a
brief introduction to the theory of Schulze �Sch��� Sch��� where we arrange
a number of things in a more transparent way and also formulate some new
results�

��� Typical symbols

Let �M�S� be a C� manifold with edges� Throughout this chapter we
assume that S consists of the only component which is a C� closed compact
manifold of dimension q� All the results carry over to the case of S consisting

��
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Fig� ��� Stereographic projection�

of a �nite number of such components� the extension being straightforward�
AsM is smooth apart from S� we restrict our attention to what happens

close to S� By De�nition ��� each point p � S lies in the domain of some
chart h � O � W on M � with W � Rq � Ct�X� a wedge� We regard Ct�X�
as being embedded in an Euclidean space RN�q as in ������ Moreover�
given a su�ciently small coordinate patch  �� on X� we may always assume
that

e �  �� �� fz � RN�q�� � zn�� � � � � � zN�q�� � �g

where n stands for the dimension of X� Indeed� Ct�X� is de�ned up to a
di�eomorphism in RN�q and we can organise such a di�eomorphism so that
the above condition is ful�lled� When thinking of the �rst n components of
z as being local coordinates in  ��� we obtain a di�eomorphism of the part
Rq� Ct� ��� of W onto an open set in Rq���n� where

Ct� 
��� � ftSP �x� �� � t � �R�� x � e� 

���g

�cf� Fig� ����
More precisely� the restriction of SP� RN�q�� � SN�q��� to the subspace

Rn�f�g is naturally identi�ed with the stereographic projection of Rn onto
the upper hemisphere Sn� in R

��n� Thus� we can take �y� z�� � Rq � R��n

as local coordinates in Rq � Ct� ���� with z� � tSP �x�� To express the
derivatives in z� in terms of polar coordinates �t� x� � �R�� ��� we need the
following lemma�

Lemma �
�
� Let SP be the stereographic projection of Rn onto Sn� and
let z � tSP �x�� Then�
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 Immediate�
�
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From this lemma it follows that
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where P�x� is an ��n���n��matrix of polynomials in Rn� Hence� smooth
vector �elds close to the edge ofM are lifted to vector �elds on the stretched
manifoldM � �M �S� spanned by

Dy� Dt�


t
Dx

in local coordinates close to the boundary ofM� The universal enveloping
algebra of these vector �elds consists of those di�erential operators on M
which may be expressed locally as �nite sums of their products� i�e��
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the coe�cients A��j�� being smooth up to t � �� In this way we obtain what
will be referred to as �typical� di�erential operators on a manifold with edges�

Since the multiplicative singular factor t�m might be traced back to the
Sobolev norm� we are left with the task of studying the universal enveloping
algebra of the Lie algebra Vb onM �cf� ��������� To this end� the concept of
a compressed cotangent bundle bT �M ofM proves to be of use �cf� Melrose
�Mel��b��� Namely� the maximality and independence of the set �������
means that there is a bundle bTM naturally associated to Vb� such that
Vb � C��M� bTM�� This bundle comes equipped with a mapping to the
ordinary tangent bundle �b � bTM� TM induced by the proper inclusion
Vb �� C��M� TM�� Evidently� �b is an isomorphism over the interior ofM
because Vb consists of all smooth vector �elds there� but is neither injective
nor surjective on the boundary where it has range of rank n� the �bre
dimension of b� in T	M� Then� bTM is de�ned by simply demanding that
the vector �elds ������� be a spanning set of sections� Namely� any v � Vb
may be uniquely expressed as

v �

qX
���

c����� t	y� � c����� t	t �

nX
j��

c����j 	xj�

and then the coe�cients c������ c����� and c����j evaluated at p � M are linear
coordinates in the �bre bTpM� The dual to bTM� denoted by bT �M� is
spanned locally by the �forms

dy�
t
�
dt

t
� dxj ������
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which are singular as forms in the usual sense but smooth as sections of
bT �M�

There is a symbol mapping on the set of typical di�erential operators
onM� For A as in ������ set

b�m�A��y� t� x� !
� !� � �� �
X

j�j�j�j�j�m

A��j���y� t� x� !

�!� j��� ������

It is easy to see that b�m�A� is an invariantly de�ned homogeneous
polynomial of degree m on the �bres of bT �M� As usual� A is said to be
elliptic if b�m�A� does not vanish away from the zero section of bT �M� In
this global context� by t is meant a de�ning function of the boundary ofM�

The key examples of typical di�erential operators onM are the Lapla�
cians of metrics in the class

fg � C��Sym��bT�M� � g� � on bT�Mg�

The following is due to Mazzeo �Maz���

Proposition �
�
� For any metric g of the above class� the Laplacian
%g is elliptic�

Proof
 This is easy to check�
�

We next strengthen the above argument by looking at the pull�backs of
the usual pseudodi�erential operators near the edge of M under the blow�
down mapping b�

Consider a geometric wedge

W �  � � ftSP �x� � R��n � t  �� x �  ��g

in Rq���n� where  � is an open set in Rq and  �� stands for a coordinate
patch on X which we identify with an open subset of Rn� Write w � �y� z�
for the coordinates in Rq���n� where y runs over Rq and z runs over R��n�

Let m � R� Our objective will be the behaviour of +m
cl�W� under the

change of coordinates �
y �� y�

�t� x� �� z � tSP �x�
����	�

de�ning a smooth mapping b � W � W � where W �  � � �R� �  �� is the
associated stretched wedge�

Given any A � +m
cl �W�� this leads to the diagram

C�
comp�W �

A
�� C�

loc�W ���yb� ��yb�
C�
comp�W�

b�A
�� C�

loc�W��
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b� meaning the pull�back operator on functions� The pull�back b�A of A
under b is de�ned so as to make this diagram commutative� i�e�� b�A �
b�Ab�� As b restricts to a di�eomorphism of the interior of W onto the
interior of W � a standard result is that b induces a bijection of the spaces
of pseudodi�erential operators in the interiors of W and W�

Lemma �
�
� For each a � Sm
cl �W � Rq���n�� there exists a symbol
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 Indeed� we have the following asymptotic formula for the com�
plete symbol b�a of b� op �a��
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with am�j � C�
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where !a���m�j�w��� is the unique homogeneous extension of 	��am�j�w���
from large � to � �� �� and
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Rearranging the summands on the right�hand side with respect to the
degree of homogeneity� we get
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with !am���y� t� x� !
� !� � �� � C�
loc�W� �Rq���n n f�g�� homogeneous of degree

m� � in �!
� !�� ���
By a familiar argument from the theory of pseudodi�erential operators�

there exists a symbol !a�y� t� x� !
� !� � �� � C�
loc�W�Rq���n� with the property

that !a �
P�

��� � !am��� Combining this with ������ yields ������� and the
lemma follows�

�

Equality ������ gives rise to a class Sm�bT �M� of symbols onM which
bears information on the boundary �bration� More precisely� it consists of
those symbols of order m � R onM which are of the form

a�y� t� x� 
� �� �� � !a�y� t� x� t
� t�� �� ����
�

in local coordinates close to the boundary of M� where !a�y� t� x� !
� !� � �� is
a symbol of order m smooth up to t � �� Symbols ����
� are said to be
typical in the analysis on manifolds with edges�

Thus� Sm�bT �M� is a subspace of Sm�T �M�� we endow it with a canon�
ical Fr�echet topology�

We use the symbol Sm
cl �

bT �M� to denote the subspace of Sm�bT �M�
which originates from Sm

cl �T
�M� in the same way� As usually� we set

S���bT �M� �
T
m�R

Sm
cl �

bT �M��
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Whether the multiplicative singular factor t�m can be handled sepa�
rately by attributing it to the Sobolev norm or not� does depend on the
weighted spaces we use� Such is certainly the case for spaces ������� but
not for those of De�nition ������ For this reason� we introduce also symbol
spaces t�m Sm�bT �M� and those consisting of classical symbols� for m � R�
As mentioned� in this global context t stands for a de�ning function of 	M�

Lemma ���� is nothing but the statement that the pull�back of any
symbol a � Sm

cl �T
�W � under the blow�down mapping b � W � W belongs

to t�m Sm
cl �

bT �W� modulo smoothing operators in the interior of W which
are anyway negligible� The important point to note here is that the symbols
of t�m Sm

cl �
bT �M� are much more general than those induced by the blow�

down mapping�
In the sequel we will restrict our discussion to classical symbols in

t�m Sm�bT �M�� In local coordinates close to the boundary� each symbol
a � t�m Sm

cl �W �Rq���n� may be written in the form

a�y� t� x� 
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with !a � Sm
cl �W � Rq���n�� Write !a �

P
j � !am�j� where � is an excision

function and !am�j � C�
loc�W � �Rq���n n f�g�� are homogeneous of degree

m� j� Set
b�m�a��y� t� x� !
� !� � �� � !am�y� t� x� !
� !�� �� ������

�cf� ��������
Though de�ned in local coordinates onM� the principal homogeneous

symbol ������ behaves like a function on the compressed cotangent bundle
bT �M� Thus� the following de�nition makes sense

De	nition �
�
� A symbol a � t�m Sm
cl �

bT �M� is called elliptic if

b�m�a��y� t� x� !
� !� � �� �� � for all �y� t� x� !
� !�� �� � bT �Mn f�g�

The ellipticity of a �typical� symbol subtends the non�singularity of tma
up to the boundary ofM� As t is di�erent from zero away from the boundary
of M� each �typical� symbol elliptic in the sense of De�nition ���� is so in
the usual sense in the interior ofM�

From the point of view of parametrix construction� the crucial property
of typical symbols on M is that the Leibniz inverse to an elliptic typical
symbol is again of the same type� To explain this in detail� let us write
�

W �  ��R�� �� for the interior ofW� Recall that by a Leibniz inverse for

a symbol a � Sm�
�

W�Rq���n� is meant any symbol p � S�m�
�

W�Rq���n�

with the property that p 
 a � a 
 p �  modulo S���
�

W �Rq���n�� where
a 
 b denotes the Leibniz product of symbols a and b in local coordinates
of W� The standard theory of pseudodi�erential operators states that a

symbol a � Sm
cl �

�

W �Rq���n� possesses a Leibniz inverse if and only if a is
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elliptic� Moreover� this Leibniz inverse is unique modulo S���
�

W�Rq���n�
�see for instance �H'or
	� 
������ It is customary to write a���� for the
Leibniz inverse of a symbol a�

Lemma �
�
� Suppose a � Sm
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W�Rq���n� is elliptic� Then the Leib�
niz inverse of a has the asymptotic expansion

a���� �
�X
���

�� p 
 a��� 
 p�

where p � ��m�a���� with � an excision function on Rq���n� and the expo�
nent 
� means the �th power with respect to the Leibniz product�

Proof
 See ibid�
�

Having disposed of this preliminary step� we can now return to typical
symbols ����
�� From what has already been said it follows that each
elliptic �typical� symbol a � t�m Sm

cl �
bT �W� has a Leibniz inverse a���� in

S�mcl �
�

W �Rq���n��

Proposition �
�
� For any elliptic symbol a � t�m Sm
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bT �W�� it fol�
lows that a���� � tm S�mcl �bT �W��

Proof
 Since a is elliptic� the symbol
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is in tm S�mcl �bT �W��

By Lemma ���	� we shall have established the proposition if we prove
that� given any
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bT �W��

the Leibniz product of a� and a� belongs to t�m��m� Sm��m�
cl �bT �W� modulo

S���
�

W � Rq���n�� Indeed� the Leibniz product itself is de�ned up to
elements of this space�

For i � � �� write ai�y� t� x� 
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�
tmi
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Let us examine the t� and 
�� � �powers of the summands on the right�
hand side� The derivative 	�� 	
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with !a���j���� � Sm��j�j�j�j�j
cl �W�Rq���n�� On the other hand� the derivative

D�
yD

j
tD

�
x

�
�

tm� !a�
�
produces a sum of symbols of the form

t�m��k 
� � � !a��������� �y� t� x� t
� t�� �� �j�j� � � j � k��

where !a�������� � Sm��j�j��
cl �W � Rq���n�� What remains is �

tm��m�
�t
�� �t� ��

up to a multiplicative factor tN � with N a non�negative integer�
Summarizing� we can assert that

a� 
 a� �y� t� x� 
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tm��m�

X
��j��

!a���j����y� t� x� t
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where !a���j����y� t� x� !
� !� � �� � Sm��m��j�j�j�j�j
cl �W �Rq���n�� Finally� let us

�nd a symbol !a in Sm��m�
cl �W � Rq���n

������� �� whose asymptotic expansion isP
��j�� !a

���j���� Then

a� 
 a� �y� t� x� 
� �� �� �


tm��m�
!a�y� t� x� t
� t�� �� mod S���

�

W �Rq���n��

which gives the desired conclusion�
�

It is worth pointing out that the proposition does not assert� for an
elliptic typical symbol a� that every Leibniz inverse of a in the symbol
algebra on the wedge is a typical symbol� In fact� a���� itself is de�ned

up to elements of S���
�

W �Rq���n�� Thus� Proposition ���� ensures only
the existence of a typical symbol within the equivalence class of a���� in

S�m�
�

W �Rq���n��
The condition that a is elliptic with respect to the symbol b�m �i�e��

up to the boundary� is essential to the proof� It cannot be weakened
because otherwise the �crude� parametrix p � ��m�a��� is no longer in
tm S�m�bT �W��

If V � !V are C� vector bundles overM� then the space of typical sym�
bols taking their values in bundle homomorphisms V � !V can be de�ned
by

Sm
cl �

bT �M�Hom�V� !V�� � Sm
cl �

bT�M��C��M� C
��M�Hom�V� !V���

where Hom�V� !V� is the bundle overM with �bre Hom�Vp� !Vp��

��� Quantisation

As described in Section ��� the space

t�
 S 
cl�
bT �M� �

S
m�R

t�m Sm
cl �

bT �M�
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of all typical symbols on M is closed under the Leibniz product on coor�
dinate neighbourhoods inM� In this section we are interested in �nding a
suitable quantisation of the typical symbols� i�e�� in showing how each typ�
ical symbol on M de�nes a bounded operator in weighted Sobolev spaces
onM� There is no canonical way to do this� in particular� the quantisation
does depend on the spaces we use� If these are the spaces Hs���M� modelled
on ������� close to the boundary� the standard way of assigning an operator
Hs���M� V � � Hs�m���M� !V � to a symbol a � Sm

cl �
bT �M�Hom�V� !V�� is

to invoke a partition of unity on M and oscillatory integrals in local coor�
dinates� This still works for the symbols slowly oscillating at the boundary

�cf� �RST����� i�e�� those of the form ����
� with !a � Sm
cl �T

�
�

M�Hom�V� !V��
meeting the symbol estimates���tDy�

��tDt�
jD�

xD
�
�������a�y� t� x� !
� !�� ��

�� � c��j���� h�!
� !� � ��i
m�j�j

uniformly in �y� t� x� on compact subsets of coordinate neighbourhoods close
to the boundary� for all multi�indices �� j� � and �� While this is a natural
way in the case of spaces �������� it is no longer so for the spaces of Def�
inition ������ These are given from the very beginning as �twisted� spaces
along the edge� and so the natural way of quantising a typical symbol as an
operator on the spaces in question is to assign a pseudodi�erential operator
on the edge to this symbol� This idea was developed by the �rst author in
�Sch
�b� Sch���� the corresponding calculus of pseudodi�erential operators
with operator�valued symbols on the edge is known as �edge calculus�� The
core of the approach is to reformulate a given typical symbol close to 	M
as a symbol along the edge taking its values in the symbol algebras in �bres
ofM over S�

We begin by localising the problem of quantisation to a collar neigh�
bourhood of the boundary� To this end� pick such a neighbourhood O ��
	M� R� in M� Let �b � C�

comp��R�� be a cut�o� function at t � �� Via
the above identi�cation we may regard �b as being de�ned on the whole
manifoldM� Set �i �  � �b� then �i � C��M� vanishes in a neighbour�
hood of 	M� We now choose C� functions �b and �i on M� such that
supp�b � O� supp�i � M n 	M and �� �covers� ��� i�e�� �� �  on the
support of ��� To each symbol a � t�m Sm

cl �
bT �M�Hom�V� !V�� we can as�

sign a classical pseudodi�erential operator op�a� of order m in the interior
of M� as usually� In fact� op�a� is determined uniquely up to a smooth�
ing operator in the interior ofM� It is easy to see from the pseudolocality
property of pseudodi�erential operators that op�a� � �bop�a��b��iop�a��i

holds modulo smoothing operators on
�

M� Indeed�

op�a� � �bop�a��b � �iop�a��i � �bop�a�� � �b� � �iop�a��� �i��

and for the proof it su�ces to note that the supports of �� and � � ���
are disjoint� As the supports of �i and �i do not meet the boundary�
the operator �iop�a��i is well�de�ned on the standard Sobolev spaces and
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thus extends to a continuous mapping Hs
loc�

�

M� V � � Hs
comp�

�

M� !V �� for
each s � R� The operator �bop�a��b has in general no extension to the
weighted Sobolev spaces Hs���M� V �� However� it is supported in the collar
neighbourhood of 	M where the manifold M is strati�ed over S� with
�R� � X as a typical �bre� We make use of this �bration to reformulate�
modulo smoothing operators in the interior of O� the restriction of op�a� to
O as a pseudodi�erential operator along S with a symbol taking its values
in the cone algebras in the �bres ofM over S� To this end� we observe from
the very beginning that the action �bop�a��b does not include the values of
the symbol a for t large enough� with the exception of those entering into
the covariables t� and t
� We can therefore modify a in t away from the
support of �b without a�ecting the operator �bop�a��b� In the sequel we
often assume that the symbols in question vanish for t � � large enough� As
explained� this assumption actually contains no loss of generality� Moreover�
we restrict our attention to scalar symbols� the extension to the general case
is straightforward�

We �rst demonstrate these techniques by those typical symbols which
are polynomials in � � Let A be a typical di�erential operator of order m in
the stretched wedge W �  � � �R��X� i�e��

A �


tm

X
j�j�j	m

A��j�y� t� �tDy�
��tDt�

j

where A��j � C�
loc� 

� � �R��Di�
m�j�j�j�X���

In this case�

�m�A��y� t� x� 
� �� �� � t�m
P

j�j�j	m

�m�j�j�j�A��j��y� t� x� �� �t
�
��t� �j�

b�m�A��y� t� x� !
� !� � �� �
P

j�j�j	m

�m�j�j�j�A��j��y� t� x� �� !
�!� j�

������

Given a symbol a � Sm
cl �

�

W�Rq���n�� we may assign a pseudodi�eren�
tial operator to a� which acts in several of the variables t� x and y� In order
to indicate the variables to which the pseudodi�erential action refers with
respect to the Fourier transform� we write op��t�x��a�� op��t�x�y��a�� and so
on�

Write A � op�a�y� 
��� where

a�y� 
� �


tm

X
j�j�j	m

A��j�y� t� �t
�
��tDt�

j�

It is easy to check� for each s� � � R� that a�y� 
� induces a family of con�
tinuous mappings a�y� 
� � Hs��

loc �
�R��X�� Hs�m���m

loc ��R��X� parametrised
by �y� 
� �  � �Rq� Moreover� if the coe�cients A��j are independent of t
for t � � large enough� then

a�y� 
� � Sm� � �Rq�L�Hs����R��X��Hs�m���m��R��X���
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for each s� � � R� the symbol spaces in question being de�ned in Section
����

Fix a cut�o� function � on �R�� so that ��t� �  for t � r and ��t� � �
for t  R� where � � r � R � �� Then �� � � and �� �  � � give the
partition of unity on the semiaxis subordinate to the covering I� � ��� �R��
I� � ��

�
r����

We now choose ��� �� � C�
loc�

�R�� such that supp�� � I� and �� � 
near supp�� �

Lemma �
�
� Under the above assumptions� it follows that a � a��a��
where

a��y� 
� � ���th
i� a�y� 
����th
i��
a��y� 
� � ���th
i� a�y� 
����th
i��

Proof
 Indeed�

a�y� 
� � ���th
i� a�y� 
� � ���th
i� a�y� 
�

� ���th
i� a�y� 
����th
i� � ���th
i� a�y� 
� �� ���th
i��

� ���th
i� a�y� 
����th
i� � ���th
i� a�y� 
� �� ���th
i���

which gives the desired equality because a�y� 
� is di�erential� and so local�
in t�

�

For each s� � � R� we still have

a��y� 
� � Sm� � �Rq�L�Hs����R��X��Hs�m���m��R��X����
a��y� 
� � Sm� � �Rq�L�Hs����R��X��Hs�m���m��R��X����

provided that the coe�cients A��j are independent of t for t � � large
enough�

The next task is to rewrite a�y� 
� as a pseudodi�erential operator in t
with respect to the Mellin transform� thus making a��y� 
� more prepared
to act in the cone Sobolev spaces close to the singularity t � �� Recall that
by a Mellin operator with a symbol s�t� z� � C��R��Lm�X� "���� we mean

opM���s�u �t� �


��

Z
���

tizs�t� z�Mu�z� dz� t � �� �������

de�ned on functions u � C�
comp�R�� C

��X��� Here�

Mu�z� �

Z �

�

t�izu�t�
dt

t

stands for the Mellin transform of u�

Lemma �
�
� For every � � R� we have

a�y� 
� �


tm
opM��

�
!h�y� t� t
� z�

�
on C�comp�R��X��

where !h�y� t� !
� z� �
P

j�j�j	m

A��j�y� t� !
�zj�
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Proof
 If u � C�
comp�R��X�� then by the properties of the Mellin

transform

a�y� 
�u �


tm
opM

�
!h�y� t� t
� z�

�
u�

with !h given in the lemma� This corresponds to our statement for � � ��
On the other hand� from u � C�

comp�R��X� it follows that the Mellin
transform of u is an entire function in the complex plane� satisfying

sup
z����

� � jzj�� jMu �z� x�j ��� � � �� � � � � �

uniformly in � on �nite intervals of R� �We �x x � X here�� Since !h is a
polynomial in z� the Cauchy theorem shows that

opM���!h�u �t� x� �


��

Z
���

tiz!h�y� t� t
� z�Mu�z� x� dz

is independent of �� This completes the proof�
�

Combining Lemmas ���� and ����� yields a precise representation

a�y� 
� � a��y� 
� � a��y� 
� on C�
comp�R��X�� �������

with

a��y� 
� � t�m ���th
i� opM��

�
!h�y� t� t
� z�

�
���th
i��

a��y� 
� � ���th
i� a�y� 
����th
i�

and !h a polynomial in z�
Conversely� from such a representation for a family a�y� 
� we could

easily conclude that a�y� 
� is a typical symbol with values in the cone
algebra on �R��X� In fact� equality ������� allows one to extend the family
a�y� 
�� �rst de�ned on functions supported away from t � �� to the weighted
spaces Hs����R��X�� s � R� Recall that the de�nition of Hs����R��X� close
to t � � refers just to the Mellin transform on the weight line "�� � Therefore�
in the sequel we shall derive a similar representation for arbitrary typical
symbols�

For arbitrary typical symbols� it is no longer possible to obtain a precise
representation like �������� When studying arbitrary symbols we should look
for such a representation modulo �smoothing� operators�

Let a � t�m Sm�bT �W� be a typical symbol of order m in a stretched
wedge W �  �� �R��X� i�e��

a�y� t� x� 
� �� �� �


tm
!a�y� t� x� t
� t�� ��

with some !a�y� t� x� !
� !� � �� � Sm�W�Rq���n��
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We may assign a pseudodi�erential operator to a� which acts in several
of the variables y� t and x� For indicating the variables to which the pseu�
dodi�erential action refers with respect to the Fourier transform� we write
opFt�x

�a�� opFx
�a�� and so on� Thus�

opFt�x
�a� �y� 
� �



tm
F��
��������t�x�!a�y� t� x� t
� t�� ��F�t�x���������

the operator family belonging to C�
loc� 

��+m�R��X�Rq
����

Lemma �
�
� Under the above assumptions� we have

opFt�x
�a� � a� � a� mod C�loc� 

��+���R��X�Rq
����

where
a��y� 
� � ���th
i� opFt�x

�a� �y� 
����th
i��
a��y� 
� � ���th
i� opFt�x

�a� �y� 
����th
i��

Proof
 It is su�cient to imitate the proof of Lemma ���� and take
into account that

���th
i� opFt�x
�a� �y� 
� �� ���th
i�� � C�

loc� 
��+���R��X�Rq

���

���th
i� opFt�x
�a� �y� 
� �� ���th
i�� � C�

loc� 
��+���R��X�Rq

��

because the supports of ���th
i� and � ���th
i� are disjoint�
�

The task is now to �nd a suitable Mellin reformulation of the operator
family a��y� 
�� To this end� we make use of the following result which will
be referred to as the Mellin quantisation�

Theorem �
�
� For every a � Sm
cl �

bT �W� there exists an entire func�
tion !f�y� t� x� !
� z� �� of z � C with values in Sm

cl �W �Rq�n
���� �� such that

� !f�y� t� x� !
� � � i�� �� � Sm
cl �W � Rq���n

������ � uniformly in � on �nite
intervals of R� and

�� set f�y� t� x� 
� z� �� � !f �y� t� x� t
� z� ��� then� for each � � R� we
have the mixed Mellin�Fourier representation

opFt�x
�a� �y� 
� � opM��

�
opFx

�f�
�
�y� 
� mod C�loc� 

��+���R��X�Rq
����

�������

Proof
 Let us assume for a moment that ������� holds for some single
� � R� As f�y� t� x� 
� z� �� is holomorphic in z � C and of polynomial
growth in each strip c� � �z � c�� with �nite c� � c��� it follows from the
Cauchy theorem that

opM��

�
opFx

�f�
�
� opM��

�
opFx

�f�
�

for all � � R� Hence it is su�cient to prove ������� for a convenient weight
�� We take � � ��
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Given a symbol a � Sm
cl �

bT �W�� we �nd an !a � Sm
cl �W �Rq���n� with

the property that a�y� t� x� 
� �� �� � !a�y� t� x� t
� t�� ���
Set

sm�y� t� x� !
� �� �� � !a�y� t� x� !
� �� ���

then sm � Sm
cl �W�Rq���n� and a straightforward analysis shows that

opFt�x
�!a�y� t� x� !
� t�� ���� opM

�
opFx

�sm�y� t� x� !
� �� ���
�

� opFt�x
�!am���y� t� x� !
� t�� ��� mod C�loc� 

��+���R��X�R
q
����

for some !am�� � S
m��
cl �W�Rq���n

����� �� ��
We now proceed by induction� For j � � �� � � �� there is a symbol

sm�j � S
m�j
cl �W�Rq���n� such that

opFt�x
�!am�j�y� t� x� !
� t�� ���� opM

�
opFx

�sm�j�y� t� x� !
� �� ���
�

� opFt�x
�!am�j���y� t� x� !
� t�� ��� mod C�loc� 

��+���R��X�R
q
����

�����	�

with some !am�j�� � S
m�j��
cl �W�Rq���n

����� �� ��
For !am �� !a� we thus obtain the sequences �!am�j� and �sm�j�� as above�

Let

s�y� t� x� !
� �� �� �
�X
j��

sm�j�y� t� x� !
� �� ���

the asymptotic sum being taken in Sm
cl �W��Rq���n��

It follows from �����	� that

opFt�x
�!a�y� t� x� !
� t�� ���

�
J��X
j��

opM
�
opFx

�sm�j�y� t� x� !
� �� ���
�
� opFt�x

�!am�J�y� t� x� !
� t�� ���

modulo C�
loc� 

��+���R��X�R
q
���� for each J � � �� � � �� whence

opFt�x
�!a�y� t� x� !
� t�� ���

� opM
�
opFx

�s�y� t� x� !
� �� ���
�

mod C�loc� 
��+���R��X�R

q
�����

We now invoke a kernel cut�o� construction of Schulze �see for instance
�Sch�
� ������� which ensures that every Mellin pseudodi�erential operator
can be written� modulo smoothing remainders� as a Mellin operator with a
symbol which extends to an entire function in the covariable� Thus� there
is a new function !f�y� t� x� !
� z� �� � A�C z �Sm

cl �W �Rq�n
���� �� such that

!f�y� t� x� !
� �� �� � s�y� t� x� !
� �� �� mod S���W �Rq���n
������ ��

Hence

opM
�
opFx

�s�y� t� x� !
� �� ���
�
� opM

�
opFx

�
!f�y� t� x� !
� z� ��

��
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modulo C�
loc� 

��+���R��X�R
q
����

Finally� substituting !
 � t
 and interpreting t as an action from the
left we get

opFt�x
�a� �y� 
� � opFt�x

�!a�y� t� x� t
� t�� ���

� opM
�
opFx

�s�y� t� x� t
� �� ���
�

mod C�loc� 
��+���R��X�Rq

���

� opM

�
opFx

�
!f�y� t� x� t
� z� ��

��
mod C�loc� 

��+���R��X�R
q
����

which completes the proof�
�

The theorem is still true if we drop the assumption that a is classical�
For a re�ned proof in the case of non�classical symbols we refer the reader
to Gil� Schulze and Seiler �GSS���� They even show explicit formulas for the
holomorphic symbol f and for the remainder� thus arriving at a topological
isomorphism between the symbol classes involved�

We can now return to reformulating the operator family a� of Lem�
ma ������ Denote by M�C �+m�X�Rq

���� the subspace of A�C �+
m�X�Rq

����

consisting of all functions h�z� such that h���i�� � +m�X�Rq��
���� � uniformly

in � on �nite intervals of R�

Corollary �
�
� Given any a � t�m Sm�bT �W�� there is a C� function
!h�y� t� !
� z� of �y� t� �  �� �R� with values in M�C �+m�X�Rq

����� such that

opFt�x
�a� �y� 
� �



tm
opM���h� �y� 
� mod C�loc� 

��+���R��X�R
q
���

for all � � R� where h�y� t� 
� z� � !h�y� t� t
� z��

Proof
 From Theorem ����� it immediately follows that there is an
!f�y� t� x� !
� z� �� � A�C �Sm�W�Rq�n�� such that

� !f�y� t� x� !
� � � i�� �� � Sm�W�Rq���n
������ � uniformly in � on �nite seg�

ments in R� and

� for each � � R� we have

opFt�x
�a� �y� 
� �



tm
opM��

�
opFx

�!f�y� t� x� t
� z� ���
�

modulo C�
loc� 

��+���R��X�Rq
����

The lemma now follows with

!h�y� t� !
� z� � opFx
�!f�y� t� x� !
� z� ����

�

Of course� the reader has recognised the explicit formulas of the proof
of Lemma ����� beyond the abstract framework of the proof of Corollary
����	 �
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Combining Lemma ����� and Corollary ����	 we can assert that

opFt�x
�a� � a� � a� mod C�loc� 

��+���R��X�R
q
���� �������

where

a��y� 
� � t�m ���th
i� opM���!h�y� t� t
� z�����th
i��
a��y� 
� � ���th
i� opFt�x

�a� �y� 
����th
i��

Proposition �
�
� Assume that a vanishes for t � � large enough� For
each s� � � R� it follows that

a��y� 
� � Sm
�
 ��Rq�L�Hs����R��X��Hs�m���m��R��X��

�
�

a��y� 
� � Sm
�
 ��Rq�L�Hs����R��X��Hs�m���m��R��X��

�
�

Note that the restriction on the support of a in t is needed only in the
proof of symbol estimates for a��y� 
��

Proof
 We give the proof only for a��y� 
�� the proof for a��y� 
� is
similar �cf� �FST�
a���

Pick u � Hs����R��X�� Our task is to �nd a suitable estimate for the
norm of ���h�i

�
D�
yD

�
� a��y� 
�

�
�h�iu in Hs�m���m��R��X�� By duality and

interpolation� we might even assume that s�m is a non�negative integer�
Since h
i coincides with j
j for 
 away from a ball� a homogeneity

argument shows that

jD� h
ij � c� h
i
��j�j for all 
 � Rq� �������

the constant c� being independent of 
� Hence D�
yD

�
� a��y� 
� is a sum of

terms of the form



tm
h
i�j�j ��th
i� opM��

�
!h�y� t� t
� z�

�
��th
i�

modulo bounded factors depending only on 
� where � � C�
comp�

�R�� is
supported on the support of ��� � � C�

comp��R�� is supported on the support

of �� and !h�y� t� !
� z� is a C� function of �y� t� �  � � �R� with values in
M�C �+m�X�Rq

������
We are thus reduced to proving the desired estimate for � � � � �� To

do this� we note that

Mt��z

�
���th
i��h�iu
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��� Quantisation ��

Using this equality� we check at once that

k���h�ia��y� 
��h�iukHs�m���m�R��X� � c h
im k��ukHs���R��X�� 
 � Rq�

�����
�
uniformly in y on compact subsets of  �� the constant c being independent
of 
 and u�

By �������� the norms kukHs���R��X� and kukHs���R��X� are equivalent
on functions u supported in t � R�� for any �xed R� � �� Hence �����
�
implies

k���h�ia��y� 
��h�iukHs�m���m�R��X� � k���h�ia��y� 
��h�iukHs�m���m�R��X�

� c h
im k��ukHs���R��X�

� c h
im k��ukHs���R��X�

� C h
im kukHs���R��X�� 
 � Rq�

uniformly in y on compact subsets of  �� with C a constant independent of

 and u�

Summarizing we deduce that� for each compact set K �  � and multi�
indices �� � �Zq

�� there is a constant cK���� such that������h�i �D�
yD

�
� a��y� 
�

�
�h�i

���
L�Hs���R��X��Hs�m���m�R��X��

� cK���� h
i
m�j�j

whenever y � K and 
 � Rq� This is the desired conclusion�
�

Up to now we have tacitly assumed that the support of the symbol
a � t�m Sm�bT �W� with respect to x lies in the domain of some chart on X�
We will now show how to dispense with this assumption� For this purpose
we �x a �nite atlas �h��j � O

��
j �j�J on X� h��j being a di�eomorphism of O��

j onto
an open set  ��j in R

n� Let ����j �j�J be a partition of unity on X subordinate
to this covering� For each j� we choose a ���j � C�

comp�O
��
j � which is equal

to  on the support of ���j � Let aj � t�m Sm�bT �� � � �R��  ��j �� be a local
representation of a over O��

j � For every aj� we �nd� by Corollary ����	� a C�

function !hj�y� t� !
� z� of �y� t� �  � � �R� with values inM�C �+m� ��j �R
q
�����

such that

opFt�x
�aj� �y� 
� �



tm
opM���!hj�y� t� t
� z�� mod C�loc� 

��+���R�� 
��
j �R

q
���

for all � � R� Set

!h�y� t� !
� z� �
P

j�J �
��
j �h

��
j �
�!hj�y� t� !
� z��h��j �� �

��
j �

h�y� t� 
� z� � !h�y� t� t
� z��

It is a simple matter to see that !h is a C� function of �y� t� �  �� �R� with
values inM�C �+m�X�Rq

����� Moreover�

a�y� 
� ��
X
j�J

���j �� h��j �
�opFt�x

�aj�y� t� x� 
� �� ��� �� h
��
j �� �

��
j

�
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modulo C�
loc� 

��+���R��X�Rq
���� for each � � R� Thus� h is the desired

Mellin quantisation of a�
Evidently� equality ������� and Proposition ����� remain valid under this

more general setting� Yet another point to note here is that the extension
to the case of symbols a � t�m Sm�bTW�Hom�V� !V�� is straighforward�

��� Green operators

By Proposition ����� we can assert that each typical interior symbol in a
collar neighbourhood of 	M gives rise to an operator�valued symbol on the
edge S� This latter symbol ful�ls certain �twisted� symbol estimates rather
than the usual ones� they include speci�c families of isomorphisms in �bres�
Our next concern will be a brief exposition of the theory of corresponding
pseudodi�erential operators along S� This suggests a reformulation of the
standard calculus in anisotropic terms� according to the anisotropic descrip�
tion of the Sobolev spaces on Rq���n as Hs�Rq���n� � Hs�Rq� ��Hs�R��n���
An abstract theory should contain both the calculus of pseudodi�eren�
tial operators with operator�valued symbols and a correspondence to some
�isotropic� background� Such a theory can be formulated independently
and has also applications to more complicated singularities� In particular�
we introduce Green operators on a manifold with edges� which are de�ned
via the mapping properties of their �edge� symbols�

The theory of pseudodi�erential operators with operator�valued sym�
bols is a natural extension of the scalar case� and the reader can recognise
the basic ideas of the ordinary calculus�

Let V and !V be Banach spaces endowed with families of isomorphisms

��
����Rq and
�
!�
�

�
��Rq

� respectively� We assume that these families

meet condition �� of Proposition ����� In particular� we can take

�
� � ���h�i�
!�
� � !���h�i�

where ������� and �!������ are group actions on V and !V � respectively �see
Example ������

In the sequel� the objects under consideration will depend on the con�
crete choice of these families of isomorphisms� but they are �xed once and
for all in any concrete case� For this reason� we suppress indices �� and �!�
in the notation when no confusion can arise�

De	nition �
�
� Let O be an open set in RQ and s � R� Denote by
Sm�O � Rq�L�V� !V �� the space of all a � C�

loc�O � Rq�L�V� !V �� with the
property that� for each K �� O and � � ZQ

�� � � Z
q
�� there is a constant

cK���� such that

k!�
� �D�
yD

�
�a�y� 
��

���
�kL�V��V � � cK���� h
i
m�j�j for y � K� 
 � Rq�

������



��� Green operators 	

The elements of Sm�O � Rq�L�V� !V �� are called �twisted� operator�
valued symbols of order m�

The best constants cK���� in ������ form a system of seminorms on
Sm�O �Rq�L�V� !V �� under which this space is Fr�echet�

Denote by Sm�Rq�L�V� !V �� the subspace of Sm�O � Rq�L�V� !V �� con�
sisting of the elements which are independent of y� Obviously� this subspace
is closed�

Proposition �
�
� For each m � R� it follows that

Sm�O �Rq�L�V� !V �� � C�
loc�O�Sm�Rq�L�V� !V ����

Proof
 The proof is straightforward while being rather long� We refer
the reader to Treves �Tre
���

�

This result applies in an evident way to introduce the spaces of symbols
de�ned in y on �poor� subsets of RQ�

Corollary �
�
� Let m � R� Assume that � is a Borel subset of RQ�
Then

Sm�� �Rq�L�V� !V �� � C�
loc����	 S

m�Rq�L�V� !V ���

Proof
 This follows from Theorem � of Grothendieck �Gro		� Ch���
once we notice that C�

loc��� is a nuclear Fr�echet space�
�

Many elements of the scalar theory may be obtained analogously also
in the operator�valued case� In particular� we mention that the asymptotic
sums of symbols of decreasing orders can be carried out within the symbol
classes modulo

S���O �Rq�L�V� !V �� �
T
m

Sm�O �Rq�L�V� !V ���

One can see that S���O � Rq�L�V� !V �� � C�
loc�O�S�Rq�L�V� !V ���

where S stands for the space of rapidly decreasing functions� Thus� the
space S���O � Rq�L�V� !V �� is independent of the particular choice of the
families of isomorphisms�

Proposition �
�
� For each sequence aj � Smj�O � Rq�L�V� !V �� with

mj � ��� there is a symbol a of order m� such that a �
PJ��

j�� aj is of
order mJ � for all J � � �� � � ��

Proof
 Pick compact sets K� � � � � �� � � �� such that K� � K��� and
	�K� � O� Fix � � C�

loc�R
Q� with the property that ��
� � � for j
j � �

�

and ��
� �  for j
j  � Take a of the form a �
P�

j�� ���j
�aj� where �j
are chosen so small that

k!�
� �D�
yD

�
����j
�aj�y� 
��

���
�kL�V��V � � ��j h
im�j�j��
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for y � K� and j�j� j�j� � � j� It is easy to verify that the series de�ning
a is convergent and that a possesses the desired property�

�

Obviously� the symbol a is unique modulo S���O � Rq�L�V� !V ��� We
write a �

P�
j�� aj�

Example �
�
� As but one example of operator�valued symbols satis�
fying �twisted� symbol estimates we show those of Proposition ������ In
this case both �
� and !�
� are given by the group action ���h�i� where

��u �t� x� � �
��n
� u��t� x� for � � ��

�

Now we de�ne the subspace of classical symbols of order m� which
have asymptotic expansions into functions homogeneous in 
 of decreasing
degrees m� j� j � Z�� The concept of homogeneity may be introduced in
the framework of arbitrary families of isomorphisms� Namely� a C� function
a�y� 
� on O � �Rq n f�g� with values in L�V� !V � is called homogeneous of
degree m for large 
 if

a�y� �
� � �m !����
�!�
� a�y� 
� �����
��
���� �������

for all j
j  c and �  � c being a positive constant� However� a function
a � C�

loc�O � Rq�L�V� !V �� homogeneous of degree m for large 
 fails to
ful�l symbol estimates ������ with � �� �� unless both ����
��
� and
!����
�!�
� are independent of 
 for j
j  c� This makes de�nition �������
ine�cient� In case �
� and !�
� correspond to group actions on V and !V
we have

����
��
� � ���
!����
�!�
� � !��

provided j
j  c and �  � and so the above condition is satis�ed� This is
just a relevant choice of �
� and !�
� in the calculus of pseudodi�erential
operators on a manifold with edges� as is developed by the �rst author
�Sch��� Sch���� We thus con�ne our attention to the model case of group
actions�

Proposition �
�
� Let a � C�
loc�O��R

qnf�g��L�V� !V �� be homogeneous
of degree m in 
 �� �� and let ��
� be an excision function in Rq� Then
��
�a�y� 
� � Sm�O �Rq�L�V� !V ���

Proof
 Di�erentiating the equality a�y� �
� � �m!��a�y� 
��
��
� in 
 we

deduce that a derivative of a�y� 
� in 
 is homogeneous of degree m � �
Hence it su�ces to verify ������ for � � � in which case the proof is
straightforward�

�

A symbol a � Sm�O � Rq�L�V� !V �� is said to be classical if there are
functions am�j � C�

loc�O� �R
qnf�g��L�V� !V �� homogeneous of degree m�j



��� Green operators 	�

in 
 �� �� such that a �
P�

j�� �am�j for any excision function �� We denote

by Sm
cl �O�R

q�L�V� !V �� the space of all classical symbols� The components
am�j are uniquely determined by a� In fact�

am�y� 
� � lim
���

��m !���� a�y� �
���

in the operator norm of L�V� !V �� By iteration we then get am�j�y� 
�
for all j � �� As usually� for a � Sm

cl �O � Rq�L�V� !V ��� the component
�medge�a� �y� 
� � am�y� 
� is called the principal symbol of a�

Example �
�
� The symbol a�y� 
� of a typical di�erential operator
A of order m in a stretched wedge is classical if the coe�cients of A do
not depend on t� In this case a�y� 
� is homogeneous of degree m� and so
�medge�a� �y� 
� � a�y� 
�� as is easy to check�

�

Our next example demonstrates rather strikingly that the property of
being classical is too strong in applications�

Example �
�
� Let V � !V � L���R�� and let a�y� 
� � u �� �u be the
operator of multiplication by a non�zero function � � C�

comp��R��� Then

a � S��O �Rq�L�V� !V �� is not classical�
�

More appropriate is the class of symbols which possess a principal sym�
bol only� An a � Sm�O � Rq�L�V� !V �� has principal symbol if it is of the
form a � a� � a��� where

a� � Sm
cl �O �R

q�L�V� !V ���

a�� � Sm��
�O �Rq�L�V� !V ��

with some m�� � m� Then �medge�a��y� 
� � �medge�a
���y� 
� is called the prin�

cipal symbol of a� By the above� the classical symbols meet this condition�
Let  � be an open set in Rq� To any symbol a � Sm� � �Rq�L�V� !V ��

we assign an operator A � op�a� by

Au �y� �


����q

Z
eihy��ia�y� 
�Fu�
� d


�rst de�ned on u � C�
comp� 

�� V �� It is a simple matter to see that op�a�

induces a continuous mapping C�
comp� 

�� V �� C�
loc� 

�� !V ��

For m � R� we denote by +m� �� V� !V� the space of all operators op�a�
corresponding to symbols a�y� 
� � Sm� � � Rq�L�V� !V ��� The elements
of +m� �� V� !V� are said to be pseudodi�erential operators of order � m
with operator�valued symbols� We write +m

cl� 
�� V� !V� for the subspace of

+m� �� V� !V� determined by classical symbols a�y� 
�� As in the scalar the�
ory� +��� �� V� !V� coincides with the space of all integral operators whose
kernels are in C�

loc� 
� �  ��L�V� !V ���
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Theorem �
�
� Every operator op�a� � +m� �� V� !V� extends to a con�
tinuous mapping Hs

comp� 
�� ��V �� Hs�m

loc � �� �� !V �� for any s � R�

Proof
 For a proof in the case of group actions we refer the reader to
Theorem ���	 in Schulze �Sch�
�� For a treatment of the general case use
������ and Proposition ���� of �RST����

�

The basic elements of scalar pseudodi�erential calculus have suitable
analogues in the operator�valued case� This concerns� in particular� com�
positions with the Leibniz product on the symbolic level� etc�� everything
modulo +��� �� V� !V��

A more complete theory in the case of Fr�eshet spaces V and !V may be
obtained by introducing a so�called weak symbol topology on symbol classes�
This topology behaves well under tensor products and it allows one to prove
continuity of pseudodi�erential operators in various situations by invoking
function�analytic properties of V and !V � For a deeper discussion of the ap�
proach the reader may consult the original papers of Witt �Wit��b� Wit��a��

We are now in a position to introduce Green operators on a stretched
wedge W �  �� �R��X to be simply classical pseudodi�erential operators
along the edge  � whose symbols take their values in continuous mappings
of Sobolev spaces with asymptotics in the �ber �R� �X� The designation
�Green operator� is motivated by the structure of the Green function of
a classical elliptic boundary value problem� Such a function is� up to a
fundamental solution of the elliptic operator� a pseudodi�erential operator
with a special Green symbol along the boundary� In this interpretation the
boundary corresponds to the edge and the inner normal of the boundary to
the model cone of the wedge�

Fix a weight datum w � ��� ��l� ���� For an asymptotic type as related
to w� the space Hs�m��

as ��R� � X� can be written as a projective limit of
Banach spaces invariant under ��� This is also the case for H���

as ��R��X��
which gives us symbol spaces Sm

cl � 
��Rq�L�Hs����R��X��H���

as ��R��X���
For any element a � L�Hs����R��X��H�����R��X��� we can de�ne the

formal adjoint a� as an element of L�H�������R��X��H�s��� ��R��X�� via
the non�degenerate pairings Hs����R��X��H�s��� ��R��X�� C induced
by the inner product in H�����R��X�� Namely� we set

�au� v�H����R��X� � �u� a
� v�H����R��X� for u� v � C�

comp�R��X��

Thus� to any a�y� 
��Sm
cl � �R

q�L�Hs����R��X��H���
as ��R��X�� there corre�

sponds pointwise a formal adjoint a��y� 
� and we may require this operator�
valued function to be in Sm

cl � 
� �Rq�L�Hs�����R��X��H����

�as ��R��X�� for
another asymptotic type !as related to a weight datum !w � ���� ��l� ����

Since we are aimed at the analysis near t � �� we shall replace both
H���

as ��R��X� and H����
�as ��R��X� by the subspaces

S�
as��R��X� � � H���

as ��R��X� � �� ��S��R��X��
S���as �

�R��X� � � H����
�as ��R��X� � � � ��S��R��X��
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respectively� where � is a cut�o� function and S��R��X� � S��R�� C
��X���

It is easily seen that S�
as��R��X� and S���as �

�R��X� are actually independent
of the concrete choice of ��

De	nition �
�
�� An operator�valued function g�y� 
� on  � � Rq is
called a Green edge symbol of order m with asymptotics if there are asymp�
totic types

as � As��� ��l� ����
!as � As���� ��l� ���

�������

such that

g�y� 
� � �s�R Sm
cl � 

� �Rq�L�Hs����R��X��S�
as�
�R��X����

g��y� 
� � �s�R Sm
cl � 

� �Rq�L�Hs�����R��X��S���as �
�R��X����

It is worth pointing out here that the space of Green edge symbols
depends on the particular choice of the scalar product in H�����R� � X��
Other allowed scalar products may be obtained by di�erent Riemannian
metrics on �R��X related to the original one by di�eomorphisms which are
smooth up to t � ��

To specify Green edge symbols with asymptotics one introduces double
weight data which are triples w � ��� �� ��l� ��� consisting of real numbers
� and � and an interval ��l� �� with � � l � �� For such a weight datum
w� denote by Sm

G � 
� �Rq�w� the set of all Green edge symbols of order m

and with asymptotic types satisfying ��������

Theorem ����� shows that the operator op�g� corresponding to a Green
symbol g�y� 
� � Sm

G � 
� �Rq�w� extends to a continuous mapping

Hs
comp� 

�� ��Hs����R��X��� Hs�m
loc � �� ��S�

as�
�R��X���

for each s � R� Hence it follows that op�g� is smoothing in the interior
of the wedge W� We also note that any Green operator of order �� is
compact�

The following characterisation of Green edge symbols via their Schwartz
kernels is the key to understanding the asymptotic expansions of solutions
to elliptic edge problems�

Theorem �
�
�� If k � Sm
cl � 

��Rq��	

�
S�
as��R��X��	S

��
�as �

�R��X�
�
�

then the operator family

u ��

Z �

�

Z
X

k�y� 
� th
i� x� t�h
i� x��u�t�� x��
dt�

t�
dx�� u � H�����R��X��

is a Green edge symbol of order m with asymptotic types as and !as� Con�
versely� every Green edge symbol of order m with discrete asymptotic types
as and !as has such a representation�
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Proof
 The proof of the �rst part of the theorem is immediate by using
a familiar argument of topological tensor products� The proof of the second
part is substantially subtler �cf� �ST�
a��� �

To complete the local operator algebra close to edges� it remains to
add the so�called smoothing Mellin operators in the wedge W� On the
other hand� they highlight a natural way in which Green operators with
asymptotics appear�

A standard asymptotic summation allows one to invert� up to smooth�
ing Mellin edge symbols� the Mellin edge symbols with invertible conormal
symbol� Smoothing Mellin edge symbols are used in explicit form mainly
for a �nite weight interval ��l� ��� with l � � �� � � �� By a smoothing Mellin
symbol of order m � R� is meant a family

m�y� 
� �

l��X
j��

X
j�j	j



tm
���th
i�

�
tj opM��j�
�hj���y� z�� 


�
�
���th
i�� �������

where ��� �� are cut�o� functions close to t � �� and hj���y� z� are C�

functions of y �  � with values in A�C n �j���+
���X��� every �j�� being a

closed set in the complex plane� Moreover� for any �j���excision function �
in the plane� the restriction of �hj�� to each horizontal line "�� is required to
be a parameter�dependent pseudodi�erential operator on X with parameter
� � �z� uniformly for � varying in �nite segments of R �cf� Corollary ����	��

Proposition �
�
�� Suppose that �� and �� are arbitrary cut�o� func�
tions� h�y� z� � C�

loc� 
��A�C n ��+���X��� is pointwise a parameter�depen�

dent pseudodi�erential operator on X� and "�� � � � �� Then the operator
family



tm
���th
i�

�
tj opM���h�y� z�� 


�
�
���th
i�

belongs to Sm�j�j�j
cl � ��Rq�L�Hs����R��X��H����m�j ��R��X���� for each

s � R�

Proof
 The proof is similar to that of Proposition ������ The symbol
in question actually proves to be homogeneous of degree m � j � j�j for
large 
�

�

Returning to family ������� we assume that each set �j�� is a carrier of
asymptotics� It is also possible to introduce the concept of asymptotic types
for Mellin symbols� but we will not develop this point here� For details� the
reader is referred to Subsection ����� in Schulze �Sch�
��

Furthermore� we choose the weights �j�� in such a way that the line
"��j�
 is free from the singularities of hj��� i�e�� "��j�
 ��j�� � �� The family
m�y� 
� is thought of as acting from Hs����R� � X� to H�����R� � X�� for
any s � R� To ensure these mapping properties� by Proposition ������ the
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exponents m and �j�� involved must satisfy�
�j�� � ��

�j�� �m� j  �

for all j and �� Under these conditions� ������� proves to be an operator�
valued symbol in Sm

cl � 
� � Rq�L�Hs����R��X��H�����R��X���� for every

s � R� Note that

�medge�m� �
l��X
j��

X
j�j�j



tm
���tj
j�

�
tj opM��j�


�hj���y� z�� 

�
�
���tj
j��

Let us denote by Sm
M� 

� � Rq�w� the space of all smoothing Mel�
lin edge symbols of order m and with respect to a double weight datum
w � ��� �� ��l� ����

It is easy to see that Sm
M � 

� � Rq�w� � Sm
G � 

� � Rq�w� provided
that l � � � m � �� As the operator of multiplication by t decreases
the order m by � it follows that� for each smoothing Mellin edge symbol
m�y� 
� of order m� the composition tN m�y� 
� is a Green edge symbol of
order m � N � provided N is large enough �precisely� N  l � � � m � ���
This is one of the motivations for introducing Green edge symbols� On the
other hand� changing the cut�o� functions �� and �� in ������� results in
perturbing m�y� 
� by a Green edge symbol of order m related to the same
double weight datum w� For this reason smoothing Mellin symbols are not
considered separately but along with Green edge symbols�

In order to de�ne Mellin pseudodi�erential operators we need gaps in
the carriers of asymptotics of the Mellin symbols �so�called quasi�discrete
asymptotic types�� In general �j�� may consist of an in�nite band without
such gaps� This cannot happen in the case of discrete asymptotic types�
For this reason it is convenient to represent an arbitrary carrier of asymp�
totics as the union of quasi�discrete ones� which results in considering the
sums m�y� 
� � m��y� 
� � m��y� 
� of smoothing Mellin symbols of the
form �������� each m��y� 
� being of quasi�discrete asymptotic type� Once
again� the representation of an arbitrary m�y� 
� in such a form is indepen�
dent of the particular partition of the carrier of asymptotics modulo Green
operators�

Remark �
�
�� As de�ned above� the edge pseudodi�erential operators
with symbols g�y� 
��m�y� 
� form together an algebra� in which the subspace
of Green operators is an ideal�

��� The operator algebra

In this section we introduce an algebra of pseudodi�erential operators on a
C� closed manifold with edges� �M�S�� As above� there is no loss of gen�
erality in assuming that S is connected� Then� the corresponding stretched
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manifold M is a compact smooth manifold with boundary� the boundary
being a C� bundle over S� We �x a collar neighbourhood O �� 	M�R�

of the boundary inM�
We begin with a local algebra of pseudodi�erential operators in a wedge

W �  � � �R��X� where  � is an open subset of Rq� Let m�� � R and let
w � ��� � �m� ��l� ���� where l � �� Denote by Sm� � � Rq�w� the set of
all operator�valued functions

a�y� 
� � a��y� 
� � a��y� 
� �m�y� 
� � g�y� 
� ������

on  � �Rq� where

� a� and a� originate from a typical symbol a � t�mSm
cl �

bT �W� via
�������� a vanishing for t large enough�

� m�y� 
� is a smoothing Mellin symbol of order m related to the weight
datum w� as in �������� and

� g�y� 
� is a Green edge symbol of order m with asymptotics related to
w�

In a recent paper by Gil� Schulze and Seiler �GSS�
� a new represen�
tation of complete edge symbols ������ is shown� It has the advantage of
reducing the use of cut�o� aggregates like ���th
i�� ���th
i�� etc�� to cutting
o� by functions depending on t only� up to Green edge symbols�

For the same double weight data w� we may obviously consider the
symbol spaces Sm�j� � �Rq�w�� too� j being any non�negative integer�

Proposition �
�
� Let w � ��� � �m� ��l� ���� where l � �� Then� for
each � � m� j� j �Z�� we have

S� � �Rq�w� ��
T
s�R

S� � �Rq�L�Hs����R��X��Hs����m��R��X����

Proof
 This follows from ������� Propositions ����� and ����� and the
de�nition of Green operators�

�

We next introduce the principal symbols of order � for an element
a�y� 
� � S� � �Rq�w�� Write a�y� 
� in the form ������ with m replaced
by �� From ������� it follows that the sum a��y� 
� � a��y� 
� possesses a
principal homogeneous symbol of order � in the interior of W� In fact� it
is given by the homogeneous component of order � of the typical symbol
a�y� t� x� 
� �� �� occurring in �������� Set

��a� � ��a� � a�� �������

thus obtaining a homogeneous function of degree � de�ned away from the

zero section of T �
�

W � As a� and a� originate from a typical symbol on W�
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we deduce that

b��a��y� t� x� !
� !� � �� � ��a��y� t� x� !
� !�� t��

� t ��a�

�
y� t� x�

!


t
�
!�

t
� �

�
�������

is C� up to t � � �cf� �������� By the above� b��a� is a function on the
compressed cotangent bundle bT �W� We thus obtain two symbol mappings
which control the usual ellipticity of a in the interior ofW� When compared
with ��a�� the symbol b��a� has the advantage of being de�ned up to the
boundary� However� the de�nition of b��a� relies on a global coordinate
t measuring the distance to the boundary� We call either of the symbols
��a� and b��a� the principal homogeneous interior symbols of a�y� 
��

Yet another symbol mapping of great importance in the characterisation
of elliptic edge problems is the principal edge symbol �edge�a�� As mentioned�
complete edge symbols ������ are not classical as operator�valued symbols�
However� they possess principal edge symbols as is clear from the following
lemma due to Behm �Beh�	� �cf� Lemma ������� therein��

Lemma �
�
� Each complete edge symbol a�y� 
� � S� ��Rq�w� pos�
sesses a principal symbol given by

�edge�a� � �edge�a�� � �edge�a�� � �edge�m� � �edge�g�� �������

where

�edge�a�� � t� ���tj
j� opM���!h�y� �� t
� z�����tj
j��
�edge�a�� � t� ���tj
j� opFt�x

�!a�y� �� x� t
� t�� ������tj
j��

Proof
 By De�nition ����� and Proposition ����� it su�ces to show
that each of the symbols a��y� 
� and a��y� 
� possesses a principal symbol
of order �� We give the proof only for the symbol a��y� 
�� the arguments
for a��y� 
� are similar� To this end� pick an excision function ��
� in Rq

such that h
i � j
j on the support of �� We have

��
�
�
a� � �edge�a��

�
� ��
�



t
���th
i� opM���!h�y� t� t
� z�� !h�y� �� t
� z�����th
i�

for �y� 
� � T � �� Choose R � � such that both �� and �� vanish away
from the interval ��� R� on the semiaxis� Then

���th
i� � ��
���th
i� � �

for all t  R�� where R� � R�minh
i� On the other hand� since !h�y� t� !
� z�
is C� in t up to t � �� we deduce that

!h�y� t� !
� z�� !h�y� �� !
� z� � t !q�y� t� !
� z�
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for t � ��� R��� where !q�y� t� !
� z� is a C� function of �y� t� �  � � �R� with
values inM�C �+�X�Rq

���� independent of t for t large enough� If moreover

� is a cut�o� function on �R� equal to  on the interval ��� R��� then we
obtain

a� � �edge�a�� � �t��


t
���th
i� opM���!q�y� t� t
� z�����th
i�

for 
 in the support of �� Summarising� we can assert that

��
�
�
a� � �edge�a��

�
� �t�� a���� �

where a
���
� lies in S

�
 ��Rq�L�Hs����R��X��Hs������R��X��

�
for each

s� � � R� As the operator of multiplication by t� belongs toT
s��

S��
�
 ��Rq�L�Hs����R��X��

�
�

we conclude that ��
�
�
a� � �edge�a��

�
is an edge symbol of order � � �

From this the lemma follows�
�

This lemma ensures the existence of a principal homogeneous edge sym�
bol �edge�a�� for each symbol a � S

� � �Rq�w�� This is a C� function on

 � � �Rq n f�g� taking its values in �s L�Hs����R��X��Hs����m��R��X���
As de�ned by �������� the function �edge�a� is homogeneous of degree � in

 �� �� It can be written �at least formally� as a limit

�edge�a� �y� 
� � lim
���

��m !���� a�y� �
���

for �y� 
� � T � � n f�g� In fact� the limit is achieved in the strong operator
topology of L�Hs����R��X��Hs����m��R��X��� for each s � R�

Every a�y� 
� � S� ��Rq�w� gives rise to a pseudodi�erential operator
with respect to the variable y� As described in Section ���� we will write
it simply A � op�a� when no confusion can arise� As but one application
of Theorem ����� we show that the operator op�a� extends to a continuous
mapping

op�a� � Hs
comp� 

�� ��Hs����R��X��� Hs�
loc � 

�� ��Hs����m��R��X��� �����	�

for each s � R�
For weight data w � ��� ��m� ��l� ��� and � � m� j� j � Z�� let

+�W� w� stand for the space of all operators op�a� corresponding to sym�
bols a � S� � �Rq�w��

Our next aim is to de�ne pseudodi�erential operators on a compact
manifoldM with �bred boundary� The idea is to glue together local oper�
ators from +�W� w� near the boundary and the usual classical pseudodif�
ferential operators in the interior ofM�
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Fix a �nite covering of the collar neighbourhood O of 	M by charts
with edges �h�� O����I onM� Without loss of generality we can assume that
each coordinate patch is of the form O�

�� O�
� � �R� �X� with O�

� an open
subset of S� Moreover� h� is a di�eomorphism of O� onto a stretched wedge
W� �  �� �

�R� � X where  �� is an open subset of R
q� Let ������I be a

partition of unity on O subordinate to the covering �O����I � in other words�
�� � C�

loc�O� satisfy supp�� � O� and
P

� �� �  on O� For each �� we
choose a function �� � C�

loc�O� with a support in O�� such that �� �  on
the support of ��� Then� to every system of operators A� � +

�W�� w� we
can assign a global operator

Ab �
X
�

�� h
�
�A� �� �������

on O� where h��A� � h��A�h�� stands for the operator pull�back under h�� The
question of whether the de�nition of Ab is invariant under various choices of
the atlas �h�� O����I on O lies beyond the range of the paper� Su�ces it to

note that if h� reduces to a di�eomorphism O�
�

��
�  �� which does not touch

the variables t and x� then the invariance is a standard fact from the calculus
of pseudodi�erential operators with operator�valued symbols along Rq �cf�
Theorem ������ in �Sch�
��� In the general case the invariance just amounts
to saying that the space +�W� w� is invariant� modulo reasonable �small�
operators� under the di�eomorphisms � �W �W of the form �������� Such
is easily veri�ed to be the case for those di�eomorphisms which ful�l � � ��
However� it is to be expected that +�W� w� is invariant in the above sense
under arbitrary di�eomorphisms ������� of W�

De	nition �
�
� For weight data w � ��� ��m� ��l� ��� and � � m�j�
j �Z�� denote by +�M� w� the set of all operators

A � �bAb�b � �iAi�i � S �������

on M� where

� Ab is of the form ������� close to 	M� �b � C�
comp�O� being a cut�o�

function near the boundary and �b � C�
comp�O� covering �b�

� Ai is a classical pseudodi�erential operator of order � in the interior

of M� �i �  � �b and �i � C�
comp�

�

M� covering �i� and

� S is a �small� global operator on M to be de�ned via its mapping
properties�

To describe more precisely �small� operators in ������� we note that the
elements of +�M� w� are supposed to act as Hs���M� � Hs����m�M��
for any s � R� possibly also in Sobolev spaces with asymptotics on M�
Thus� the �small� operators in question should be regularising relative to
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this scale of spaces� Apart from being smoothing this involves a gain in the
weight exponent � �m� The latter property can be achieved by requiring
asymptotics in the image because the carrier of asymptotics has a gap away
from the weight line� In this way we obtain what �ts in the concept of a
smoothing Green operator �cf� De�nition ������� Namely� let +���M� w�
stand for the space of all operators S in weighted Sobolev spaces onM with
the property that there are asymptotic types

as � As�� �m� ��l� ����
!as � As���� ��l� ���

such that
S � �s�RL�Hs���M��H����m

as �M���
S� � �s�RL�Hs����m�M��H����

�as �M���

the �asterisk� referring to the formal adjoint with respect to the conjugate
linear pairing Hs���M��H�s����M�� C induced by an inner product in
H����M�� In this notation the condition on the operator S in ������� is just
S � +���M� w��

The elements of +�M� w� are said to be pseudodi�erential operators
of order � onM with respect to the weight data w� From what has already
been proved it follows that the space +�M� w� is invariant under those
di�eomorphisms of M which obey the �bration ������ of M close to the
boundary�

The dual objects of functions are densities unless a Riemannian metric
onM is tacitly �xed� Therefore� to discuss transposes of pseudodi�erential
operators onM we must make some comments on pseudodi�erential oper�
ators between sections of vector bundles over M� We �rst observe that a
vector bundle � � V �M over a manifold with �bred boundary is required
to obey the boundary �bration b � 	M � S in the sense that there is a
commutative diagram

V j�M
h
�� VS��y	 ��y	

	M
b
�� S

�����
�

with VS a vector bundle over S and h a bundle homomorphism� This dia�
gram means simply that the restriction of V to the boundary ofM allows
a push�forward b� V j�M � VS under the blow�down mapping b� By working
over sets where a given pair of vector bundles� V and !V � is trivial the space
of operators +�M� V� !V�w� from sections of V to sections of !V can be de�
�ned in a standard way� Since the space +�M� w� is a C��M� module it
is su�cient to assume any one covering ofM by coordinate patches where
both V and !V are trivial� and any one trivialisation of the bundles�

Theorem �
�
� Let A � +�M� V� !V�w�� For each s � R and asymp�
totic types as � As��� ��l� ��� and !as � As���m� ��l� ���� the operator A
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induces continuous mappings

A � Hs���M� V �� Hs����m�M� !V ��

A � Hs��
as �M� V �� Hs����m

�as �M� !V ��

Proof
 This is an immediate consequence of the corresponding results
from the local theory �cf� �����	��� It merits mentioning here that the
interior symbol of A does not contribute to asymptotics� On the other
hand� the smoothing Mellin operators transform asymptotics occurring in
the domain to other asymptotics in the range while the Green operators
produce new asymptotics�

�

Every A � +�M� V� !V�w� possesses two principal symbols� These are
bundle homomorphisms

b��A� � ��V � �� !V �

�edge�A� � ��Hs���F������� VS � ��Hs����m�F������� !VS �
�������

for s � R� The �rst of the two is the principal homogeneous interior symbol
of order �� the homogeneity in the covariables being understood in the
usual sense �cf� ��������� The second one is the principal homogeneous edge
symbol of order �� the homogeneity in the covariables referring to the group
actions in the �bres Hs���F������ over S �cf� ���������

Theorem �
�
� Suppose A � +�M� V� !V�w�� If b��A� � � and
�edge�A� � �� then the mapping A � Hs���M� !V � � Hs����m�M� !V � is
compact for all s � R�

Proof
 Indeed� from b��A� � � and �edge�A� � � we conclude at

once that A � +���M� V� !V�w�� Hence it follows that A really maps
Hs���M� !V � to Hs������m

as �M� !V �� for some as � As���m� ��l� ���� This
gives the desired conclusion when combined with the fact that the embed�
ding Hs������m

as �M� !V � �� Hs����m�M� !V � is compact� for each s � R�
�

This theorem ensures the existence of a parametrix construction on the
symbol level in the algebra +�M� V� !V�w�� The ellipticity should refer to
the pair of principal symbols

�
b��A�� �edge�A�

�
� These symbols behave in

the usual way under compositions of operators and taking transposes and
formal adjoints�

Theorem �
�
� Let m���� �Z�� m���� �Z� and let l be a positive
integer� If

A� � +��M� V��V�� w��� w� � ��� ��m�� ��l� ����
A� � +��M� V��V�� w��� w� � ���m�� ��m��m�� ��l� ����

then A�A� � +
����M� V��V�� w�
w�� with w�
w����� ��m��m�� ��l� ���

and
b�����A�A�� � b���A�� b���A���
����edge �A�A�� � ��edge�A���

�
edge�A���
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Proof
 The proof is rather technical and it exceeds the scope of this
paper� We refer the reader to Theorem ����	� in �Sch�
�� As mentioned�
the new approach of �GSS�
� allows one to avoid a number of voluminous
calculations in the precise analysis of operator�valued edge symbols by a
new quantisation of typical interior symbols in which a part of inconvenient
combinations of the edge covariable and the distance to the boundary is
dismissed�

�

Denote by +
M�G�M� V� !V�w� the subspace of +�M� V� !V�w� consist�

ing of those operators for which the operator Ai in the representation �������
vanishes as well as the operators a��y� 
� and a��y� 
� in the local descrip�
tions ������ of the edge symbol near the boundary� If in addition all in�
gradients m�y� 
� in ������ vanish� we obtain what will be referred to as
+
G�M� V� !V�w�� By Remark ������ the spaces +

M�G�M� V� !V�w� �t to�
gether to form an algebra in the sense of Theorem ������ wherein the sub�
spaces +

G�M� V� !V�w� form an ideal�

Theorem �
�
� Each operator A � +�M� V� !V�w� allows a formal
adjoint A� � +�M� !V�V�w��� where w� � ����m���� ��l� ���� Moreover�

b��A�� � �b��A����
�edge�A

�� � ��edge�A��
��

Proof
 Cf� Theorem ����		 in �Sch�
�� We emphasise that the formal
adjoint is understood with respect to the inner product of H����M��

�

We omit discussion of the transpose A� just noting that it is related to
the formal adjoint by the equality

A� �  V A�  ���V �

where  V � V � V � and  �V �
!V � !V � are conjugate linear bundle isomor�

phisms induced by Hermitian metrics on V and !V and a positive volume
form on M �cf� �Tar�	� ����� for more details�� For the purpose of this
paper� the formal adjoint proves to be more important than the transpose�
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Elliptic Edge Problems

Similarly to boundary value problems where the Fredholm property de�
pends on elliptic boundary conditions �in the pseudodi�erential case of trace
and potential type�� the theory of edge problems requires elliptic conditions
along the edges� These are also of trace and potential type in general� both
occur even for di�erential operators when the cone �bres over the edge do
not reduce to �R�� i�e�� each �bre is a topological cone over a manifold of
dimension at least � Moreover� the number of edge conditions depends on
the chosen weights�

��� The concept of ellipticity

Let �M�S� be a C� compact closed manifold with a connected edge S of
dimension q� and letM be an associated stretched manifold� By de�nition�
M is C� compact manifold with �bred boundary close to which M is
described by a stretched wedge W �  � � �R��X� with  � an open subset
of Rq and X a compact closed manifold of dimension n�

Recall that� given any s� � � R� we de�ne the Sobolev space Hs���M�

to consist of all u � Hs
loc�

�

M� such that �u � Hs���W� in the corresponding
local coordinates near 	M� for every � � C��M� supported close to the
boundary �cf� De�nition ������� Note that the transition di�eomorphisms
forM near 	M are assumed to satisfy ��������

On M live typical di�erential operators ������ which give rise to an
�algebra� +m�M� w� of pseudodi�erential operators onM� equipped with a
principal symbol structure

�
b�m�A�� �medge�A�

�
�cf� Section ����� The algebra

+m�M� w� is a subalgebra of +m
cl �

�

M� and the �compressed� symbol b�m�A�
substitutes the usual principal homogeneous symbol of order m� �m�A��
close to the boundary of M� Every operator A � +m�M� w� extends to a
continuous mapping A �Hs���M�� Hs�m���m�M�� for all s � R�

It is now a natural question whether this mapping is a Fredholm op�
erator� for any one s � R� once A is elliptic with respect to the symbol
b�m�A�� i�e�� b�m�A� is invertible away from the zero section of bT �M� The

�	
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answer is negative in general� A result of Schulze �Sch�� is that the Fred�
holm property requires the bijectivity of the operator�valued edge symbol�
namely

�medge�A��y� 
� �H
s����R��X�� Hs�m���m��R��X�� �����

for each y � S and 
 � Rq n f�g �cf� ��������� However� the ellipticity with
respect to b�m�A� implies only that ����� is a Fredholm operator for the
weights � � R such that the line "�� does not meet the spectrum of the
conormal symbol of �medge�A��y� 
�� This shows that we may expect excep�
tional weights where the Fredholm property of ����� is violated� Moreover�
these weights s vary along with y � S and they may �ll out the entire real
axis� On the other hand� the Fredholm property of ����� itself is not
su�cient�

The idea from Rempel and Schulze �RS
�b�� Schulze �Sch
�b� Sch���
etc�� is now to enlarge the class of operators by allowing matrices

�
A P
T B

�
�

Hs���M�
�

Hs�S�W �
�

Hs�m���m�M�
�

Hs�m�S� !W �
� ������

where W and !W are smooth vector bundles over S� The meaning of the
additional operators P � corestriction or potential operator with respect to
S� T � trace operator with respect to S� and B� pseudodi�erential operator
on S� is analogous to that from pseudodi�erential boundary problems �see
Vishik and Eskin �VE�	� VE���� Boutet de Monvel �BdM��� etc��� These
operators will also be called edge conditions� They can be generated in
local terms over the wedge W as pseudodi�erential operators along  � with
operator�valued symbols�

Our notion of ellipticity of edge problems A de�ned by ������ will refer
�as it ought to be� to the leading symbols b�m�A� and �medge�A�� As such
it re$ects a more general principle of establishing concepts of ellipticity in
operator algebras with symbolic structures over manifolds with singularities�
In those cases it will be natural to have more complicated hierarchies of
leading symbolic levels� with interior compatibility conditions between the
components� The ellipticity is the bijectivity of every component� Recall
that for manifolds with conical singularities the hierarchy consists of two
symbols b�m�A� and �M�A�� the latter being a so�called conormal symbol�
In edge problems we also have a leading conormal symbol �M�A� �� �M�A��
It is subordinate here to the other components of the hierarchy� namely
to �medge�A�� In fact� the bijectivity of �

m
edge�A� implies� in particular� the

Fredholm property of ������ which is in turn equivalent� by the cone theory�
to the ellipticity of �medge�A� in the sense of the cone algebra� In other words�

�M
�
�medge�A�

�
�y� z� �� �� for all y �  � and z � "�� � is necessarily satis�ed�

As well� the Fredholm property of ����� uses �exit nature� of the operators�
when t��� Thus� �medge�A��y� 
�� for 
 �� �� controls the subordinate cone
conormal symbol as operators along X and exit symbols for t���
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Example �
�
� Let  � be an open set in Rq� Consider the Laplace

operator % � D�
t �

�
D�
y�
� � � ��D�

yq

�
in the cylinder  � � �R�� This cor�

responds to an one�point cone base X� i�e�� n � �� It is easy to see that
% � op�a�y� 
��� where

a�y� 
� �


t�
�
�tDt�

� � i�tDt� � �tj
j�
�
�
�

a being actually independent of y� Moreover� the edge symbol of a coincides
with a itself� i�e�� ��edge�a��y� 
� � D�

t�j
j
�� For any integer s  � and � � R�

this de�nes a family of continuous operators

��edge�a��y� 
� � H
s����R��� Hs��������R��

parametrised by the point �y� 
� � T � �� For 
 �� �� the ordinary di�erential
equation ��edge�a�u � � has two solutions u

�t� � ej�jt� Taking into account
the behaviour of u at t � �� we deduce that only u� may belong to the
domain of ��edge�a��y� 
�� Such is really the case for � � �� otherwise neither

of the two lies in Hs����R��� Hence it follows that

dimker��edge�a��y� 
� �

�
 if � � ��
� if �  ��

On the other hand� we have

b��
�
��edge�a��y� 
�

�
�t� !�� � !� ��

�M
�
��edge�a��y� 
�

�
�z� � z� � iz�

��Ft�exit
�
��edge�a��y� 
�

�
�t� � � � � � � j
j��

�� ��Ft�exit
�
��edge�a��y� 
�

�
�t� � � � � ��

hence ��edge�a��y� 
� is elliptic in the sense of the cone algebra on �R� �X�
for each 
 �� �� provided that � �� �� � Note that the spectrum of the
conormal symbol of ��edge�a� consists of two points� namely z � � and z � �i�
Thus� � � � and � �  just correspond to those values � for which the
weight line "�� meets the spectrum� Theorem �����
 of �Sch�
� now implies
that ��edge�a��y� 
� is a Fredholm mapping Hs����R��� Hs��������R�� for all
s � R� unless 
 � � or � � �� � In particular� the range of ��edge�a��y� 
�
is isomorphic to the orthogonal complement of the null�space of the formal
adjoint operator� Since the formal adjoint of ��edge�a��y� 
� with respect to

the inner product of H��� �
� ��R�� is actually given by the same di�erential

expression� we deduce from what has already been proved that

dimcoker��edge�a��y� 
� �

��
�

 if � � �����
� if � � ���� �� 	 ��� ��
� if � � �� �

For de�niteness� consider the case � � �� Denote by t�y� 
� the family of
linear functionals on Hs����R�� given by

t�y� 
�u � h
i�
Z
R�

�
�h�iv �t�

�
u�t� dt� u � Hs����R��� ������
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v � H��������R�� being a �xed function and ��v �t� � �
�
�u��t� for � � �� A

trivial veri�cation shows that

t�y� 
��h�iu � h
i�
Z
R�

�
�h�iv �t�

� �
�h�iu �t�

�
dt

� h
i�
Z
R�

v�t�u�t� dt

for each 
 � Rq� whence

k�D�
yD

�
� t�y� 
���h�ikL�Hs���R���C� � kvkH�s������R�� jD

�
yD

�
� h
i

�j

� c� h
i
��j�j

with c� a constant independent of 
 �cf� �������� We thus arrive at a family
of isomorphisms

�
��edge�a��y� 
�

t�y� 
�

�
� Hs����R���

Hs��������R��
�
C

�

�y� 
� � T � � n f�g� Were the elements of Hs����R�� continuous up to t � ��
one impose the local condition t�y� 
�u � u��� and another way of stating
these isomorphisms be to say that the Dirichlet problem for the Laplace
equation is an elliptic or coercive boundary value problem�

�

This example demonstrates rather strikingly that the bijectivity of
����� is a generalisation of the classical Lopatinskii condition for bound�
ary value problems� From this point of view� the following theorem shows
that elliptic typical interior symbols are the best adapted to elliptic edge
problems�

Theorem �
�
� Suppose that a � t�m Sm
cl �

bT �W� is polynomial in � �
If

b�m�a��y� �� x� !
� !�� �� �� � for all �y� �� x� !
� !� � �� � bT �W n f�g� ������

then to every y �  � there corresponds a discrete set ���y� on the real axis�
such that �medge�a��y� 
� �H

s����R��X�� Hs�m���m��R��X� is a Fredholm
operator� for each 
 � Rq n f�g and for each s � R� � � R n ���y��

For the proof we need an auxiliary result� Recall that� for a cone symbol
h�t� z� � C�

loc�
�R��M�C �+m�X���� the conormal symbol of the Mellin opera�

tor A � t�m opM���h� follows by putting t � � in h� i�e�� �M�A��z� � h��� z��
This behaves like a parameter�dependent pseudodi�erential operator of or�
der m on X�
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Lemma �
�
� Under condition ������� for every y �  � there is a dis�
crete set ��y� � C such that every horizontal strip of �nite width in C meets
��y� only at a �nite number of points� and

�M
�
�medge�a��y� 
�

�
�z� � Hs�X�� Hs�m�X� ����	�

is an isomorphism for all z � C n ��y� and s � R�

Proof
 Write

a�y� t� x� �� �� 
� �


tm
!a�y� t� x� t
� t�� ���

where !a�y� t� x� !
� !� � �� � Sm
cl �W � Rq���n� is polynomial in !� � By Lem�

ma ������ we get

�M
�
�medge�a��y� 
�

�
�z� � opFx

�!a�y� �� x� �� z� ��� �

and so

�m
�
�M

�
�medge�a��y� 
�

�
�z�
�
�x��z� �� � !am�y� �� x� ���z� ��

� b�m�a��y� �� x� ���z� ��

whenever y �  � and z � C � Combining this equality with ������ we see
that� for any �xed � � R� the operator �M

�
�medge�a��y� 
�

�
�z� is parameter�

dependent elliptic of orderm onX� with z � "�� and �z as parameter� By a
well�known property of parameter�dependent elliptic operators� to any �nite
segment �a� b� � R there corresponds a constant c such that ����	� is an
isomorphism for all s � R� provided j�zj  c and �z � �a� b�� To �nish the
proof it su�ces to make use of the following abstract result on holomorphic
Fredholm families �cf� Blekher �Ble��� and elsewhere�� Let a�z� � V � !V be
a holomorphic family of Fredholm operators between Hilbert spaces de�ned
for z in a domain , � C � and let a�z� be invertible at some point z� � ,�
Then there is a discrete set � � , such that a�z� � V � !V is an isomorphism
for all z � , n ��

�

Proof of Theorem �
�
�
 Pick an y �  �� Let ��y� � C be the set
given by Lemma ����� and let � � R satisfy "�����y� � �� As the operator
�medge�a��y� 
� belongs to the cone algebra on

�R��X� the Fredholm property
of ����� will be established once we prove the ellipticity of �medge�a��y� 
�

with respect to the symbols b�mFt�x � �M� �
�
Ft�exit and �mFt �

�
Ft�exit� the latter two

being exit symbols� Lemma ���� just amounts to saying that �medge�a��y� 
�
is elliptic with respect to the conormal symbol �M� As for the other three
symbolic levels� an easy computation shows that

b�mFt�x
�
�medge�a��y� 
�

�
�t� x� !�� �� � b�mFy�t�x�a��y� �� x� �� !�� ���

��Ft�exit
�
�medge�a��y� 
�

�
�t� x� �� �� � b�mFy�t�x�a��y� �� x� 
� �� ���

�mFt �
�
Ft�exit

�
�medge�a��y� 
�

�
�t� x� �� �� � b�mFy�t�x�a��y� �� x� �� �� ���
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hence they are subordinate to �������
�

Note that Theorem ���� makes sense also in the context of arbitrary
symbols a � Sm� ��Rq�w� where w � ��� ��m� ��l� ��� �cf� Theorem ��	�
in �Sch�
��� This is a crucial step towards edge problems�

In all cases when

�medge�a��y� 
� �H
s����R��X�� Hs�m���m��R��X�

is a Fredholm mapping� there are �nite�dimensional subspaces

&�y� 
� �� � � H�����R��X� � �� ��S��R�� C
�
loc�X���

!&�y� 
� �� � S��R�� C
�
loc�X��

such that

&�y� 
� �� � ker�medge�a��y� 
��

Hs�m���m��R��X� � im�medge�a��y� 
��
!&�y� 
� ��

for each y �  � and 
 �� ��
Setting

l � dim !&�y� 
� ���
!l � dim&�y� 
� ���

we �nd a matrix of operators

�
�medge�a� p

t b

�
�

Hs����R��X�
�
C l

�

Hs�m���m��R��X�
�

C �l
������

which is an isomorphism for the given �xed �y� 
��
For obtaining p and t it is su�cient to choose arbitrary isomorphisms

p � C l
��
� !&�y� 
� �� and t � &�y� 
� ��

��
� C

�l � respectively� Moreover� we may
set b � ��

The edge calculus will require a choice of p� t and b such that ������
smoothly depends on y �  � and 
 �� �� and that�

�medge�a� p
t b

�
�y� �
� � �m

�
�� �
� 

��
�medge�a� p

t b

�
�y� 
�

�
�� �
� 

���
������

for all � � �� By the above� this homogeneity relation is satis�ed for the
upper left corner anyway� For the remaining entries it su�ces to have an
isomorphism ������ for arbitrary y and j
j � � and then to de�ne the
values of p� t and b at 
 �� � via ������ by putting � � j
j and replacing 

by �

j�j�

It remains to choose p� t and b smoothly in y and 
 with j
j � � The
existence of such a choice for y varying over a compact set K �  � is actu�
ally an easy consequence of generalities on families of Fredholm operators
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parametrised by a compact parameter set which is here K �Sq�� �see for
instance �Sch�� ����	��� The restriction to compact K will be su�cient for
our purposes� since  � below plays the role of a piece from a C� compact
manifold S �the edge�� Since the dimensions l and !l may jump in general
under varying y� we �nally get operator families

�
�medge�a��y� 
� p�y� 
�

t�y� 
� b�y� 
�

�
�

Hs����R��X�
�

V�y���

�
Hs�m���m��R��X�

�
!V�y���

�

V and !V being vector bundles overK�Sq�� and dim !V�y����dimV�y��� � !l�l�
Here� the subscript �y� 
� indicates the �bre over �y� 
�� Then� we have to
allow b �� � in general�

It is now a topological condition on the original symbol a that V and
!V may be chosen as the local representatives of some vector bundles over
S� i�e�� the dependence on 
 disappears� Under this condition� we arrive at
a family

�
�medge�a� p

t b

�
�y� 
� �

Hs����R��X�
�
Vy

�
Hs�m���m��R��X�

�
!Vy

����
�

which is then to be used below as the principal symbol of some edge problem
associated with A � op�a��

We now proceed with the study of families ����
� in the framework
of �twisted� operator�valued symbols� Let us agree to consider the �nite�
dimensional spaces C l and C �l with the identity group actions�

De	nition �
�
� An operator�valued function p�y� 
� on  ��Rq is said
to be a potential edge symbol of order m with asymptotics if there is an
asymptotic type

as � As��� ��l� ���

such that

p�y� 
� � Sm
cl � 

� �Rq�L�C �S�
as�
�R��X����

p��y� 
� � �s�RSm
cl � 

� �Rq�L�Hs�����R��X�� C ���

For double weight data w � ��� �� ��l� ���� we denote by Sm
P � 

��Rq�w�
the space of all potential edge symbols of order m with asymptotics� as
above�

De	nition �
�
� An operator�valued function t�y� 
� on  ��Rq is called
a trace edge symbol of order m with asymptotics if there is an asymptotic
type

!as � As���� ��l� ���

such that

t�y� 
� � �s�RSm
cl � 

� �Rq�L�Hs����R��X�� C ���
t��y� 
� � Sm

cl � 
� �Rq�L�C �S���as ��R��X����
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We write Sm
T � 

��Rq�w� for the space of all trace edge symbols of order
m with asymptotics� as above�

Note that it is typical for the edge pseudodi�erential calculus that the
trace objects occur in integral form� in contrast to the case of standard
boundary value problems� In other words� the traces which restrict the
argument functions to the edges� possibly after di�erentiating them with
respect to the t�variable �i�e�� those of the form t�y� 
�u � Dj

tu jt��� with
j � Z��� do not belong to the trace operators here� This would be im�
possible anyway� because in elliptic edge problems we cannot expect the
solutions to have such traces on the edges� We will get in fact more general
�e�g� discrete� asymptotics that are just the reason for our framework with
arbitrary asymptotic types�

It follows directly from these de�nitions that p�y� 
� is a potential edge
symbol if and only if the formal adjoint p��y� 
� is a trace edge symbol� For
this reason� potential edge symbols are sometimes called corestriction edge
symbols�

The composition of a potential edge symbol and a trace edge symbol is
a Green edge symbol� Moreover� these concepts �t together to be treated
from a uniform point of view� Namely� an operator�valued function g�y� 
�
on  � � Rq is said to be a generalised Green edge symbol of order m with
asymptotics if there are asymptotic types

as � As��� ��l� ����
!as � As���� ��l� ���

such that

g�y� 
� �
T
s�R

Sm
cl � 

� �Rq�L�Hs����R��X�� C l �S�
as��R��X�� C

�l���

g��y� 
� �
T
s�R

Sm
cl � 

� �Rq�L�Hs�����R��X�� C �l �S���as ��R��X�� C l���

An important point to note here is the form of group actions in �bres which
are �� � Id� Writing

g�y� 
� �

�
g�y� 
� p�y� 
�
t�y� 
� b�y� 
�

�
������

we see at once that g�y� 
� is a Green edge symbol in the proper sense of
De�nition ������ p�y� 
� is an l�tuple of potential edge symbols� t�y� 
� is
an !l�tuple of trace edge symbols� and b�y� 
� is simply an �!l � l��matrix of
classical scalar symbols of order m along the edge�

For weight data w � ��� �� ��l� ���� let Sm
G � 

� � Rq� Hom�C l � C�l�� w�
stand for the space of all Green edge symbols of order m with asymptotics�
as above�

We are able to describe the edge conditions which substitute the bound�
ary conditions for the case of edge problems� When restricted to a collar
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neighbourhood of the boundary� these are simply Fourier pseudodi�eren�
tial operators along the edge with the operator�valued symbols g�y� 
� in

Sm
G � 

� � Rq� Hom�C l � C�l�� w� that have � in the upper left corner� Using
edge conditions ������� one corrects edge symbols originated with elliptic
typical symbols in the wedge� thus attaining an isomorphism of the principal
homogeneous edge symbol�

Our next objective is to introduce an algebra of edge problems on a
manifold with �bred boundary� This follows by the same scheme as in
Section ���� Fix weight data w � ��� � �m� ��l� ���� where m�� � R and l
is a positive integer� We �rst de�ne a local algebra +m�W�W� !W�w� on the
wedge W �  � � �R��X� where

W � S � C l �
!W � S � C �l

are trivial bundles over S� To do this� denote by Sm� ��Rq� Hom�W� !W��w�
the space of all operator�valued functions

a�y� 
� �

�
a�y� 
� �
� �

�
�

�
� p�y� 
�

t�y� 
� b�y� 
�

�

on  � � Rq� where a�y� 
� � Sm� � � Rq�w� and the latter matrix belongs
to Sm

G � 
� � Rq� Hom�W� !W��w� �cf� �������� Since the edge conditions

are classical operator�valued symbols by the very de�nition� each symbol
a�y� 
� � Sm� ��Rq� Hom�W� !W��w� possesses two principal homogeneous
symbols of order m� namely

b�m�a� � b�m�a��

�medge�a� �

�
�medge�a� �medge�p�
�medge�t� �medge�b�

�
������

�cf� ������� and ��������� Note that �medge�b� � �m�b�� the latter being the
usual principal homogeneous symbol of b� Just as in Section ���� every
symbol a�y� 
� � Sm� ��Rq� Hom�W� !W��w� gives rise a pseudodi�erential
operator A � op�a� with respect to the variable y� For each s � R� it
extends to a continuous mapping

A �
Hs

comp� 
�� ��Hs����R��X��

�
Hs

comp� 
�� C l�

�

Hs�m
loc � �� ��Hs�m���m��R��X��

�

Hs�m
loc � �� C �l�

�����
�cf� �����	��� We write +m�W�W� !W�w� for the set of all operators A with
symbols in Sm� � �Rq� Hom�W� !W��w��

To complete the algebra of edge problems on M it remains to glue
together all the local algebras onM� For this purpose we �x a covering of
the collar neighbourhood O of 	M by charts with edges �h�� O����I on M�
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We may take O� to be di�eomorphic to O�
� � �R��X� with O�

� a coordinate
patch on S� and h� to be a di�eomorphism of O� onto a stretched wedge
W� �  �� � �R� � X� with  �� an open set in R

q� Pick a partition of unity
������I on O subordinate to the covering �O����I � For each �� choose a
function �� � C�

loc�O� such that supp�� � O� and �� �  on the support
of ��� Then� to every system of local edge problems A� � +

�W��W� !W�w�
we can assign a global operator

Ab �
X
�

�� h
�
�A� ��

on O� where h��A� � h��A�h�� is the pull�back of A� under h�� As each local
di�eomorphism ofM near the boundary acts trough a local di�eomorphism
of S �cf� �������� the invariance of Ab under local coordinates in O actually
reduces to that for the operator in the upper left corner of Ab� By the
above� if h� does not touch the variables t and x� then Ab is independent
of the various choices involved modulo smoothing Green operators in the
generalised sense� These should be incorporated in the algebra anyway
because they appear as remainder terms in the parametrix construction
for elliptic edge problems� More precisely� denote by +���M�W� !W�w�
the space of all edge problems S on M with the property that there are
asymptotic types

as � As�� �m� ��l� ����
!as � As���� ��l� ���

such that

S � �s�RL�Hs���M��Hs�S�W ��H����m
as �M��H��S� !W ���

S� � �s�RL�Hs����m�M��Hs�S� !W ��H����
�as �M��H��S�W ���

the �asterisk� meaning the formal adjoint with respect to the conjugate linear
pairing induced by an inner product in H����M��H��S��

De	nition �
�
� Given weight data w � ��� ��m� ��l� ���� denote by
+m�M�W� !W�w� the set of all operators

A � �bAb�b � �i

�
Ai �
� �

�
�i � S ������

on M� where Ab is an operator near 	M as above� Ai is a classical pseu�

dodi�erential operator of order m in
�

M� and S � +���M�W� !W�w��

The elements of +m�M�W� !W�w� are said to be edge problems of or�
der m on M with respect to the weight data w� As mentioned� the space
+m�M�W� !W�w� is invariant under the di�eomorphisms of M which pre�
serve the �bration ������ ofM near the boundary�

An analogous de�nition makes sense in the case where the upper left
corner of A is an operator between sections of vector bundles V and !V over
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M� Moreover� we may consider arbitrary vector bundles W and !W over S
instead of the trivial bundles W � S � C l and !W � S � !W � respectively�
This yields the operator classes +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�� The details are left
to the reader�

Theorem �
�
� Let A � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�� For each s � R and
asymptotic types as � As��� ��l� ��� and !as � As���m� ��l����� the operator
A induces continuous mappings

A � Hs���M� V ��Hs�S�W �� Hs�m���m�M� !V ��Hs�m�S� !W ��

A � Hs��
as �M� V ��Hs�S�W �� Hs�m���m

�as �M� !V ��Hs�m�S� !W ��

Proof
 This follows immediately from the corresponding results of the
local theory �cf� ������� We emphasise once again that it is generalised
Green operators only that contribute to asymptotics�

�

Every edge problem A � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w� bears two principal
symbols� These are bundle homomorphisms

b�m�A� � ��V � �� !V �

�medge�A� � ��
Hs���F������� VS

�
W

� ��
Hs�m���m�F������� !VS

�
!W

�

������

over bT �M and T �S� respectively� for s � R� We keep the terminology of
the previous sections and call b�m�A� the principal interior symbol of A�
and �medge�A� the principal edge symbol of A �cf� ���������

Theorem �
�
� Suppose A � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�� If b�m�A� � �
and �medge�A� � �� then the mappings of Theorem ����� are compact for all
s � R�

Proof
 Indeed� from b�m�A� � � and �medge�A� � � it follows easily that

A � +m���M� V� !V�W� !W�w�� Thus�A acts trough the compact embedding

Hs�m�����m���M� !V �
�

Hs�m���S� !W �

��
Hs�m���m�M� !V �

�

Hs�m�S� !W �

�

and the proof is complete�
�

Theorem ���
 makes it transparent that the pair of principal sym�
bols

�
b��A�� �edge�A�

�
allows one to construct a parametrix on the symbol

level in the algebra +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�� We only need to show that
this �algebra� is really closed under compositions of edge problems� By a
composition of edge problems A� and A� onM� we mean the composition
of the corresponding mappings from Theorem ����� Of course� this tacitly
assumes a compatibility of vector bundles and weight data�
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Theorem �
�
� As de�ned above� the composition A�A� of any two
operators

A� � +m��M� V��V��W��W�� w��� w� � ��� ��m�� ��l� ����
A� � +m��M� V��V��W��W�� w��� w� � ���m�� ��m��m�� ��l� ����

belongs to +m��m��M� V��V��W��W�� w�
w��� Moreover� it obeys the sym�
bolic structure in the sense that

b�m��m��A�A�� � b�m��A�� b�m��A���
�m��m�
edge �A�A�� � �m�

edge�A���
m�
edge�A���

Proof
 This is actually a consequence of Theorem ������ For a fuller
treatment� see Theorem ����	� in �Sch�
��

�

We may also distinguish two �subalgebras� of great importance
within +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�� namely

+m
M�G�M� V� !V�W� !W�w��

+m
G�M� V� !V�W� !W�w��

������

Roughly speaking� they consists of those edge problems A onM for which
the operator A in the upper left corner belongs to +m

M�G�M� V� !V�w� or

+m
G�M� V� !V�w�� respectively� Just as in the �scalar� case of operators in

the upper left corner� the latter algebra in ������ is an ideal in the former�

Theorem �
�
�� Each edge problem A � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w� al�
lows a formal adjoint A� � +m�M� !V�V� !W�W�w��� Moreover�

b�m�A�� � �b�m�A����
�medge�A

�� � ��medge�A��
��

Proof
 Cf� Theorem ����		 in �Sch�
�� Note that the formal adjoint is
understood with respect to the inner product of H����M��H��S��

�

We are now prepared to formulate a concept of ellipticity on a manifold
with �bred boundary�

De	nition �
�
�� An edge problem A � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�� for
w � ��� � �m� ��l� ���� is said to be elliptic if

� the principal interior symbol b�m�A� is invertible away from the zero
section of bT �M�

�� the principal edge symbol �medge�A� is invertible away from the zero
section of T �S� for any one s � R�

The condition � of De�nition ��� means nothing but the interior
ellipticity of A up to the boundary� In fact� it is the ellipticity of the
upper left corner of A on M in the sense of typical symbols� which is
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independent of the weight �� The condition �� is an analogue of the classical
Lopatinskii condition in boundary value problems� It is known from the
theory of pseudodi�erential operators on the in�nite stretched cone �R��X
that the condition �� is satis�ed for all s � R as soon as it holds for a
particular s� � R� Moreover� this condition is known to depend essentially
on � � R� The index of �medge�A��y� 
�� A being the upper left corner of A�
depends on �� and it may happen that� for a particular �� � R� the operator
A cannot be completed to a matrix A satisfying �� �cf� Lemma ������ In
contrast to the case of boundary value problems� the ellipticity of an edge
problem A for a typical di�erential operator A requires in general both
trace and potential conditions� In other words� ����� will be a family of
Fredholm operators with non�trivial kernels and cokernels whose dimensions
depend on ��

When applied in the interior of M� the condition � means nothing
but the usual ellipticity of the upper left corner A of A with respect to the
principal interior symbol �m�A�� The compressed principal interior symbol
b�m�A� is intended for substituting �m�A� on the boundary ofM where the
latter symbol is not de�ned� On the other hand� we have some control of
b�m�A� over 	M via the condition ��� Indeed� this condition implies that
�medge�A��y� 
� is a Fredholm mapping between weighted Sobolev spaces over

an in�nite stretched cone �R� � X� provided that 
 �� �� It follows that
�medge�A��y� 
�� 
 �� �� is an elliptic operator in the corresponding cone alge�
bra� and so several relevant symbols of A at t � � must be invertible� One
may ask whether or not� in the presence of condition ��� the condition �
is ful�lled automatically over the boundary� Were such the case� the de�ni�
tion of an elliptic edge problem A onM be equivalent to the invertibility of

the principal symbols �m�A� over T �
�

Mnf�g and �medge�A� over T
�S n f�g�

i�e�� the compressed principal interior symbol b�m�A� be not needed in the
de�nition of elliptic edge problems onM� The following example highlights
this question�

Example �
�
�� Consider the stretched wedgeW � R�� �R��R� and
the typical di�erential operator

A �


t�
�
�tDt � tDy�

� � �tDt �Dx�
� � �tDx�

�
�

of second order on W� As

���A��t� 
� �� �� � �� � 
�� � �� �


t
��� � ��

for t � �� we conclude at once that A is elliptic in the interior ofW� Further�
we get

��edge�A��y� 
� �


t�
�
�tDt � t
�� � �tDt �Dx�

�
�
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whence
b��
�
��edge�A�

�
�!� � �� � !� � � �!� � ����

�M
�
��edge�A�

�
�z� � z� � �z �Dx���

��Ft�exit
�
��edge�A�

�
�t� � � � �� � 
�� � � ��

�� ��Ft�exit
�
��edge�A�

�
�t� � � � �� ��

This shows that ��edge�A��y� 
� is an elliptic operator in the cone algebra over
�R�� R�� provided that 
 �� �� However� the compressed principal interior
symbol

b���A��t� !
� !� � �� � �!� � !
�� � �!� � ��� � �t���

vanishes on the entire line ��
�

!
 � ��
!� � ��
� � �

�� � R� if t � ��
�

��� Parametrix construction

Assume that �M�S� is a compact closed C� manifold with an edge S� and
M is the corresponding stretched manifold�

Let A � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w� be an edge problem on the manifold
M� with w � ��� � �m� ��l� ���� By Theorem ����� A extends to a contin�
uous mapping

A �
Hs���M� V �

�
Hs�S�W �

�
Hs�m���m�M� !V �

�

Hs�m�S� !W �

� ������

for each s � R� The Fredholm property of ������ is equivalent to the
existence of a so�called regulariser to A� i�e�� an inverse up to compact
operators� In the context of weighted Sobolev spaces compact operators are
those which improve both the interior smoothness and the weight� We can
attain a gain in the weight by requiring asymptotics in the range� for there
is a gap between the carrier of asymptotics and the weight line� We are thus
led to the following particular concept of a regulariser�

De	nition �
�
� An operator P � +�m�M� !V�V� !W�W�w��� where
w�� � �� �m��� ��l� ���� is said to be a parametrix of A if

PA�  � +���M� V�W�w�� 
 w��
AP �  � +���M� !V� !W�w 
 w����

�������

Note that

w�� 
 w � ��� �� ��l� ����
w 
 w�� � �� �m�� �m� ��l� ���
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and the operators on the right�hand side of ������� are compact in the cor�
responding spaces� which is clear from Theorem ���
�

Theorem ���� shows that if P � +�m�M� !V�V� !W�W�w��� is a param�
etrix of A� then so is P � S for any S � +���M� !V�V� !W�W�w���� Con�
versely� any two parametrices P� and P� of A di�er by an element of
+���M� !V�V� !W�W�w��� because

P� �P� � � �P�A�P� �P�� �AP���

Hence it follows that the parametrix of an edge problem A is de�ned
uniquely modulo +���M� !V�V� !W�W�w���� Moreover� equating the prin�
cipal symbols of the operators in ������� yields

b��m�P� � �b�m�A�����
��medge�P� � ��medge�A��

���
�������

and so for a parametrix to exist it is necessary and su�cient that A be
elliptic in the sense of De�nition ���� This condition proves to be also
su�cient�

Theorem �
�
� Each elliptic operator A � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w� on
M has a parametrix P � +�m�M� !V�V� !W�W�w����

We have divided the proof into a sequence of lemmas� The reader who
is more interested in the basic analytical ideas may con�ne himself to trivial
bundles V � !V �M� C and W � S � C l � !W � S � C �l � Moreover� the
proof becomes considerably simpler if we impose the technical assumption
that the spectrum of �M

�
�medge�A�

�
�y� z�� i�e�� the set ��y� of Lemma �����

is independent of y � S�

Lemma �
�
� Let a�y� 
� � Sm� ��Rq�w� satisfy ������� Then� there
exists a p�y� 
� � S�m� � �Rq�w��� such that

��medge�p��
m
edge�a� �  mod ��edge S

�
M�G� 

� �Rq�w�� 
 w��
�medge�a��

�m
edge�p� �  mod ��edge S

�
M�G� 

� �Rq�w 
 w����
�������

Proof
 Fix a �nite covering �O��
� � ofX by coordinate patches and charts

h��� � O
��
� �  ��� � with  

��
� an open set in R

n� Then �m�a� is represented locally
by homogeneous components of order m of symbols



tm
!a��y� t� x� t
� t�� ��

in t�m Sm
cl �

bT �� � � �R� �  ��� �� which are compatible with respect to the
symbol pull�backs under transition di�eomorphisms in the x�coordinates�
modulo symbols of order ��� Condition ������ allows one to calculate the
Leibniz inverse of every symbol t�m !a��y� �� x� t
� t�� �� with respect to the
�t� x��variables� Moreover� analysis similar to that in the proof of Propo�
sition ���� shows they are of the form tm !p��y� x� t
� t�� �� modulo symbols
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of order ��� for suitable !p� � S�mcl �� 
� �  ��� � � R

q���n
������� �� Let ���� be a

partition of unity on X subordinate to the covering �O��
� �� Choose functions

�� � C�
comp�O

��
� � satisfying ���� � �� for all �� and set

pi�y� 
� � tm
X
�

�� �� h��� �
� opFt�x

�!p��y� x� t
� t�� ������

According to the results of Section ���� there exists a C� function
!h�y� !
� z� of y �  � with values inM�C �+�m�X�Rq

����� such that

pi�y� 
� � tm opM���m�h� �y� 
� mod C�loc� 
��+���R��X�Rq

����

where h�y� t� 
� z� � !h�y� t
� z�� Pick functions �b� �i and �b� �i� as in
������� and de�ne

p�y� 
� � �b �p��y� 
� � p��y� 
���b � �ipi�y� 
��i �����	�

for �y� 
� �  � �Rq� where

p��y� 
� � tm ���th
i� opM���m�!h�y� t
� z�����th
i��
p��y� 
� � ���th
i� pi�y� 
����th
i�

�cf� ��������� From �����	� we deduce easily that p�y� 
� � S�m� ��Rq�w���
and

��medge�p� � tm���tj
j� opM���m�h��y� 
����tj
j� � ���tj
j� pi�y� 
����tj
j��

It is now a simple matter to see that ������� holds� Indeed� because
of the homogeneity in 
 it su�ces to insert j
j �  and to carry out the
compositions in the sense of cone pseudodi�erential operators over �R��X�
These compositions are smoothing in the interior of �R��X� i�e�� of classes

+M�G��R��X�w�� 
 w��
+M�G��R��X�w 
 w����

respectively� For verifying ������� we can argue in a similar way� not�
ing that the symbols tm !p��y� x� t
� t�� �� can be Leibniz composed with
t�m !a��y� �� x� t
� t�� �� both from the left and from the right to yield  up to
remainders of the desired type� This �nishes the proof�

�

In the following lemma we assume that the weight interval ��l� �� is
�nite� which is essential to the proof�

Lemma �
�
� Let r�y� 
� � S�
M�G� 

� � Rq�w�� for w � ��� �� ��l� ����
Suppose that �M�r� � �� Then there is an m�y� 
� � S�

M�G� 
��Rq�w� such

that
� �m�y� 
��� � r�y� 
�� �  � g�y� 
��
� � r�y� 
��� �m�y� 
�� �  � g�y� 
��

for some g�y� 
� � S�
G� 

� �Rq�w��
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Proof
 It su�ces to take

 �m�y� 
� �
JX
j��

���j �r�y� 
��j

for J large enough� Indeed� we get

� �m�y� 
��� � r�y� 
�� � � � r�y� 
��� �m�y� 
��

�  � ���J �r�y� 
��J���

and g�y� 
� � ���J �r�y� 
��J�� is a Green edge symbol with asymptotics for
su�ciently large J � This latter observation follows by invoking an additional
symbolic structure on S�

M�G� 
� � Rq�w� given by a sequence of conormal

symbols �cf� Theorem �����
 and Proposition ������ in �Sch�
��� and the
proof is complete�

�

Using Lemma ������ we can improve the soft regulariser p�y� 
� of Lem�
ma ������

Lemma �
�
� Let a�y� 
� � Sm� ��Rq�w� with w � ��� ��m� ��l� ����
Suppose a�y� 
� satis�es ������� and let ����	� be an isomorphism for each
y� �� z�"�� and some s�R� Then� there is a p�y� 
� � S�m� ��Rq�w���
such that

��medge�p��
m
edge�a� �  mod ��edge S

�
G� 

� �Rq�w�� 
 w��
�medge�a��

�m
edge�p� �  mod ��edge S

�
G� 

� �Rq�w 
 w���
�������

and

�p�y� 
�� a�y� 
� � � mod S�
G� 

� �Rq�w�� 
 w��
� a�y� 
�� p�y� 
� � � mod S�

G� 
� �Rq�w 
 w����

�������

for suitable cut�o� functions ��t� and ��t� satisfying �� � ��

Proof
 Condition ������ implies that the symbol b�m�a� does not
vanish for all �y� t� x� !
� !�� �� � bT �� � � ��� !��X� n f�g� with some ! � ��
In fact� we can achieve this by shrinking  � if necessary� which does not
a�ect the conclusion� Thus� in the notation of Lemma ����� we can form
the Leibniz inverses of the local symbols t�m !a��y� t� x� t
� t�� �� with respect
to the �t� x��variables� for t � ��� !�� In this way we get a tuple of symbols
tm !p��y� t� x� t
� t�� ��� for t � ��� !�� which are compatible with respect to
the symbol pull�backs connected with the transition di�eomorphisms in the
x�coordinates� Pick a cut�o� function ��t� supported by ��� !�� and set

p
���
i �y� 
� � tm

X
�

�� �� h��� �
� ��t� opFt�x

�!p��y� x� t
� t�� ����� �����
�

with the charts h��� � O
��
� �  ��� and the functions ��� �� from the proof of

Lemma ������
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Applying Corollary ����	 we now �nd a C� function !h����y� t� !
� z� of
�y� t� �  � � �R� with values inM�C �+�m�X�Rq

����� such that

p
���
i �y� 
� � tm opM���m�h

���� �y� 
� mod C�loc� 
��+���R��X�R

q
����

where h����y� t� 
� z� � !h����y� t� t
� z�� Moreover� this is compatible with
the constructions of Lemma ����� because the Leibniz inversion of interior
symbols followed by freezing at t � � gives the symbol pi�y� 
� modulo
symbols of order ��� This implies in turn !h����y� �� !
� z� � !h�y� !
� z� up
to an element of C�

loc� 
��+���R��X�Rq

���� We now construct a symbol

p����y� 
� � S�m� ��Rq�w����� analogously to �����	�� with pi�y� 
� replaced
by �����
� and !h�y� !
� z� replaced by !h����y� t� !
� z��

Choosing cut�o� functions ��t� and ��t� in such a way that ��t� � 
on the supports of �� � and �� � �� we obtain

�p����y� 
�� a�y� 
� � � mod S�
M�G� 

� �Rq�w�� 
 w��
� a�y� 
�� p����y� 
� � � mod S�

M�G� 
� �Rq�w 
 w����

Set
f�y� z� �

�
�M

�
�medge�a��y� 
�

����
�z �m�

for y �  � and z � "���m� Since �M
�
�medge�a�

�
� �M�a� and

�M�p
�����y� z� � ��M�a��y� z�m���� mod �M S�

M�G� 
� �Rq� w 
 w����

the last equality being a consequence of the above ones� we deduce imme�
diately that

�M�p
�����y� z� � f�y� z� � s�y� z�

where s�y� z� is a C� function of y �  � with values in the space of smooth�
ing Mellin symbols with asymptotic information� More precisely� we have
s�y� z� � Mas�C �+

���X�� for each �xed y �  �� the subscript �as� referring
to an asymptotic type of operator�valued Mellin symbols �cf� �Sch�
� ��������

De�ne

p����y� 
� � p����y� 
�� tm ���th
i� opM���m�s�y� z�����th
i�

for cut�o� functions ���t� and ���t�� Then

�p����y� 
�� a�y� 
� �  � r�y� 
��

where r�y� 
� � S�
M�G� 

� �Rq�w�� 
w� satis�es �M�r��y� z� � �� By Lem�
ma ����� there is a symbol m�y� 
� � S�

M�G� 
� � Rq�w�� 
 w� with the

property that
� �m�y� 
��� � r�y� 
�� �  � g�y� 
�

for some g�y� 
� � S�
G� 

� �Rq�w�� 
 w�� Setting

p�y� 
� � � �m�y� 
��p����y� 
��
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we comply the �rst equality of �������� The same construction applies to
yield yet another symbol p�y� 
� � S�m� � � Rq�w��� satisfying the sec�
ond equality of �������� Then� using the fact that the Green symbols form
an ideal� one shows by standard algebraic manipulations that each of the
symbols p�y� 
� so obtained actually satis�es both equalities in �������� To
complete the proof� it su�ces to use the observation that ������� implies
��������

�

We wish to arrange the remainder terms in ������� to be as smoothing as
possible� For this purpose� we are going to make use of the second condition
in De�nition ����

Lemma �
�
� Let �gij�y� 
�� � ��edgeS
�
G� 

� � Rq� Hom�W��w�� where
w � ��� �� ��l� ���� Suppose

�
 � g�� g��
g�� g��

�
�y� 
� �

Hs����R��X�
�
C l

�
Hs����R��X�

�
C l

�������

is invertible for all �y� 
�� T � � n f�g and any one s �R� Then ������� is
invertible for all s and there is an �hij�y� 
�� � ��edgeS

�
G� 

��Rq� Hom�W��w�
such that �

 � g�� g��
g�� g��

���
�

�
 � h�� h��
h�� h��

�
�

Proof
 That the invertibility of ������� for any one s � R implies that
for all s � R� is a consequence of the cone theory �cf� Proposition ������ in
�Sch�
��� Thus� we can assume that s � �� We next reduce the operator
������� to the case of weight � � � by multiplying the block matrix from
the left and from the right by suitable invertible matrices which preserve
the class of Green edge symbols� Namely� when multiplied by an excision
function in Rq� the symbol�

t�� �
� j
j��

��
g�� g��
g�� g��

��
t� �
� j
j�

�

belongs to S�
G� 

� �Rq� Hom�W�� ��� �� ��l� ����� which is clear from the def�
inition of Green edge symbols� In other words� without loss of general�
ity we may assume that � � �� Since we are dealing with homogeneous
operator�valued functions of degree � for 
 �� �� it su�ces to invert �������
on the cosphere bundle S� � � f�y� 
� � T � � � j
j � g and then to ex�
tend the obtained block matrix by homogeneity to all of T � � n f�g� Set
V � H�����R��X�� C l and

 � g�y� 
� �

�
 � g�� g��
g�� g��

�
�
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by  being meant the identity operator in various spaces� Then the question
is to specify the inverse of  � g�y� 
� � L�V � in the form  � h�y� 
�� where

h�y� 
� � C�
loc�S

� ��L�V�S�
as��R��X� � C l��

h��y� 
� � C�
loc�S

� ��L�V�S�
�as��R��X� � C l�

for suitable asymptotic types as� !as � As��� ��l� ���� To do this� let us
observe� by assumption� that there is an operator g�y� 
� � L�V � such that
��g�y� 
���� � �h�y� 
�� This yields ��g�y� 
����h�y� 
�� �  whence

h�y� 
� � �g�y� 
�� � h�y� 
���

Thus� the continuity of g�y� 
� � V � S�
as��R��X��C l implies the continuity

of h�y� 
� � V � S�
as�
�R� � X� � C l � For the formal adjoint we can argue

in an analogous manner� This gives us easily that both h�y� 
� and h��y� 
�
are C� functions on S� � with values in the continuous operators of the
required kind�

�

Until further notice we assume that  � is a relatively compact subset
of an open set U � Rq�

If a�y� 
� � Sm�U�Rq� Hom�W� !W��w� has an invertible principal edge
symbol over T �U n f�g� then

�medge�a��y� 
� � Hs����R��X�� Hs�m���m��R��X�

is a family of Fredholm operators parametrised by �y� 
� � T �Unf�g� The in�
dex of this mapping is the same for all s � R and� by homogeneity� it depends
only on �y� 
� � S�U � Thus� when restricted to the set S� � �� T �U � the
family �medge�a��y� 
� gives rise to an index element indS��� �medge�a� � K�S

� ��
�cf� Atiyah �Ati����� Moreover�

indS��� �
m
edge�a� � ��� � � C

�l � � � C l �

where � � S� � �  � stands for the canonical projection� Hence we deduce
that indS��� �medge�a� � ��K� ��� �

Lemma �
�
� Suppose a�y� 
� � Sm�U � Rq� Hom�W� !W��w� is an
elliptic edge symbol� w � ��� � �m� ��l� ���� Then� for any cut�o� function
��t�� there is a symbol p�y� 
� � S�m� � �Rq� Hom� !W�W��w��� such that

� b��m�p� � � �b�m�a�����
��medge�p� � ��medge�a��

���

�This condition is necessary to allow the interpretation of a�y� �� as a upper left corner
of a block matrix a�y� �� with invertible principal edge symbol�
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It is worth emphasising that the ellipticity of a�y� 
� merely means the
invertibility of the principal symbols ������� We also mention that p�y� 
�
may depend on ��

Proof
 The ellipticity of a�y� 
� implies that the upper left corner
a�y� 
� of a�y� 
� meets the condition of Lemma ����	 over U � Moreover� as
the symbol b�m�a� is now invertible not only for t � � but also over the
whole semiaxis �R�� the cut�o� functions ��t� and ��t� with �� � � may
have arbitrary supports� Thus� there is a p�y� 
� � S�m�U �Rq�w��� such
that

��medge�p��
m
edge�a� �  � g �������

for some g�y� 
� � ��edgeS
�
G�U �R

q�w�� 
 w�� and analogously for the com�
position in the reverse order�

This means that

ind ��medge�p��y� 
� � �ind�medge�a��y� 
�

� l � !l

for all �y� 
� � T �U n f�g� the last equality being due to the fact that
�medge�a� is an isomorphism� The following constructions may be performed
over S� � which is a relatively compact set in T �U � Let us �x s � s�� We
�nd a �nite�dimensional subspace !& in Hs�����R��X� such that

Hs�����R��X� � im��medge�p��y� 
��
!&

for all �y� 
� � S� �� Since C�
comp�R��X� is dense in Hs�����R��X� we may

actually choose !& within C�
comp�R� � X�� Letting !d denote the dimension

of !&� we pick an isomorphism c � C �d � !&� Then� the mapping

�
��medge�p��y� 
�� c

�
�

Hs��m���m��R��X�
�

C �d

� Hs�����R��X� ������

is surjective for all �y� 
� � S� ��
We have

indS��� �
�m
edge�p��y� 
� � �indS��� �

m
edge�a��y� 
�

� ��K� ���

and so� by choosing !d large enough� we can assert that the kernel of ������

is a trivial subbundle of �nite rank in S� � �
�
Hs��m���m��R��X� � C

�d
�
�

We denote this bundle by & and the �bre dimension of & by d� Then�
!d� d � !l� l� It is a consequence of the cone theory �cf� Proposition ������
in �Sch�
�� that the �bres of & are subspaces of S��m��R��X��

Using the conjugate linear pairing

Hs��m���m��R��X��H�s��m����m��R��X�� C
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induced by the scalar product of H�����R� � X�� we can also form a non�
degenerate conjugate linear pairing�

Hs��m���m��R��X�� C
�d
�
�
�
H�s��m����m��R��X�� C

�d
�
� C

�������

in an obvious manner by adding the scalar product of C �d � This allows us to

form a subbundle &� ofS� ��
�
H�s��m����m��R��X� � C

�d
�
� such that the

�bre &��y��� of &
� over a point �y� 
� � S� � is isomorphic to the corresponding

�bre &�y��� of & via �������� We can choose a basis �e��y� 
�� � � � � ed�y� 
��
in &��y���� which smoothly depends on �y� 
� � S

� �� Then the pairing

Hs��m���m��R��X�
�

C �d

� u� v ��

�
� �u� v� e��y� 
��

� � �
�u� v� ed�y� 
��

�
A �������

may be interpreted as an �y� 
��dependent family of mappings

Hs��m���m��R��X�
�

C �d

� C d �

which induces a bundle isomorphism &
��
� S� � � C d � Using the density of

C�
comp�R��X� in H�s��m����m��R��X� we may choose the vectors ej�y� 
�
by a suitable approximation as C� functions of �y� 
� � S� � with values in
C�
comp�R� � X� � C �d � such that the pairing ������� still induces a bundle

isomorphism &
��
� S� � � C d � According to the splittings in ������� we

can write each ej�y� 
� as a tuple ej�y� 
� � �tj�y� 
�� bj�y� 
�� and form the
block matrices

t�y� 
� �

�
� t��y� 
�

� � �
td�y� 
�

�
A � b�y� 
� �

�
� b��y� 
�

� � �
bd�y� 
�

�
A �

When combined with ������� they yield a family of isomorphisms

�
��medge�p� c

t b

�
�y� 
� �

Hs��m���m��R��X�
�

C �d

�
Hs�����R��X�

�
C d

�������
parametrised by �y� 
� � S� �� We now extend ������� by homogeneity of
degree �m from S� � to a symbol

��medge�p
�����y� 
� �

�
��medge�p��y� 
� c�y� 
�

t�y� 
� b�y� 
�

�
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de�ned on all of T � � n f�g via

c�y� 
� � j
j�m �j�j c�

t�y� 
� � j
j�m t

�
y�




j
j

�
���j�j � b�y� 
� � j
j�m b

�
y�




j
j

�
�

By abuse of notation� we use the same letters to designate the extensions
of c� p and b�

Having disposed of this preliminary step� we can now turn to construct�
ing a regularising symbol for a�y� 
�� Our task is to construct the inverse
of

�medge�a� �
Hs����R��X�

�
C l

�

Hs�m���m��R��X�
�

C �l
�����	�

for s � s�� This will then be the inverse of �����	� for each s � R� To this
end we recall that there is an integer N such that l � d�N and !l � !d�N �
If N  �� we choose in the above construction for ������ the number !d
equal to !l from the very beginning� Then we have automatically d � l� For
N � �� we enlarge both l and !l by �N via replacing �����	� by the direct
sum

�medge�a��y� 
�� j
j
m I�N �

I�N being the identity ��N � �N��matrix� If we construct the inverse of
�medge�a��y� 
��j
j

m I�N � we get immediately also the inverse of �medge�a��y� 
�
by omitting the super$uous entries� In other words� for simplicity of nota�
tion we may assume from now on that d � l and !d � !l�

From ������� we get

��medge�p
�����medge�a� �

�
 � g�� g��
g�� g��

�
�

where �gij�y� 
�� � ��edgeS
�
G� 

��Rq� Hom�W��w�� 
w�� Since the operators
on the left are invertible� we deduce that also

�
 � g�� g��
g�� g��

�
�y� 
� �

Hs�����R��X�
�
C l

�
Hs�����R��X�

�
C l

is invertible for all �y� 
� � T � � n f�g� Now Lemma ����� ensures the exis�
tence of �hij�y� 
�� � ��edgeS

�
G� 

��Rq� Hom�W��w�� 
w� with the property
that �

�medge�a�
���

�

�
 � h�� h��
h�� h��

�
��medge�p

����

over T � � n f�g�
Finally� we �x an excision function ��
� on Rq and set

p����y� 
� �

�
 � ��
�h���y� 
� ��
�h���y� 
�
��
�h���y� 
� ��
�h���y� 
�

�
p����y� 
��
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where

p����y� 
� �

�
p�y� 
� ��
�c�y� 
�

��
�t�y� 
� ��
�b�y� 
�

�
�

Then� for any cut�o� functions ��t� and ��t� satisfying �� � �� the symbol

p�y� 
� �

�
��t� �
� 

�
p����y� 
�

�
��t� �
� 

�

belongs to S�m� � �Rq� Hom� !W�W��w��� and ful�ls

� b��m�p� � � �b�m�a�����
��medge�p� � ��medge�a��

���

as is easy to check� This proves the lemma�
�

Before formulating our next result let us mention that the �algebra� of
residual operators on a stretched wedge W �  � � �R��X�

+���W�W� !W�w��

is introduced analogously to that in the case of a compact manifold with
�bred boundary�M� A slight change we have to do consists in invoking the
�comp� and �loc� versions of weighted Sobolev spaces with asymptotics on
W �cf� De�nition ���� in �Sch�
���

Lemma �
�
� Let a�y� 
� � Sm�U �Rq� Hom�W� !W��w� be an elliptic
symbol� with w � ��� � � m� ��l� ���� Then� for any cut�o� function ��t��
there exists an a�����y� y�� 
� � S�m� � �  � � Rq� Hom� !W�W��w��� such
that�

��t� �
� 

�
op�a����� op�a� �

�
��t� �
� 

�
mod +���W�W�w�� 
 w���

��t� �
� 

�
op�a� op�a����� �

�
��t� �
� 

�
mod +���W� !W�w 
 w����

For a double symbol a�����y� y�� 
�� we denote by op�a����� the operator
u�y�� �� F��

� ��yFy� ���a
�����y� y�� 
�u�y���

Proof
 Consider the symbol p�y� 
� � S�m� ��Rq� Hom� !W�W��w���
that we constructed in Lemma ������ We have

p�y� 
�a�y� 
� �  � r����y� 
�

where r����y� 
� � S�� ��Rq� Hom�W��w�� 
w� satis�es both b���r���� � �
for t � ��� T � and ��edge�r

���� � �� From the construction of Lemma ����� we
actually see that for every �xed T � � there is an appropriate p�y� 
� with
these properties� Letting 
y denote the Leibniz product with respect to the
y�variables� we get

p�y� 
� 
y a�y� 
� �  � r�y� 
�
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for a symbol r�y� 
� � S�� ��Rq� Hom�W��w��
w� satisfying b���r� � � for
t � ��� T � and ��edge�r� � �� Pick a cut�o� function ��t� which is supported
in ��� T � and equal to  in ��� T���� Then the asymptotic sum

s�y� 
� �

�X
���

����
��

��t� �
� 

�
r�y� 
�

���

can be carried out in S�� ��Rq� Hom�W��w��
w�� where 
 � stands for the
� th power with respect to 
y� We now denote by a�����y� y�� 
� an element
of S�m� � �  � �Rq� Hom� !W�W��w���� such that

op�a����� � op �s 
y p� mod +���W� !W�W�w���

and op�a����� is properly supported with respect to the y�variables� Then
we get�

��t� �
� 

�
op�a����� op�a� �

�
��t� �
� 

�
mod +���W�W�w�� 
 w�

for each cut�o� function ��t� with supp� � ���T���� Similar arguments
apply to the composition in the reverse direction� and the lemma follows�

�

We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem ������ The
global invariant interpretations are straightforward� and we will tacitly use
this here without further comments�

Proof of Theorem �
�
�
 Let us write our edge problem A in the
form ������� where

Ab � +m�S� �R��X�V� !V�W� !W�w��

Ai � +m
cl�

�

M� V� !V��

S � +���M� V� !V�W� !W�w��

For the parametrix construction we may neglect S� The operator Ai is ellip�

tic in the usual sense� hence it possesses a parametrix Pi � +
�m
cl �

�

M� !V�V��
Let we be moreover granted an operator

Pb � +
�m�S� �R��X� !V�V�W� !W�w���

with the property that

Pb �bAb �b � �b Id mod +���W� V�W�w�� 
 w��

�bAb �bPb � �b Id mod +���W� !V� !W�w 
 w����

Id being the identity operator in various spaces� We can assume� by mod�

ifying Pi and Pb if necessary� that Pi is properly supported on
�

M in the
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standard sense and Pb is properly supported with respect to the y�variables
unless S itself is compact� Then�

A � �bPb�b � �i

�
Pi �
� �

�
�i �������

is a properly supported parametrix of A� Thus� we are left with the task of
constructing Pb�

To this end� let O� be a coordinate neighbourhood on S and h� � O� �  �

be a chart� with  � an open set in Rq� The restriction of Ab to O�� �R��X
may be written in the form

Ab � op�a� mod +���W� V� !V�W� !W�w��

where a�y� 
� � Sm� � � Rq� Hom�V� !V��Hom�W� !W��w�� We may shrink
O� to a relatively compact subset of a larger open set where all the ob�
jects are still de�ned� Thus� we can assume without loss of generality that
 � �� U and our objects are given on U � Then we may apply Lemma ����

appropriately extended to the case of general vector bundles� This gives as
a symbol

a�����y� 
� � S�m� � �Rq� Hom�!V�V��Hom� !W�W��w���

and op�a����� is a local representative over O�� �R��X of a global operator
in +�m�S � �R��X� !V�V� !W�W�w���� In the pull�back of op�a����� under
h� �  �  � O� � �R� � X �  � � �R� � X there are also involved local
trivialisations of the corresponding vector bundles� We now proceed by a
standard localisation procedure� Fix a locally �nite open covering of S by
coordinate patches �O�

��� Let ���� be a partition of unity on S subordinate
to this covering and let ���� be another system of C� functions on S� such
that supp�� � O�� and ���� � �� for each �� For every �� denote by Pb�� the
operator over O�

� � �R� � X constructed above� Then Pb �
P

� ��Pb���� is
easily veri�ed to have the desired property� and the proof is complete�

�

We emphasise that the parametrix P guaranteed by Theorem ����� is
modulo smoothing Green operators� These latter operators are known to be
of trace class in the appropriate weighted Sobolev spaces onM providedM
is compact �cf� �FST�
a��� Hence it follows that each elliptic edge problem
on a compact manifold with �bred boundary has a parametrix modulo trace
class operators�

��� Fredholm property

It is just in the spirit of the classical elliptic theory that the existence of
a regulariser modulo compact operators implies the Fredholm property of
an edge problem as well as a speci�c regularity of solutions encoded in the
structure of the regulariser�
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Theorem �
�
� Suppose A � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w� is an elliptic edge
problem on M� with w � ��� � �m� ��l� ���� Then� the mapping ������ is
Fredholm for every s � R�

Proof
 Indeed� as de�ned by �������� the parametrix is a regulariser
modulo trace class operators� Therefore� our result is a direct consequence
of Theorem ������

�

By Theorem ���
� for the proof of the Fredholm property of an edge
problem it su�ces to have merely a regulariser modulo operators with van�
ishing principal interior and edge symbols� As mentioned� for the existence
of such a regulariser it is necessary and su�cient that the edge problem
be elliptic� Actually� for any one s � R� the Fredholm property itself is
necessary for the ellipticity� but we will not develop this point here �cf�
Corollary ������
 in �Beh�	� and �Dor�
� for further elements��

Corollary �
�
� If A is an elliptic edge problem on M� then the equa�
tion Au � f is solvable if and only if f is orthogonal to the null�space of
the formal adjoint edge problem A��

Proof
 Denote by Aadj the adjoint of A in the sense of Hilbert spaces�
i�e��

Aadj �
Hs�m���m�M� !V �

�
Hs�m�S� !W �

�
Hs���M� V �

�
Hs�S�W �

�

Since A is a Fredholm operator� it follows that imA �
�
kerAadj

��
� the

right�hind side being the orthogonal complement of the kernel of Aadj� On
the other hand� the formal adjoint is related to the true adjoint by the
equality

A� �  Aadj  ���

where  stands for the topological isomorphism

Hs���M� V �
�

Hs�S�W �

��
�

H�s����M� V �
�

H�s�S�W �

de�ned via

�u�  v�H����M�V ��H��S�W � � �u� v�Hs���M�V ��Hs�S�W � �

for u� v � Hs���M� V ��Hs�S�W �� Clearly this isomorphism depends on s�
� and the Riemannian metrics on V and W � It may be di�erent in various
applications but we write it  for short� Hence it follows that the orthog�
onal complement of kerAadj in Hs�m���m�M� !V � � Hs�m�S� !W � coincides
with the annihilator of kerA� in H�s�m����m�M� !V ��H�s�m�S� !W �� This
completes the proof�
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�

Note that the formal adjoint of an elliptic edge problem is elliptic� which
is clear from Theorem �����

Though Theorem ���� deals with elliptic edge problem� it highlights
also important mapping properties of the operators in +m�M� V� !V�w� that
are elliptic with respect to the mere principal interior symbol� As but one
example of this we show the following statement�

Corollary �
�
� Let A � +m�M� V� !V�w� be complemented to an ellip�
tic edge problem on M� with w � ��� ��m� ��l� ���� Then the restriction of
A � Hs���M� V � � Hs�m���m�M� !V � to the null�space of the corresponding
trace operator has a closed range� for each s � R�

We shall have established this corollary if we prove the following ab�
stract result of functional analysis�

Lemma �
�
� Let

A �

�
A P
T B

�
�

L�

�
L�

�

!L�

�
!L�

be a Fredholm operator in Fr�echet spaces� Then the restriction of the map�
ping A � L� � !L� to the null�space of T has a closed range in !L��

Proof
 This is the content of Theorem ��	�� in �Sch�
�� however� for
the convenience of the reader we repeat the proof therefrom�

Let us �rst consider Fr�echet spaces L and !L and continuous operators

O � L� !L�

R � !L� L

satisfying RO � � Then �OR�� � OR� and so OR is a projection of !L onto
the range of O� Hence it follows that imO is a closed subspace of !L because
it coincides with the null�space of the complementary projection  �OR�

We now return to the original operator A and prove a reduced form of
the lemma under the assumption that A is an isomorphism� Let

P �

�
P�� P��

P�� P��

�
�

!L�

�
!L�

�
L�

�
L�

be the inverse of A� Setting

O �

�
A
T

�
� R �

�
P�� P��

�
� L � L�� !L �

!L�

�
!L�

�
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we get RO � � From what has already been proved it follows that the range
of O is a closed subspace of !L� Letting � denote the canonical projection of
!L onto !L�� we deduce that the range of A � kerT � !L� is naturally identi�ed
with imO � ker�� Hence our assertion follows�

We now turn to the general case� As A is Fredholm� we can complete
it to a surjective operator

�
A P O��

T B O��

�
�

L�

�
L�

�
C l

�

!L�

�
!L�

�

where l is the codimension of the range of A� and then to an isomorphism

�
� A P O��

T B O��

O�� O�� O��

�
A �

L�

�
L�

�
C l

�

!L�

�
!L�

�

C �l

�

where !l is the dimension of the null�space of A� To reduce this to the case
of ��� ���block matrices� we set

!P �
�
P O��

�
� !T �

�
T
O��

�
� !B �

�
B O��

O�� O��

�

thus arriving at an isomorphism

�
A !P
!T !B

�
�

L�

�
L� � C l

�

!L�

�
!L� � C

�l

�

By the above� the restriction of A � L� � !L� to the null�space of the operator
!T has a closed range in !L�� This is still true for the restriction of A to the
null�space of T because !T and T di�er by an operator of �nite rank� The
proof is complete�

�

Our next result substitutes the classical elliptic regularity for the anal�
ysis on manifolds with edges�

Theorem �
�
� Suppose A � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w� is an elliptic edge
problem on M� where w � ��� � �m� ��l� ���� Then�

u �
H�����M� V �

�
H���S�W �

� Au �
Hs�m���m�M� !V �

�

Hs�m�S� !W �

implies u �
Hs���M� V �

�
Hs�S�W �

�
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Proof
 Indeed� let P � +�m�M� !V�V� !W�W�w��� be a parametrix of
A� Then�

u � � �PA�u� PAu

for each u � H�����M� V ��H���S�W �� From Theorem ���� we conclude
immediately that � � PA�u � H����M� V � � H��S�W �� On the other
hand� if Au � Hs�m���m�M� V � � Hs�m�S�W � for some s � R� then
PAu � Hs���M� V ��Hs�S�W �� and the lemma follows�

�

The proof above gives more� namely the corresponding statement for
weighted Sobolev spaces with asymptotics� Since asymptotics are of great
importance in the analysis on manifolds with singularities� we formulate this
result separately�

Corollary �
�
� Under the assumptions of Theorem ������ for each
asymptotic type !as � As �� �m� ��l� ���� � � l � �� there is an asymp�
totic type as � As ��� ��l� ��� such that

u �
H�����M� V �

�
H���S�W �

� Au �
Hs�m���m

�as �M� !V �
�

Hs�m�S� !W �

implies u �
Hs��

as �M� V �
�

Hs�S�W �
�

Proof
 This follows by the same method as in the proof of Theo�
rem ����	� if we make use of the part of Theorem ���� concerning spaces
with asymptotics� The important point to note here is the form of the re�
mainder  � PA which is a smoothing Green operator with asymptotics�
It contributes even to asymptotics of solutions of the homogeneous edge
problem Au � ��

�

Let us have a look at how the asymptotics of solutions are generated in
the case of elliptic edge problemsA on a stretched wedgeW �  �� �R��X
where  � is an open subset of Rq� We restrict our attention to those A
which bear a typical di�erential operator in the upper left corner� that is
A � t�m

P
j�j�j	mA��j�tDy���tDt�j where A��j�y� t� is a C� function on

 � � �R� with values in Di�
m�j�j�j�X��� The main contribution comes from

the conormal symbol of �medge�A�� which is

�M
�
�medge�A�

�
�z� �

mX
j��

A��j�y� �� z
j�

This is a polynomial function of z � C taking its values in elliptic di�erential
operators on X� These are thought of as acting in the usual Sobolev spaces
on X� and the non�bijectivity points of

Pm
j�� A��j�y� �� zj in the complex

plane are responsible for the exponents of the asymptotics� The set of
all non�bijectivity points along with their multiplicities is known as the
spectrum of the operator pencil

Pm
j�� A��j�y� �� zj� The simplest possible
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case is when the spectrum is independent of y �  �� This case can be
handled in the framework of discrete asymptotic types as � ���&� where
� � �p��������M is a discrete set contained in the strip �� � l � �z �
��� and & is a �nite�dimensional space of analytic functionals of the form
u ��

PM
��

Pj�
j�� fj�	�	z�

ju�p�� with fj�x� a C� function on X �cf�

Section ����� As de�ned above� the space Aas��R� � X� consists of the
functions

u�t� x� � ��t�
MX
��

j�X
j��

tip� �i log t�j fj�x�

where ��t� is a cut�o� function on the semiaxis� A trivial veri�cation shows
that

��u �t� x� � �
��n
� u��t� x�

� ���t�
MX
��

j�X
j��

tip� �i log t�� f ���x�

with

f ���x� � �
��n
� �ip�

j�X
j��

j)

�)�j � ��)
�i log ��j�� fj�x�

belonging to the same coe�cient space as fj � for all � � �� Hence it
follows that ��u leaves Aas��R� � X� for � �� � although it behaves like
an asymptotic of Aas��R��X� up to a cut�o� function� However� we may
introduce the space Hs

loc� 
�� ��Aas��R� � X�� by the following trick� Let

V be a trivial Banach bundle over Rq and let ��
����Rq be a family of
isomorphisms in the �bres of ��V � as in Section ��� Then� the mapping

i � u �� F��
� ��y �
�Fy ���u

is easily seen to be an isometrical isomorphism Hs�Rq� ��V �
��
� Hs�Rq� V ��

the latter space being de�ned with respect to the identity action in the �bres
of ��V � This allows one to de�ne the spaces Hs�Rq� ��&� also for the bundles
& � V that are no longer invariant under ��
����Rq� Su�ces it to set

Hs�Rq� ��&� � i��Hs�Rq�&�� A typical example is V � Hs����R��X�� with
�
� � ���h�i and & � Aas��R��X�� Then the space Hs�Rq� ��Aas��R��X��
can be characterised as the linear span of all distributions of the form

F��
� ��yh
i

��n
� ��th
i� �th
i�ip��log�th
i��j fj�x�Fy ���uj

�
X
j�j�j

j)

�)

�
F��
� ��y��th
i�h
i

��n
� �ip��logh
i���Fy ���uj

�
tip� �log t��� fj�x�

������

with arbitrary uj�y� � Hs�Rq�� Localising in y �  � yields the spaces
Hs

loc� 
�� ��Aas��R�� X��� for s � R� Furthermore� both Hs���l����R� � X�
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and Hs��
as ��R��X� are projective limits of Hilbert spaces which are invariant

under ����� Hence we obtain the spaces Hs
loc� 

�� ��Hs���l����R��X�� and
Hs

loc� 
�� ��Hs��

as ��R� � X�� in a familiar way� The elements of the former
may be interpreted as distributions of edge atness l � � with respect to
the weight �� whereas the elements of the latter are distributions with edge
asymptotics of type �as�� We next observe that if V � V� � V� in the sense
of non�direct sums� then Hs�Rq� ��V � � Hs�Rq� ��V���Hs�Rq� ��V�� for all
s � R �cf� Proposition ����	 in �Sch�
��� Combining this with ������ we
deduce at once that

Hs��
as�loc�W� � Hs

loc� 
�� ��Aas��R��X��

modulo distributions of edge $atness l��� In this sense the edge asymptotics
of asymptotic type as are of the form ������� It is worth pointing out
that the smoothness of the coe�cients of edge asymptotics ������ in y
depends on �p� From ������ it is clear that the investigation of asymptotics
becomes much more subtle when we drop the condition that the spectrum ofPm

j�� A��j�y� �� zj is independent of y� In general the non�bijectivity points
of this operator pencil may vary under varying y �  � and their multiplicities
do so� This requires a generalisation of the concept of asymptotics in terms
of analytic functionals in the plane� just as in De�nition ����� It consists in
replacing meromorphic functions on the complex plane by Mellin potentials
of analytic functionals with values in C��X�� i�e�� by hf�x�� tizi�

��� Reductions of orders

We begin by recalling a very popular now construction of an order reduc�
ing family on a C� compact closed manifold X via parameter�dependent
pseudodi�erential operators� Namely� let A�� � +m

cl�X�V�-� be an ellip�
tic pseudodi�erential operator of order m with a parameter  � -� where
V is a vector bundle over X and - � Rd for some d� Such an operator
is known to possess a parameter�dependent parametrix� i�e�� there exists a
P �� � +�mcl �X�V�-� with the property that

P ��A�� �  � S����
A��P �� �  � S���

with S�� S� � +
���X�V�-�� Since +���X�V�-� � S�-�+���X�V��� the

right�hand side being the space of rapidly decreasing functions on - with
values in +���X�V�� it follows that the norm of the operator S��� in each
Sobolev space Hs�V � is in�nitesimal when jj � �� Pick any one s � s��
Then there is a number R � R�s�� such that the operator  � S��� is
invertible in Hs��V � for all jj � R� As the null�space of  � S��� in
Hs�V � consists of C� sections and the same is true for the formal adjoint
 � S����� we actually deduce that  � S��� is invertible in every space
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Hs�V � for jj � R� R being independent of s� Moreover� the inverse is
given by the Neumann series

�� S����
�� �

�X
j��

�S����
j

�  � !S����

for jj � R� In fact� we get !S��� � +���X�V�-�� which is clear from
!S��� � S���� � !S����� Setting A��

l �� � � � !S����P ��� we see
that A��

l �� � +�mcl �X�V�-� and A��
l ��A�� �  for all jj � R� In

the same manner we can conclude that A��
r �� � P ��� � S������ is

a right inverse of A�� for each jj � R� whence A��
l �� � A��

r �� for
jj � R� We can assume� be increasing the number of parameters is neces�
sary� that d  �� Write  � ��� d�� where � varies over -� � Rd��� Then�
Rm
V �

�� � A��� R � � belongs to +m
cl�X�V�-

�� and extends to an isomor�

phism Hs�V �
��
� Hs�m�V � for each s � R and � � -�� In this way we

obtain what is referred to as an order�reducing family on X� This approach
still works in the calculus of pseudodi�erential operators on a manifold with
edges�

The parameter�dependent calculus on a manifold with �bred boundary
M is analogous to that of Chapter �� while it has some new features� The
interior symbols are parameter�dependent in the usual sense� with a param�
eter  varying over the space of parameters - � Rd� Near the boundary we
restrict our discussion to typical interior symbols with parameter� i�e�� those
of the form t�m !a�y� t� x� t
� t� t�� �� in the splitting of coordinates �y� t� x�
over a stretched wedge W �  � � �R� � X� with !a � Sm

cl �W � Rq�d���n�
smooth up to t � �� For this reason� close to the boundary we replace the
covariable 
 � Rq in the operator�valued symbols along  � by �
� �� where
 � -� In this manner� given weight data w � ��� � � m� ��l� ��� and
smooth vector bundles V � !V overM and W � !W over S� we obtain symbol
spaces

Sm� � �Rq� -�Hom�V� !V��Hom�W� !W��w�

as well as operator algebras

+m�W� V� !V�W� !W�w�-��

+m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�-�

and those with subscripts M �G and G� The details are left to the reader
�cf� for instance Behm �Beh�	��� The parameter�dependent theory on a
smooth manifold suggests a proper choice of smoothing operators in the
parameter�dependent calculus onM� In fact� these are the elements of

S�-�+���M� V� !V�W� !W�w�� � S�-��	 +
���M� V� !V�W� !W�w��

the algebras +���M� V� !V�W� !W�w� being topologised via their symbol
spaces�
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Note that the edge problems with parameter may be handled in much
the same way as those without parameter� Thus� Theorems ����.���� re�
main valid in this more general context� We next sharpen Theorem ���� and
show explicit norm estimates of parameter�dependent operators in weighted
Sobolev spaces onM�

Theorem �
�
� LetM be a compact manifold with �bred boundary and
A�� � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�-�� where w � ��� � �m� ��l� ���� Then� for
each �  m� the norm of

A�� �
Hs���M�V �

�
Hs�S�W �

�
Hs����m�M� !V �

�

Hs��S� !W �

is estimated by

kA��k �

�
c him�R� �R if ��R � !R  ��

c him� if ��R � !R � ��
������

with c a constant independent of  and s� �� �� where

R � max
�
jsj� j� � ��n

� j
�
�

!R � max
�
js� �j� j� �m� ��n

�
j
�
�

Proof
 Using a familiar localisation argument and the norm estimates
of parameter�dependent pseudodi�erential operators in the usual Sobolev
spaces on a compact closed manifold �cf� �Shu
���� we reduce Theorem ����
easily to the case of operators A�� � op�a�y� 
� �� over Rq with operator�
valued symbols a�y� 
� � � Sm�T �Rq � -�L�V� !V ��� Moreover� we can as�
sume that a�y� 
� � is independent of y for jyj large enough�

Let ������� and �!������ stand for the group actions in the �bres of V

and !V � respectively� It is a general property of group actions that

k��kL�V � � c max��� ����
R
�

k!��kL� �V � � !c max��� ����
�R

for all � � �� the constants R� !R and c� !c being independent of �� In our
application the spaces V and !V are

V �
Hs����R��X�

�
C l

� !V �

Hs����m��R��X�
�

C �l
�

and so the exponents R and !R are easily seen to coincide with those given
by the theorem�

We �rst consider the case where a�y� 
� � is independent of y � Rq� An
easy computation shows that

kop�a�
� ��uk�
Hs���Rq�	� �V�

�

Z
Rq

h
i��s�� k!���h�i!�h���ik
�
L� �V�

� k!���h���ia�
� ��h���ik
�
L�V��V �

k���h���i�h�ik
�
L�V � k�

��
h�iFy ���uk

�
V d
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for all u � Hs�Rq� ��V �� The norm estimates for the group actions imply
immediately that

k���h���i�h�ikL�V � � c
�
h���i
h�i

�R
�

k!���h�i!�h���ikL� �V � � !c
�
h���i
h�i

� �R

�

whereas the symbol estimates give

k!���h���ia�
� ��h���ikL�V��V � � C h
� im

for all 
 � Rq and  � -� where C depends only on a� Combining all these
estimates we get

kop�a�
� ��kL�Hs�Rq�	�V��Hs���Rq�	� �V� � const max
��Rq

�
h
� i

h
i

�R��R
h
� im

h
i
�

the constant being independent of � This implies ������ when combined
with the elementary inequality

h
� im

h
i
�

�
c m if �  ��
c m� if � � ��

which is a consequence of Peetre�s inequality �cf� Lemma �����
The general case follows by a familiar trick with topological tensor

products �cf� Proposition �������
�

The crucial fact is that� for su�ciently small negative m� the norm
tends to zero as jj � ��

De	nition �
�
� An edge problem A�� � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�-� is
said to be elliptic with parameter if

�
b�m�A��p� c� � � Vp � !Vp

is an isomorphism for each �p� c� � bT �M and  � - with �c� � �� ��
��

�medge�A��y� 
� � �
Hs���F���y��� �VS�y

�
Wy

�
Hs�m���m�F���y��� � !VS�y

�
!Wy

is an isomorphism for each �y� 
� � T �S and  � - with �
� � �� �� and for
any one s � R�

Since compositions and formal adjoints of edge problems with parame�
ter are available within the same parameter�dependent calculus onM� the
method of the proof of Theorem ����� carries over to elliptic edge problems
with parameter�
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Theorem �
�
� Let A�� � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�-� be an elliptic
edge problem with parameter on M� Then A�� possesses a parameter�
dependent parametrix� i�e�� there is a P�� � +�m�M� !V�V� !W�W�w��� -�
such that

P��A�� �  � +���M� V�W�w�� 
 w�-��

A��P�� �  � +���M� !V� !W�w 
 w��� -��

Proof
 This follows by analysis similar to that in Section ���� For
details see �Beh�	� ���� and �Dor�
��

�

For reductions of orders we have to construct a parameter�dependent
elliptic element in the algebra +m�M� V�W�w�-� and to prove that it is
invertible in the calculus for  � - large enough� In fact� we show that the
reductions of orders onM are available in the �diagonal� form

Rm
V�W �� �

�
Rm
V �� �
� Rm

W ��

�
� �������

where Rm
V �� � +

m�M� V�w�-� is parameter�dependent elliptic onM with�
out potential and trace conditions� and Rm

W �� � +
m�S�W�-� is parameter�

dependent elliptic on S� As is described above� we can take as Rm
W �� any

one order�reducing family for the bundle W over S� for S is a C� com�
pact closed manifold� It remains to construct an Rm

V �� with the desired
properties�

Theorem �
�
� For each weight data w � ��� � �m� ��l� ��� and vec�
tor bundle V over M� there exists a parameter�dependent elliptic operator
A�� � +m�M� V�w�-� on M�

Proof
 We restrict our attention to the case of a trivial vector bundle
V of rank � i�e�� V �M� C � thus omitting V in the notation� The same
proof still goes for general V �

Pick a collar neighbourhood O �� S � �R� � X of 	M in M� We
construct A�� in the form

A�� � �bAb���b � �iAi���i�

where
Ab�� � +m�O�w�-��

Ai�� � +m
cl�

�

M� -�

and �b � C�
comp�

�R�� is a cut�o� function� �b � C�
comp�

�R�� is equal to  on
the support of �b� �i � � �b is thought of as a C� function on the whole

manifoldM� and �i � C�
comp�

�

M� is equal to  on the support of �i�
We wish to arrange that Ab�� and Ai�� be compatible near the inter�

section of supp�b and supp�i� In fact� it su�ces that the principal interior
symbols of Ab�� and Ai�� coincide close to supp�b � supp�i� If such is
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the case� then the parameter�dependent ellipticity of Ab�� and Ai�� with
respect to the principal interior symbol implies that of A��� Since the con�
struction of Ab�� requires much more e�orts than that of Ai��� we begin
by discussing a suitable candidate for Ab���

To this end� let us �x a �nite covering of O by charts with edges
�h�� O����I on M� We require each O� to be of the form O�

� � �R� � X�
with O�

� a coordinate patch on S� Thus� h� is a di�eomorphism of O� onto
a stretched wedge W� �  �� � �R� �X� where  �� is an open set in R

q� and
h� restricts to a di�eomorphism h�� � O

�
� �  ��� Let moreover �h

��
j � O

��
j �j�J be

a �nite atlas on X� with h��j a di�eomorphism of O��
j onto an open set  

��
j in

Rn� Having �xed � � I� we consider� for every j � J � the typical symbol

a��j�t� 
� � �� �� �� �


tm
�
 � jt
j� � jtj� � jt� j� � j�j� � ��

�m
� �������

over  �� �
�R� �  ��j � where � � R stands for an additional parameter to

be chosen below� Choose a partition of unity ����j �j�J on X subordinate to
the covering �O��

j �j�J � and functions �
��
j � C�

comp�O
��
j � with the property that

���j�
��
j � ���j � Set

a��
� � �� �
X
j�J

���j � � h��j �
� opFt�x

�a��j�t� 
� � �� �� ����
��
j

where � � h��j �
� means the operator pull�back under the di�eomorphism

 � h��j � As described at the end of Section ���� there exists a holomorphic

function !h��!
� !� z� �� ofM�C �+m� ��j �R
q�d��

�������
��� such that

a��
� � �� �


tm
opM���h��t� 
� � z� ��� mod +���R��X�R

q�d��
����� ��

for all � � R� where h��t� 
� � z� �� � !h��t
� t� z� ��� Similarly to ������� we
introduce two edge symbols

a����
� � �� � t�m ���th
� i� opM���!h��t
� t� z� ������th
� i��
a����
� � �� � ���th
� i� a��
� � �����th
� i�

belonging to Sm� �� �R
q�d��
����� �w�� It is a simple matter to see that

b�mFy�t�x�a��� � a�����y� t� x� !
� !� !� � �� �� � j�!
� !� !� � �� ��jm�

��Ft�exit�a��� � a�����t� � � � j�
� � � �jm�

in local coordinates over W�� and so a��� � a��� is elliptic with parameters
 � - and � � R with respect to the principal interior symbol� Moreover�
a��� � a��� meets the condition of exit ellipticity for t ��� provided that
�
� � �� ��
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Let us have a look at the principal edge symbol of a��� � a��� which is
a family of operators in weighted Sobolev spaces over the in�nite stretched
cone �R��X� We check at once that

�medge�a����a�����y� 
� � � t�m���tj
� j� opM���!h��t
� t� z� ������tj
� j�

� ���tj
� j� a��
� � �����tj
� j�

whence

�M
�
�medge�a��� � a�����y� 
� �

�
�z� � !h���� �� z� ��� �������

the right side being regarded as a family of operators inL�Hs�X��Hs�m�X���
for any one s � R� Were ������� an isomorphism for all z � "�� � we would
conclude from the cone theory that

�medge�a��� � a�����y� 
� � � Hs����R��X�� Hs�m���m��R��X� �����	�

is a Fredholm operator for each 
 � Rq and  � - with �
� � �� �� However�
this is not automatically the case� The conormal symbol !h���� �� z� �� may
have �nitely many non�bijectivity points z on the weight line "�� � To avoid
this� we make use of the additional parameter � � R� Namely� !h���� �� z� ��
is� by construction� a parameter�dependent elliptic operator of order m on
X� with parameters � � �z and �� Hence there is a constant R � � such
that !h���� �� z� �� is an isomorphism for all z � "�� and � � R satisfying
j��z� !�j � R� Thus� by choosing j�j � R we arrive at a family of isomor�
phisms

!h���� �� z� �� � Hs�X�� Hs�m�X�

for all z � "�� and for any s � R� From now on we make the assumption�
� � R�

The advantage of using typical symbols ������� lies is in the fact that the
principal edge symbol of a����a��� is independent of y �  

�
� and �
� � lying

on the unit sphere of Rq�-� i�e�� j
j��jj� � � Indeed� this is immediate for
the symbols a��
� � ��� and the symbols h��t� 
� � z� �� inherit this property
by the very construction of the Mellin quantisation �cf� Theorem �������
Hence it follows that

indS�S �
m
edge�a��� � a���� � ���S� C

�l �S� C l �

for some l� !l � Z�� where S�S � f�y� 
� � � T �S � - � j�
� �j � g and
� � S�S � S denotes the canonical projection�

It is now a consequence of the cone theory that the index of �����	�
does not depend on the particular choice of s� for �
� � �� �� Let us write
i for this index� According to Theorem ������ of �Sch�
�� there exists a
meromorphic Mellin symbol s�z� � Mas�C �+

���X�� such that

 � ���t� opM���s�z�����t� � H
s����R��X�� Hs����R��X�
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is a Fredholm operator of index i� for all s � R� Set

m��
� � � ���th
� i� opM���s�z�����th
� i�� �������

for �
� � � Rq�-� Then� m��
� � � S�
M�G� 

�
� �R

q� -�w�� 
 w� and

��edge� �m���y� 
� � �  � ���tj
� j� opM���s�z�����tj
� j�

is a Fredholm operator of index i in Hs����R��X�� provided that �
� � �� ��
Letting

a���� �
� � �� � �a����
� � �� � a����
� � ��� � �m��
� ��

we deduce at once that a���� �
� � �� � Sm� �� �R
q�d��
����� �w� and

ind�medge�a
���
� ��y� 
� �

� ind�medge�a��� � a�����y� 
� � � ind�
�
edge� � m���y� 
� �

� �

for all �
� � � Rq� - di�erent from zero� As the principal edge symbol of
m��
� � is actually independent of �y� 
� � � S� ��� it follows that

indS�S �
m
edge�a

���
� � � ���S� C l �S� C l �

for some l �Z��
Analysis similar to that in the proof of Lemma ����� shows that there

is a Green symbol

g��
� � �

�
� p��
� �

t��
� � b��
� �

�

in Sm
G � 

�
� �R

q� -�Hom�C l�� w� with the property that

�medge

�
a
���
� p�
t� b�

�
�y� 
� � �

Hs����R��X�
�
C l

�
Hs�m���m��R��X�

�
C l

�������
is an isomorphism for all non�zero �
� � � Rq � - and for each s � R�
Recall that g��
� � is �rst constructed on the sphere j
� j � � extended
by the �twisted� homogeneity of order m to all of �Rq�-� n f�g� and �nally
smoothed at � by multiplying by an excision function ��
� �� Since GL�l� C �
is dense in Hom�C l�� we can always �nd b��
� � with the property that
�medge�b���y� 
� � is invertible away from �
� � � �� The symbol

a���� �
� � �� � a���� �
� � ��� ��
� � p��
� �
�
�medge�b���y� 
� �

���
t��
� �

is easily veri�ed to belong to Sm� �� �R
q� -�w�� Moreover�

�medge�a
���
� � � �medge�a

���
� �� �medge�p��

�
�medge�b��

���
�medge�t��
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is an isomorphismHs����R��X�
��
� Hs�m���m��R��X� for all �
� � � Rq�-

with �
� � �� �� and for each s � R� To see this� it su�ces to use Proposi�
tion ���� of �Sch�
� along with the fact that ������� is an isomorphism�

We are now in a position to introduce the operator Ab��� To do this�
�x a partition of unity �������I on S subordinate to the covering �O�

����I � For
every �� we �nd a function ��� � C�

comp�O
�
�� such that �

�
� �  on the support

of ���� Set

Ab�� �
X
��I

��� �h
�
��
� op

�
a���� �
� � ��

�
����

from what has already been proved it follows that Ab � +m�O�w�-� is
parameter�dependent elliptic with respect to the principal interior and edge
symbols�

We are thus left with the task of determining the operator Ai�� in the
interior of M in a consistent way with Ab��� Let us complete the atlas
�h�� O����I on the collar O to an atlas on the whole manifoldM by adding
a �nite number of charts �h�� O����N � such that each O� lies along with
the closure away from the support of �b and M n O � 	��NO� � Here� h�
is a di�eomorphism of O� onto an open set  � in Rq���n� Fix a positive

C� function !t on
�

M which coincides with the global coordinate t near the
support of �b and is equal to  on every O� � � � N � For � � I� we consider
the local symbols

a��j�!t� 
� � �� �� �� �

!tm
�
 � j!t
j� � j!tj� � j!t� j� � j�j� � ��

�m
�

on  �� � �R� �  ��j � These are slight corrections of ������� away from the
support of �b� and we paste them together over the covering of X to get an
operator�valued symbol a��
� � �� with values in +

m�R� � X�Rq�d��
����� �� as

above� For short� we keep the same notation for the corrected symbols� In
the intersections O� � O� � the factor !t reduces to � and so� for any � � N �
we consider the symbol

a��c� � �� �
�
 � jcj� � jj� � ��

�m
� �����
�

in the local coordinates of O� � where �p� c� stand for the coordinates in
T �O� � We see at once that �����
� agrees with ������� after the coordinate
t has been reduced to � We now proceed by a standard way� Choose a
C� partition of unity ������I � ������N on M� subordinate to the covering
�O����I � �O����N � and functions �� � C�

comp�O��� �� � C�
comp�O�� such that

���� � ��� ���� � �� � Set

Ai�� �
X
��I

�� h
�
� op �a��
� � ����� �

X
��N

�� h
�
� op �a��c� � ������

the operator �op� in the �rst sum being with respect to y �  �� while that
in the second sum being with respect to p �  � � It is straightforward from

the construction� that Ai�� � +
m
cl�

�

M� -� is parameter�dependent elliptic�
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We claim that A�� � �bAb���b��iAi���i is a parameter�dependent
elliptic operator in +m�M� w� -�� Indeed� the principal interior symbol of
A�� is invertible away from zero section of bT �M�- because the principal
interior symbols of Ab�� and Ai�� agree close to supp�b � supp�i� On
the other hand� the principal edge symbol of A�� is invertible away from
the zero section of T �S � -� for the principal edge symbol of Ab�� does�
This proves the theorem�

�

We can now return to order reductions in the algebra of pseudodi�er�
ential operators on a manifold with edges� They are of great importance in
proving the necessity of ellipticity for the Fredholm property� and the so�
called spectral invariance� i�e�� invertibility within the algebra� The strong
de�nition of an order reduction is as follows �cf� �Beh�	� �������

De	nition �
�
� An operator Rm
V�W �� � +

m�M� V�W�w�-� is said to
be a parameter�dependent order reduction of order m and with respect to
weight data w � ��� � �m� ��l� ��� if

Rm
V�W �� �

Hs���M� V �
�

Hs�S�W �
�

Hs�m���m�M� V �
�

Hs�m�S�W �

is invertible for each s � R� and Rm
V�W ��

�� � +�m�M� V�W�w��� -��

As described above� the crucial step in constructing reductions of or�
ders on M is the proof of the invertibility of parameter�dependent elliptic
operators onM for large values of the parameter� Before formulating this
result� we make more precise our requirement on the set of parameters�
Namely� it should be open and contain� along with any point � the en�
tire ray f� � �  g� In particular� given any R � �� we may consider
-R � f � - � jj � Rg instead of -�

Theorem �
�
� Suppose A�� � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�-� is a param�
eter�dependent elliptic operator on M� where w � ��� ��m� ��l� ���� Then�
there exists an R � � such that

A�� �
Hs���M� V �

�
Hs�S�W �

�
Hs�m���m�M� !V �

�

Hs�m�S� !W �

is invertible for all  � - with jj � R� and for any s � R� Furthermore�
the inverse belongs to +�m�M� !V�V� !W�W�w��� -R��

Proof
 Let P�� � +�m�M� !V�V� !W�W�w��� -� be a left parametrix
of A�� guaranteed by Theorem ������ We thus have

P��A�� �  �S��
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for some S�� � +���M� V�W�w�� 
 w�-�� Fix s � s�� By the Schwartz
property of S�� and Theorem ����� there exists an R � � such that

kS��kL�Hs����M�V ��Hs��S�W �� �


�

for all  � - satisfying jj � R� Hence it follows that �S�� is invertible
on

Hs���M� V �
�

Hs�S�W �

for each  with jj � R� provided s � s�� On the other hand� the kernel
and the cokernel of  � S�� are independent on s� which is clear from the
de�nition of +���M� V�W�w�� 
 w�-�� Therefore�  � S�� is actually
invertible for all jj � R and for each s � R� Write ��S����� � �G���
then ��G�����S��� �  yields G�� � ��S�����S��� Consequently

kG��k � k� S��k��kS��k

� �� kS��k���kS��k

� � kS��k

for jj � R� where k � k means the norm in L�Hs� ���M� V � � Hs��S�W ���
The same reasoning applies to the derivatives of G�� in  � -R� showing
G�� � +���M� V�W�w�� 
 w�-R� �cf� Lemma ������ in �Beh�	��� Let

A���� � � � G���P���

then A���� � +�m�M� !V�V� !W�W�w��� -R� is a left inverse of A��� In
just the same way we get a right inverse of A�� from a right parametrix of
A��� hence A���� is the inverse of A�� for jj � R� This is the desired
conclusion�

�

The main result of this section is now a straightforward consequence of
Theorems ����� and ������

Theorem �
�
� Let �M�S� be a C� compact closed manifold with edges
and let V and W be vector bundles over M and S� respectively� Then� for
each weight data w � ��� � � m� ��l� ���� there exists an order reduction
Rm

V�W �� � +m�M� V�W�w�-�� Moreover� it can be chosen without any
potential and trace conditions�

Proof
 Indeed� Theorem ����� shows that there is a parameter�depen�
dent elliptic operator A�� �� � +m�M� V�w�- � R�� By Theorem ������
we can �nd an R � � such that A�� �� is invertible within the calculus for
all �� �� � - � R satisfying j�� ��j � R� Setting Rm

V �� � A��R � �
we get an invertible operator in +m�M� V�w�-� whose inverse belongs to
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+�m�M� V�w��� -�� The desired operator Rm
V�W �� is now given by ��������

Rm
W �� � +

m
cl�S�W�-� being an order reduction on S� The proof is complete�

�

In the next result� Rm
V�W �� stands for an order reduction onM guar�

anteed by Theorem ������

Corollary �
�
� The mapping A�� �� R��m
�V � �W

��A��R��
V�W �� induces

an isomorphism

+m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w�-�
��
� +��M� V� !V�W� !W� ��� �� ��l� ���� -�

preserving the class of parameter�dependent elliptic operators�

Proof
 This follows from Theorem ����� for the principal interior and
edge symbols of R��

V�W �� and R
��m
�V � �W

�� are invertible�

�

As an application of order reductions onM we extend to edge problems
the well�known formula of Agranovich and Dynin �AD��� which compares
the indices of two elliptic boundary value problems for the same di�erential
operator in a domain�

Theorem �
�
� Let

A� � +m�M� V� !V�W�� !W�� w��

A� � +m�M� V� !V�W�� !W�� w�

be two elliptic edge problems onM� whose upper left corners coincide� Then�
there is an elliptic operatorB � +��S� !W��W�� !W��W�� such that indA��
indA� � indB�

The important point to note here is an explicit construction of the
operator B through A� and A�� given in the proof�

Proof
 For j � � �� pick order reductions

R�
V�W j � +��M� V�Wj� ��� �� ��l� �����

R��m
�V � �W j

� +��m�M� !V� !Wj� �� �m� �� ��l� �����

as in �������� and de�ne the operators !Aj so as to make the following diagram
commutative�

Hs���V �
�

Hs�W j�

Aj
��

Hs�m���m� !V �
�

Hs�m� !W j���yR�
V�W j

��yR��m
�V � �W j

Hs�����V �
�

Hs���W j�

�Aj
��

Hs����� !V �
�

Hs��� !W j�

�
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It follows that

!A� � +��M� V� !V�W�� !W�� ��� �� ��l� �����
!A� � +��M� V� !V�W�� !W�� ��� �� ��l� ����

are elliptic� the upper left corners of !A� and !A� coincide and ind !Aj � indAj

for j � � �� We are thus reduced to proving the theorem for operators of
order m � ��

Write

Aj �

�
A Pj
Tj Bj

�
�

for j � � �� and consider the operators

O� �

�
� A P� P�

T� � B�

�  �

�
A �

Hs���M� V �
�

Hs�S�W ��
�

Hs�S�W ��

�

Hs���M� !V �
�

Hs�S� !W ��
�

Hs�S�W ��

�

O� �

�
� A P� P�

T� B� �
� � 

�
A �

Hs���M� V �
�

Hs�S�W ��
�

Hs�S�W ��

�

Hs���M� !V �
�

Hs�S� !W ��
�

Hs�S�W ��

�

Obviously� both

O� � +��M� V� !V�W� �W�� !W� �W�� w��

O� � +��M� V� !V�W� �W�� !W� �W�� w�

are elliptic and indOj � indAj� for j � � ��
Let

P �

�
P�� P��

P�� P��

�
be a parametrix of A�� Then

R �

�
� P�� P�� �P��P�

� � 
P�� P�� �P��P�

�
A

is a parametrix of O�� and

O�R �

�
�  � �

T�P�� T�P�� �T�P��P� �B�

P�� P�� �P��P�

�
A �������

modulo +���M� !V� !W� �W�� !W� �W�� w 
w���� which is due to the fact
that A�P �  modulo smoothing Green operators�
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Setting

B �

�
T�P�� �T�P��P� �B�

P�� �P��P�

�
�

we deduce from ������� and the ellipticity of O�R that B is an elliptic
operator in +��S� !W� �W�� !W� �W��� Moreover�

indB � indO�R

� indO� � indO�

� indA� � indA��

and the proof is complete�
�

The method of proof carries over to elliptic complexes of edge problems
onM to be considered in the next chapter�



Chapter �

Complexes over a Manifold

with Edges

In the analysis on manifolds with singularities it is natural to consider also
complexes of pseudodi�erential operators� As but one reason of this we
mention that elliptic complexes of di�erential operators arise in geometry
rather than single elliptic operators� On the other hand� the parametrix
to such a complex derived from the Hodge theory is an elliptic complex of
pseudodi�erential operators� Also in the construction of the tensor product
of elliptic complexes of di�erential operators it is useful to allow complexes
whose di�erentials are pseudodi�erential operators� For obtaining paramet�
rices and other useful information for elliptic complexes it is necessary to
have an elliptic theory for single operators because essential questions lead
to the sequence of Laplacians� In this chapter we give explicitly applications
to the complexes on manifolds with edges� In order to arrange the theory
of elliptic complexes in a way which looks like a canonical extension of the
smooth case we emphasise those symbolic levels the bijectivity of which is
necessary and su�cient for the Fredholm property� In other words we dis�
tinguish a system of adequate principal symbols with internal compatibility
conditions� which determines the structure of the operators on a manifold
with edges modulo regular ones� These are just Green operators� As de�
scribed in the previous chapter� they are smoothing in the interior and map
distributions to functions with asymptotics close to the edges� We prove
an analogue of the Hodge decomposition and establish a general result on
the asymptotics of harmonic sections� Then we discuss external products
of elliptic complexes� which lead to higher singularities of the underlying
manifolds� For instance� if X is a manifold with conical singularities� then
the topological cone over X has a natural C� structure with corners� It is
important for the concept of ellipticity that external multiplication of Fred�
holm complexes leads again to Fredholm complexes over the direct product�
A corresponding abstract result for Fredholm complexes of Fr�echet spaces
may be found in the literature� cf� Grothendieck �Gro	��� Mantlik �Man�	��
etc� Here we reproduce another independent argument which applies also to

�
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more general cases� Complexes of di�erential operators on manifolds with
singularities were also studied by other authors� see Teleman �Tel��� Tel
���
Cheeger �Che
�� Che
��� et al� However� these papers deal with geometric
complexes and the analysis of the operators remains obscure in the sense of
parametrix construction on the symbol level and of the nature of associated
classes of pseudodi�erential operators� This gap was �lled by Shaw �Sha
��
and Schulze �Sch

a� for manifolds with conical singularities� Let us also
mention that elliptic complexes of boundary value problems were treated by
Dynin �Dyn��� and Pillat and Schulze �PS
��� In this chapter we develop
the theory for manifolds with edges�

��� Fredholm quasicomplexes

In the category of Fr�echet spaces� a complex �L� d� is given by a sequence
of Fr�echet spaces Li� i � Z� and continuous linear mappings di � Li � Li��

such that di 
 di�� � �� We will write it simply L when no confusion can
arise� A complex L is said to be �nite if all the Li are of �nite dimension�
elementary if there exists an index i� such that Li � � unless i � i�� i� � �
di being an isomorphism� and bounded if Li � � for jij large enough� When
considering bounded complexes we can certainly assume that Li � � for i
di�erent from �� � � � � � N � for if not� we shift the indexing� Let Z i�L� and
Bi�L� stand for the spaces of cocycles and coboundaries of a complex L at
step i �Z� The quotient H i�L� � Z i�L��Bi�L� is called the cohomology of
L at step i� It is separated if and only if Bi�L� is a closed subspace of Li� If
such is not the case� one often considers the so�called reduced cohomology of
L at step i� that is �H i�L� � Z i�L��Bi�L�� Finite complexes are objects of
homological algebra� There is a more general class of complexes of Fr�echet
spaces� which are almost as easy to be handled as �nite complexes� These
are Fredholm complexes� i�e�� those complexes L of Fr�echet spaces which
have a �nite�dimensional �and hence separated� cohomology at every step
i �Z� In particular� any elliptic complex of pseudodi�erential operators on
a C� compact closed manifold is known to induce Fredholm complexes of
Sobolev spaces or spaces of C� sections of vector bundles� The ellipticity
here is controlled by the sequence of principal symbols which inherits the
property of being a complex�

We note that the complexes� so de�ned� are cochain complexes� i�e��
their di�erentials have degree � with respect to the grading� We will also
deal with chain complexes� i�e�� those with di�erentials of degree � with
respect to the grading�

Replacing the relations di 
di�� � � by requiring di 
di�� to be �small�
operators yields what will be referred to as a quasicomplex� As but one
example of this we show the sequence of covariant di�erentiations related
to a connection of a vector bundle V over a C� manifold �cf� for instance
�Wel��� Ch� ���� In this case the compositions di 
 di�� are identi�ed with
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the curvature of the connection� which is a smooth di�erential form of de�
gree � with values in the endomorphisms of V � From the point of view of
analysis� quasicomplexes seem to be much more natural objects than com�
plexes� Indeed� �small� perturbations of Fredholm operators do not a�ect
the Fredholm property� In particular� perturbing a single Fredholm operator
by compact operators leads to a Fredholm operator� It would be desirable
to have the same property for Fredholm complexes but most of the per�
turbations lead out the class of �complexes�� For example� perturbing an
elliptic complex by lower order terms does not change the sequence of prin�
cipal symbols which remains to be exact away from the zero section of the
cotangent bundle� However� the operators no longer satisfy di 
 di�� � ��
and so the standard theory does not apply to the deformed complex� We
are thus lead to a class of sequences L � �Li� di�i�Zbearing the property
that the compositions di 
 di�� are small in some sense�

De	nition �
�
� By a �cochain� quasicomplex �L� d� is meant any se�
quence of Fr�echet spaces Li� i �Z� and operators di � L�Li� Li��� satisfying
di 
 di�� � � modulo compact operators�

The composition di 
 di�� is said to be the curvature of a quasicomplex
�L� d� at step i�

Denote by K�L� !L� the subspace of L�L� !L� consisting of compact op�
erators� For m��m� � L�L� !L�� we write m� � m� if m� �m� � K�L� !L��

Let �L� d� and �!L� !d� be two quasicomplexes� By a cochain mapping
of �L� d� into �!L� !d� is meant any collection of operators mi � L�Li� !Li��
i � Z� such that !dimi � mi��di for all i � Z� In particular� the families
� � ��Li�i�Zand  � �Li�i�Zare cochain mappings of �L� d� into itself� and
so are all their compact perturbations�

Cochain mappings �m���
i �i�Zand �m

���
i �i�Zof �L� d� into �!L� !d� are said

to be homotopic if there is a collection hi � L�Li� !Li���� i � Z� such that
m

���
i �m

���
i � !di��hi � hi��di for all i �Z�

The task is now to introduce the concept of a Fredholm quasicomplex�
Recall that an operator d � L�L� !L� in Fr�echet spaces is Fredholm if and
only if its image in the Calkin algebra L�L� !L��K�L� !L� is invertible� Thus�
the idea is to pass in a given quasicomplex to quotients modulo spaces of
compact operators and require exactness� To this end� we make use of a
functor �� studied by Putinar �Put
���

For Fr�echet spaces L and &� set ���L� � L�&� L��K�&� L�� Moreover�
given any d � L�L� !L�� we de�ne ���d� � L����L�� ���!L�� by the formula

���d� �m�K�&� L�� � dm�K�&� !L�

for m � L�&� L�� Clearly� this operator is well�de�ned� It is easily seen
that ���d�d�� � ���d�����d�� for all d� � L�L�� L�� and d� � L�L�� L���
If L is the identity operator on L� then ���L� is the identity operator on
���L�� These remarks show that �� is a covariant functor in the category of
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Fr�echet spaces� The crucial fact is that �� vanishes on compact operators�
for every Fr�echet space &� Conversely� if d � L�L� !L� and ���d� � � for any
Fr�echet space &� then d � K�L� !L�� Indeed� taking & � L� we deduce from
the equality

�L�d� �L �K�L�L�� � d�K�L� !L�

� K�L� !L�

that d � K�L� !L��
Note that if �L� d� is an arbitrary quasicomplex� then ����L�� ���d��

is a complex� for each Fr�echet space &� Thus� the functor �� transforms
quasicomplexes into ordinary complexes� Furthermore� cochain mappings
of quasicomplexes transform under �� into cochain mappings of complexes�
and �� preserves the homotopy classes of cochain mappings�

De	nition �
�
� A quasicomplex �L� d� is called Fredholm if the com�
plex ����L�� ���d�� is exact� for each Fr�echet space &�

Let �L� d� and �L� !d� be two quasicomplexes� such that di � !di for all
i � Z� Then the complexes ����L�� ���d�� and ����L�� ��� !d�� coincide�
for every Fr�echet space &� Therefore� �L� d� and �L� !d� are simultaneously
Fredholm� In other words� any compact perturbation of a Fredholm quasi�
complex is a Fredholm quasicomplex�

Theorem �
�
� A bounded above quasicomplex �L� d� is Fredholm if and
only if the identity mapping of �L� d� is homotopic to the zero one�

This theorem goes back at least as far as Putinar �Put
�� wherein the
designation �essential complexes� is used for what we call �quasicomplexes�
here�

Proof
 Necessity� Let �L� d� be Fredholm and bounded above� i�e��
Li � � for all but i � N � Our goal is to show that there are operators
�i � L�Li� Li���� i �Z� such that

di���i � �i��di � Li � ci �	���

for all i �Z� where ci � K�Li��

Set �i � � for all integers i � N � If i � N � then from the exactness of
the complex ����L�� ���d��� & � LN � at step N if follows that there is an
operator �N � L�LN � LN��� such that dN���N � LN � Denoting by cN the
di�erence LN � dN���N � we thus get cN � K�LN ��

We now proceed by induction� Suppose we have already found map�
pings

�i� �i��� � � � �
ci� ci��� � � � �
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such that the equality �	��� is satis�ed at steps i� i�� � � �� for some i � N �
Note that

di�� �Li�� � �idi��� � di�� � �Li � ci � �i��di� di��

� cidi�� � �i��didi��

� �

in virtue of �	���� From the exactness of ����L�� ���d��� & � Li��� at
step i�  if follows that there exists an operator �i�� � L�Li��� Li��� such
that di���i�� � Li�� � �idi��� Setting ci�� � Li�� � �idi�� � di���i��� we
obtain ci�� � K�Li��� and �	��� ful�lled at step i � � This establishes
the existence of solutions �i� ci to �	��� for each i �Z� i�e�� the homotopy
between the identity and zero cochain mappings of �L� d��

Su�ciency� If the identity mapping  � �Li�i�Zis homotopic to the
zero mapping � � ��Li�i�Zon �L� d�� then the identity mapping on the
cohomology H i����L�� ���d�� vanishes for all i � Z� In other words� the
complex ����L�� ���d�� is exact for each Fr�echet space &� as required�

�

Any solution �i � L�Li� Li���� i � Z� to �	��� is called a parametrix
of the quasicomplex �L� d�� Thus� Theorem 	��� just amounts to saying
that a bounded above quasicomplex is Fredholm if and only if it possesses
a parametrix� We will be mainly interested in those parametrices �L� ��
which themselves are �chain� quasicomplexes� Obviously� a quasicomplex
�L� �� is a parametrix of �L� d� if and only if �L� d� is a parametrix of �L� ���

A standard way of constructing parametrices for Fredholm quasicom�
plexes is to reduce the matter to a single Fredholm operator� Recall that
an operator d � L � !L between Hilbert spaces is Fredholm if and only if
both Laplacians d�d � L�L�� dd� � L�!L� are Fredholm operators� d� being
the Hilbert adjoint� In Fr�echet spaces� the adjoint is no longer available�
however� we can generalise this in the following way� In order that an op�
erator d � L�L� !L� be Fredholm it is necessary and su�cient that there
be an operator � � L�L� !L� such that both �d � L�L� and d� � L�!L� are
Fredholm� Thus� � substitutes the adjoint while �d and d� substitute the
Laplacians d�d and dd�� respectively� By choosing a suitable � it is some�
times possible to attain either of �d and d� to be of �good� structure� If g�
is a left parametrix of �d� then g�� is a left parametrix of d� and if g� is a
right parametrix of d�� then �g� is a right parametrix of d�

To extend this idea to quasicomplexes� the basic algebraic ingredient
is the concept of an associated quasicomplex� More precisely� given two
quasicomplexes

�L� d� � � � � �� Li�� di��
�� Li di�� � � � �

�L� �� � � � � �� Li�� �i�� Li �i��
�� � � � �

�	����

we say that �L� �� is an associated quasicomplex for �L� d� if all the operators
%i � di���i � �i��di� i � Z� are Fredholm� The operators %i � L�Li��
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i � Z� are obvious generalisations of the Laplace operators from Hodge
theory� Vice versa� if �L� �� is an associated quasicomplex for �L� d�� then
�L� d� is an associated quasicomplex for �L� ��� Since compact operators
form an ideal in the algebra of all bounded operators and single Fredholm
operators are stable under compact perturbations� we deduce at once that
associated quasicomplexes survive under compact perturbations� Moreover�
the availability of an associated quasicomplex is equivalent to the existence
of a special parametrix�

Theorem �
�
� In order that a quasicomplex �L� d� have a parametrix
being a quasicomplex it is necessary and su�cient that �L� d� possess an
associated complex�

Proof
 Necessity� Indeed� if a quasicomplex �L� �� is a parametrix of
�L� d�� then it is an associated quasicomplex for �L� d�� too� which is clear
from �	����

Su�ciency� This follows by the same method as in �AB��� Section ���
Fix an associated quasicomplex �L� �� for �L� d�� By de�nition�

%i � di���i � �i��di

is a Fredholm operator for each i �Z� Moreover� we have

di%i � %i��di�
�i%i � %i���i�

�	����

so that the sequence of %i de�nes an endomorphism of both quasicomplexes
�L� d� and �L� �� modulo compact operators� Now� we can �nd a parametrix
gi � L�Li� for %i so that

gi%i � �
%igi � �

�	����

for each i � Z� Multiplying �	���� on the left by gi�� and on the right by
gi� we then obtain

gi��di � digi�
gi���i � �igi

�	��	�

for any i �Z� We now claim that �i � gi���i is the required parametrix for
L� Indeed�

�i�i�� � gi��gi���i�i��

� ��

the �rst relation being due to �	��	�� On the other hand� invoking �	��	�
and �	���� we get

di���i � �i��di � di��gi���i � gi�i��di

� gidi���i � gi�i��di

� gi%i

� �
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and so di���i � �i��di �  � ci with ci compact� The proof is complete�
�

Theorem 	��� shows� given any Fredholm quasicomplex �L� d�� that if
f � Li satis�es dif � �� then f � cif�di���if � where �L� �� is a parametrix
for �L� d� as in �	���� In other words the operator di�� has a right inverse
�i on Z i�L� modulo compact operators� However� since the compositions
didi�� need not vanish for a quasicomplex L� the range of di�� no longer lies
in Z i�L�� It follows that the usual cohomology does not make sense for L�
The question on a proper substitute of the cohomology for quasicomplexes
seems to be very subtle�

Example �
�
� Take an exact complex �L� d�� Perturb the operator
di in this complex by a compact operator %di � L�Li� Li���� What we
obtain in this way� is a Fredholm quasicomplex� the operator at step i being
di � %di� Given f � Li� the equation di��u � f is solvable if and only
if dif � �� To achieve this equality for an f satisfying �di � %di�f � ��
we must impose additional conditions on f guaranteeing that %dif � ��
Hence it follows that the complement of Bi�L� in the space of cocycles of
the quasicomplex at step i is in�nite�dimensional unless the operator %di is
of �nite rank�

�

For quasicomplexes with curvatures of �nite rank a reasonable substi�
tute of the cohomology can be de�ned as follows� To have encompassed
the ranges of di��� let us look for a necessary condition of solvability of the
inhomogeneous equation di��u � f � If f � di��u for some u � Li��� then
dif should belong to the image of Li�� under the compact operator didi���
Thus� for every i � Z� we introduce the space of quasicocycles !Z i�L� of L
at step i to consist of all f � Li with the property that dif � didi��L

i��� It
is easy to see that !Z i�L� � Z i�L� � Bi�L�� the sum being non�direct� and
consequently Bi�L� � !Z i�L� for each i � Z�

Lemma �
�
� Let the curvature of L at step i is of �nite rank� Then�
!Z i�L� is a closed subspace of Li�

Proof
 As the operator didi�� is of �nite rank� there are elements
u�� � � � � uJ � Li�� such that didi��u�� � � � � didi��uJ are linearly independent
and span the range of didi��� If f � !Z i�L�� then dif �

PJ
j�� cj didi��uj�

the coe�cients cj � C depending continuously on f � Hence it follows that

f � f� �
JX
j��

cj di��uj �	����

where f� � Z i�L�� The di�erentials di��u�� � � � � di��uJ are linearly indepen�

dent and d
�PJ

j�� cj di��uj

�
�� � unless c� � � � � � cJ � �� since otherwise
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the system didi��u�� � � � � didi��uJ be linearly dependent� Thus� the decom�
position �	���� induces a topological isomorphism

!Z i�L� �� Z i�L�� C J

via f �� f� � �c�� � � � � cJ�� the space Z i�L� � C J being equipped with the
product topology� To complete the proof it remains to note that Z i�L� is a
closed subspace of Li� and consequently Z i�L�� C J is complete�

�

We always regard !Z i�L� and Bi�L� as subspaces of Li with the induced
topology� The quotient

!H i�L� �
!Z i�L�

Bi�L�

�
Z i�L� �Bi�L�

Bi�L�
�	����

is said to be the quasicohomology of L at step i� It is endowed with the
quotient topology� By Example 	��	� the quasicohomology of a Fredholm
quasicomplex may be in�nite�dimensional� if arbitrary compact curvature is
allowed� However� any Fredholm quasicomplex whose curvature is of �nite
rank bears a �nite�dimensional quasicohomology�

Theorem �
�
� Suppose L is a Fredholm quasicomplex whose curvature
at steps i and i�  is of �nite rank� Then�

� dim !H i�L� ���
�� Bi�L� is closed in Li� and
�� !Z i�L� is a topological direct factor of Li�

Proof
 The proof is a slight modi�cation of the proof of Proposition ��	
in �AB���� Let �L� �� be a parametrix for �L� �� so that �	��� take place
with ci � L�Li� compact� For u � Li� we have

� � ci � �i��di�u � di���iu

whence � � ci � �i��di�Li � Bi�L�� In particular� � ci � �i��di restricts
to a mapping !Z i�L�� !Z i�L��

We claim that the restriction of ci � �i��di is a compact operator in
!Z i�L�� To prove this� pick a bounded set � in !Z i�L�� By �	����� there are
bounded sets �� in Z i�L� and ��� in Li�� such that � � ��� di���

��� the sum
of two subsets in Li being understood element�wise� Therefore� we have

�ci � �i��di� � � ci � � �i��di ��
� � di���

���

� ci � � �i��didi�� �
��

because di vanishes on ��� Since both ci and didi�� are compact operators�
the image of � under ci and the image of ��� under �i��didi�� are relatively
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compact subsets of Li� then so is their sum� We thus deduce that the image
of � under ci � �i��di lies in a relatively compact subset of Li� It follows
that this image is a relatively compact subset of !Z i�L�� for this subspace is
closed by Lemma 	���� Hence� ci � �i��di restricts to a compact operator
in !Z i�L��

We can now assert that � ci��i��di is a Fredholm operator in !Z i�L��
and so � � ci � �i��di� !Z i�L� is closed and of �nite codimension in !Z i�L��
The same is then true of Bi�L� and� as !Z i�L� is closed in Li� we deduce �
and ���

To prove ��� we consider the mapping

Ti � !Z
i�L� �Bi���L�� Li

given by Ti �f � F � � f � �i��F � Then imTi � im� � ci� and so imTi is
closed and of �nite codimension� Also we have

�� ci�� � �i��di���F � di�i��F

� diTi �f � F �� dif

� diTi �f � F ��
PJ

j�� cj didi��uj�

the last equality being a consequence of �	����� Thus� Ti �f � F � � �
implies that the image of F under the mapping � ci�� � �i��di�� belongs
to the �nite�dimensional subspace didi��L

i�� of Li��� As the restriction of
� ci����i��di�� to !Z i���L� is a Fredholm operator� we conclude that the
space of all F � Bi���L� satisfying Ti �f � F � � � is of �nite dimension�
However� Ti �f � F � � � yields f � ��i��F showing that the null�space of
Ti is �nite�dimensional� Thus� Ti is a Fredholm operator� and it induces an
isomorphism �algebraic and hence topological because all spaces are Fr�echet�
of

!Z i�L��
Bi���L�

���i��

�
!Z i�L�

�
�Bi���L�

onto a closed subspace of �nite codimension &i in Li� If &i� denotes a
complement of &i� it follows that

�i��B
i���L�

!Z i�L� � �i��Bi���L�
� &i�

is a complement of !Z i�L� in Li� This proves ���
�

We now return to general Fredholm quasicomplexes� As mentioned
above� any single Fredholm operator d � L�L� !L� can be thought of as a

Fredholm quasicomplex �� L
d
� !L� �� Conversely� to each quasicomplex

�L� d� possessing an associated quasicomplex there corresponds a sequence
of Fredholm operators %i � di���i��i��di� They are not canonically de�ned
by �L� d� itself and depend also on the choice of an associated quasicomplex
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�L� ��� To avoid purely technical details related to in�nite sums of Fr�echet
spaces� we restrict our attention to bounded quasicomplexes� Set L � �Li�
The operator % � �%i in L admits the factorisation % � �d� ��� modulo
compact operators� where

d �

�
BBBB�

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � �
� � � di�� � � � � �
� � � � di � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

�
CCCCA � � �

�
BBBB�

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
� � � � �i � � � �
� � � � � �i�� � � �
� � � � � � � � �
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

�
CCCCA

�	��
�
are continuous operators in L� Indeed� from the de�nition of a quasicomplex
it follows that both d� and �� vanish modulo compact operators� whence

�d� ��� � d� � �d

� %

as required� Since % is a Fredholm operator� so is d� �� Conversely� if d� �
is a Fredholm operators� then so is %� The index of d � � is a half of the
index of %� which is zero in many interesting cases� for instance� if � is a
parametrix of d� To get Fredholm operators of non�zero index� we split L
into the sum

L � Leven � Lodd�

with Leven � �L�i and Lodd � �L�i��� Let now

�d � ��e � Leven � Lodd�
�d � ��o � Lodd � Leven

denote the restrictions of d � � to Leven and Lodd� respectively�

Lemma �
�
� As de�ned above� the operators �d� ��e and �d� ��o are
Fredholm� and



�
ind% � ind �d � ��e � ind �d � ��o�

Proof
 Indeed� an easy computation shows that the operator d � � is
represented by the matrix

d � � �

�
� �d � ��o

�d � ��e �

�

with respect to the splitting L � Leven � Lodd� According to the above
remark�

�d� ��� �

�
�d� ��o�d� ��e �

� �d � ��e�d� ��o

�
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coincides with % modulo compact operators� This make it obvious that
both �d���e and �d���o are Fredholm operators� Furthermore� we deduce�
by the logarithmic property of the index� that

ind% � ind �d � ��o�d � ��e � ind �d � ��e�d � ��o

� � �ind �d � ��e � ind �d � ��o� �

and this is precisely the assertion of the lemma�
�

The operators �d � ��e and �d � ��o are actually Fredholm for each
parametrix �L� �� of �L� d�� not necessarily a quasicomplex� Indeed� we
have �d���� � ��� modulo K�L�� As �L� d� is bounded� we deduce easily
that the operator � is nilpotent� i�e�� some power of � vanishes� It follows
that  � �� is invertible� and so

� � ������d � ��� � �
�d � ���� � ����� � 

modulo K�L�� Hence d�� is a Fredholm operator on L� and analysis similar
to that in the proof of Lemma 	��
 shows that both �d � ��e and �d� ��o
are Fredholm�

Were �L� d� a Fredholm complex of Hilbert spaces with the associated
complex �L� d��� d�i being the adjoint of di� the Hodge theory would allow one
to conclude that the index of �d�d��e is equal to the Euler characteristic of
�L� d�� This gives a hint on a reasonable de�nition of the Euler characteristic
for Fredholm quasicomplexes� which might be � �L� d� � ind �d� ��e� What
is still lacking is an explicit description of the associated complex �L� �� to
be used�

Theorem �
�
� The index of �d���e does not depend on the particular
choice of the associated quasicomplex �L� �� with the property that di���i �
�i��di is linearly homotopic to Li modulo compact operators� for all i �Z�

Proof
 We �rst prove a reduced form of the theorem that the index of
�d� ��e is independent on the choice of a parametrix �L� �� for �L� d�� Let
�L� ����� and �L� ����� be any two parametrices of �L� d�� For t � ��� �� set

�
�t�
i � �� t�����i � t�

���
i � Then� �L� �

�t�� is easily seen to be a parametrix of
�L� d�� for any t� By the above� �d���t��e is a continuous family of Fredholm
operators on L� parametrised by t � ��� �� It follows that the index of
�d � ��t��e is independent of t� In particular� the indices of �d � �����e and
�d� �����e coincide� which is our claim�

Let now �L� �� be an arbitrary associated quasicomplex for �L� d�� such
that ��t�Li�t%i is a Fredholm operator on L for all t � ��� �� Denote by
�i � gi���i� i �Z� a parametrix of �L� d�� as is constructed in Theorem 	����
We shall have established the theorem if we prove that the index of �d� ��e
is equal to that of �d� ��e� For this purpose� consider the family

�
�t�
i � gi�� �� � t�Li � t%i� �i

� � � t��i � t�i
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of operators in L�Li� Li���� parametrised by t � ��� �� From �	��	� it

follows that �
�t�
i �

�t�
i�� � � for each i � Z� i�e�� �L� ��t�� is a quasicomplex�

Furthermore� all the operators

di���
�t�
i � �

�t�
i��di � � � t� �di���i � �i��di� � t �di���i � �i��di�

� � � t�Li � t%i

are� by assumption� Fredholm� for any t � ��� �� This means that �L� ��t�� is
an associated quasicomplex for �L� d�� According to Lemma 	��
� �d���t��e
is a continuous family of Fredholm operators on L� the parameter t varying
over ��� �� Hence the index of �d� ��t��e is independent of t � ��� �� and the
theorem follows�

�

As mentioned in the proof� any parametrix �L� �� of �L� d� meets the
condition of Theorem 	���� If �L� d� is a complex of Hilbert spaces� then
the adjoint complex �L� d�� satis�es the condition of Theorem 	���� Indeed�
in this case %i � di��d

�
i��� d�i di is a non�negative Fredholm operator in Li�

hence �� t�Li � t%i is Fredholm for all t � ��� ��
For a recent account of the theory of quasicomplexes of Banach spaces

we refer the reader to Ambrozie and Vasilescu �AV�	��

��� Elliptic quasicomplexes

We now want to study quasicomplexes of weighted Sobolev spaces over
a compact manifold with edges �M�S�� whose di�erentials belong to the
algebra of edge problems on M we constructed in Chapter �� Recall that
the analysis always takes place on an associated stretchedmanifoldM which
is a compact C� manifold with boundary� The boundary of M bears the
structure of a �bre bundle over S whose typical �bre is a compact closed
manifold X� Moreover the �bration of 	M gives rise to a �bration ofM in
a collar neighbourhood of the boundary� whose typical �bre is the stretched
cone �R��X�

Let we be given sequences of vector bundles �V i�i�Zand �W
i�i�Zover

M and S� respectively� Assume that both V i and W i are zero for all
but �nitely many i� Suppose that there is a sequence of pseudodi�erential
operators Ai � +mi�M� Vi�Vi���Wi�Wi��� wi� such that all compositions
Ai 
 Ai�� are well�de�ned� This means just the compatibility of weight
data wi � ��i� �i��� ��l� ��� in the sense that �i � �i�� �mi�� for all i� the
exponent � � �� being arbitrary� Then �Ai�i�Zcan be gathered together to
map as in the following sequence��

�L�A� � � � � ��
Hsi�� ��i���V i���

�
Hsi���W i���

Ai��
��

Hsi��i�V i�
�

Hsi�W i�

Ai�� � � � � �	����

�For simplicity we denote in this chapter Hs���M� V � by Hs���V �� not to be confused
with the weighted Sobolev space on V �
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with si � si�� �mi��� the exponent s� � s being chosen arbitrarily�
Recall that we have a distinguished class of �small� operators in the

calculus onM that are smoothing Green operators with asymptotics� Thus�
a sequence �L�A� of edge problems onM is said to be a quasicomplex if

AiAi�� � +
���M� Vi���Vi���Wi���Wi��� wi 
 wi��� �	�����

for all i �Z� By Theorem ���
� the composition Ai 
Ai�� of any two oper�
ators in a quasicomplex is compact� Hence the de�nition of a quasicomplex
of edge problems speci�es that given in the preceding section�

Associated with the sequence �	���� are the sequences of principal in�
terior and edge symbols� The �rst of these is a sequence of bundle homo�
morphisms over the compressed cotangent bundle ofM� namely

b�m�L�A� � � � � �� ��V i��
b�mi�� �Ai���

�� ��V i
b�mi �Ai�
�� � � � �	�����

where � � bT �M � M stands for the canonical projection� The second
sequence consists of homomorphisms of Hilbert bundles over the cotangent
bundle of S�

�medge�L�A� � � � � �� ��
H i�� � V i��

S

�
W i��

�
mi��
edge �Ai���
�� ��

H i � V i
S

�
W i

�
mi
edge�Ai�
�� � � � �

�	�����
where H i � Hsi��i�F������ and � � T �S � S is the canonical projection�

If �L�A� is a quasicomplex� then it follows from �	����� and the mul�
tiplicative property of a symbol mapping that both �	����� and �	����� are
complexes� Loosely speaking� the complex �	����� controls the usual ellip�
ticity on the �smooth� part of M up to the edges� On the other hand� the
complex �	����� controls the contribution of potential and trace conditions
on S to compensate the lack of ellipticity in the directions normal to the
edges�

De	nition �
�
� A quasicomplex �L�A� is called elliptic if the asso�
ciated symbol sequences �	����� and �	����� are exact apart from the zero
sections of the corresponding cotangent bundles�

A single elliptic edge problem A � +m�M� V� !V�W� !W�w� is a simple
example of an elliptic quasicomplex� Further examples are given by geo�
metric complexes on a manifold with edges to be discussed in a forthcoming
paper�

The symbol sequence �	����� is irrelevant to the particular choice of
s and � in �	����� This is not the case for the symbol sequence �	�����
including both s and �� The analysis of elliptic complexes on a manifold with
conical singularities makes it obvious that the exactness of �	����� depends
essentially on � �cf� Schulze �Sch

a�� Melrose �Mel���� etc�� However� it is
independent of the choice of s�
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Lemma �
�
� If the sequence of principal edge symbols �	����� is exact
for any one s � s�� then it is exact for all s � R�

Proof
 We give the proof only for those quasicomplexes which are el�
liptic in the interior ofM up to the boundary� This setting will be su�cient
for our applications�

The proof is embedded in the context of elliptic complexes on the in�
�nite stretched cone �R� � X over a smooth compact closed manifold X�
Indeed� if localised at a point �y� 
� � T �S� 
 �� �� the sequence �	�����
becomes

� � � ��
H i��
y � V i��

S�y

�
W i��

y

�
mi��
edge �Ai����y���

��
H i
y � V i

S�y

�
W i

y

�
mi
edge�Ai��y���
�� � � � � �	���	�

where

H i
y � Hsi��i�F���y��

� Hsi��i��R��X��

The �bres V i
S�y and W i

y are �nite�dimensional vector spaces whose di�
mensions ki and li are the ranks of the bundles V i

S and W i� respectively�
Choosing local frames for these bundles near y� we identify V i

S�y and W i
y

with C ki and C li � respectively�
For �xed �y� 
� � T �S n f�g� we denote by ai the upper left corner of

�mi

edge�Ai��y� 
�� Under the above identi�cation� this is an element of the

algebra +mi��R��X� C ki � C ki�� � wi� over the in�nite stretched cone �R��X�
where we write C ki instead of ��R��X� � C ki for short� Since �	���	� is a
complex� we conclude that

� � � �� Hsi����i����R��X�ki��
ai��
�� Hsi��i��R��X�ki

ai�� � � � �	�����

is a quasicomplex of Hilbert spaces� whose curvature is a Green operator of
�nite rank at each step i �Z�

It is easy to see that �	���	� is a Fredholm complex if and only if �	�����
is a Fredholm quasicomplex� In fact� if ��i�i�Zis a parametrix for �	������
then �

�i �
� �

�
i�Z

�	�����

is a parametrix for �	���	��
The schema of the proof of the lemma is as follows� Suppose �	���	�

is exact for some s � s�� Then �	����� is a Fredholm quasicomplex� for
s � s�� From this we deduce that �	����� is actually an elliptic quasicomplex�
the ellipticity referring to the algebra of pseudodi�erential operators over
�R� �X� It follows that �	����� has a parametrix within the algebra� We
can then transfer the parametrix to the complex �	���	�� as explained above�
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and deduce from the mapping properties of this parametrix� by a standard
procedure� that the cohomology of �	���	� is independent of the particular
choice of s� Consequently� �	���	� is exact for all values of s�

Recall that elliptic quasicomplexes �	����� in the algebra over �R��X
are characterised by the following four symbol sequences

� � � �� C ki��

b�
mi��
Ft�x

�ai���

�� C ki
b�

mi
Ft�x

�ai�

�� � � � �

� � � �� Hsi���X�ki��
�M�ai����z�i����i����

�� Hsi�X�ki
�M�ai��z�i����i��

�� � � � �

� � � �� C ki��
��Ft�exit

�ai���
�� C ki

��Ft�exit
�ai�

�� � � � �

� � � �� C ki��
�
mi��
Ft

��Ft�exit
�ai���

�� C ki
�
mi
Ft

��Ft�exit
�ai�

�� � � � �
�	���
�

the �rst of these being exact over bT ���R��X� n f�g� the second one being
exact for all z � "�� � the third one being exact over all of T

��R��X�� and
the fourth one being exact away from the zero section of T ��R��X�� We
thus see that merely the complex of conormal symbols in �	���
� includes
s via si � s � m� � � � � � mi��� On the other hand� the exactness of the
other three complexes in �	���
� follows automatically from the exactness of
�	����� in much the same way as in the proof of Theorem �����

Note that the di�erentials of the second complex in �	���
� are matrices
of classical pseudodi�erential operators on X� a C� compact closed mani�
fold� From the compatibility of the principal interior and conormal symbols
we see that this complex is elliptic whenever the �rst complex �	���
� is
exact for all ��� x� �� �� � bT ���R��X�nf�g� Hence it follows that the coho�
mology of the second complex �	���
� is independent on the Sobolev spaces
where it is evaluated� i�e�� on s�

For a fuller treatment of elliptic complexes on a manifold with conical
points we refer the reader to Section �� in Schulze �Sch

a�� The only
fact from this theory we need here is that the exactness of the complex of
conormal symbols is necessary for the Fredholm property of �	����� for any
one s � s��

We are now in a position to �nish the proof� Let �	���	� be exact for
some s � R� Then� �	����� is an elliptic quasicomplex� Consequently� �	�����
possesses a parametrix within the calculus� i�e�� there is a sequence

�i � +
�mi����R��X� C

ki � C ki�� � w��i���� i �Z�

such that

ai���i � �i��ai �  mod +����R��X� C ki � w��i 
 wi��

for all i� Now �	����� yields a parametrix of �	���	� which behaves properly
in the weighted Sobolev spaces on �R��X� This completes the proof�

�
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Let us apply cochain mappings of quasicomplexes to reduce the weights
in the weighted Sobolev spaces entered into �	����� To this end� �x� for each
i �Z� a pair of elliptic edge problems onM�

Ri � +�i�M� Vi� !Vi�Wi� !Wi� ��i� �� ��l� �����

R
����
i � +��i�M� !Vi�Vi� !Wi�Wi� ��� �i� ��l� �����

such that R����
i is a parametrix of Ri� The existence of a large number of

such pairs is guaranteed by Theorems ����� and ������ Set

!Ai � Ri��AiR
����
i �	�����

and consider the diagram

�L�A� � � � � ��
Hsi����i���V i���

�
Hsi���W i���

Ai��
��

Hsi��i�V i�
�

Hsi�W i�

Ai�� � � �

x��R����

��yR x��R
����
i��

��yRi��

x��R����
i

��yRi

�!L� !A� � � � � ��
Hs����� !V i���

�

Hs�� � !W i���

�Ai��
��

Hs����� !V i�
�

Hs�� � !W i�

�Ai�� � � � �

�	�����
The operators !Ai are de�ned so as to make this diagram commutative mod�
ulo smoothing Green operators onM�

Theorem �
�
� As de�ned above� the sequence �!L� !A� is an elliptic qua�
sicomplex� Moreover� the diagram �	����� establishes an isomorphism of
quasicomplexes �L�A� and �!L� !A� modulo smoothing Green operators�

Proof
 From �	����� we conclude that

!Ai � +
��M� !Vi� !Vi��� !Wi� !Wi��� ��� �� ��l� ����

and

!Ai
!Ai�� � Ri��AiAi��R

����
i�� �Ri��Ai

�
R

����
i Ri � 

�
Ai��R

����
i�� �

which makes it obvious that �!L� !A� is a quasicomplex with entries in the
pseudodi�erential calculus onM� Moreover� combining Theorem ���� with
equalities ������� yields

b��� !Ai� � b��i���Ri���b�mi�Ai�
�
b��i�Ri�

���
�

��edge�
!Ai� � �

�i��

edge�Ri����
mi

edge�Ai�
�
��iedge�Ri�

���
�

and so a trivial veri�cation shows that the quasicomplex �!L� !A� is ellip�
tic�
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The quasicomplexes �L�A� and �!L� !A� are actually isomorphic modulo
smoothing Green operators� Indeed� multiplying �	����� on the right by
Ri� we obtain !AiRi � Ri��Ai modulo smoothing Green operators� for each
i �Z� showing that R � �Ri�i�Zis a cochain mapping of �L�A� into �

!L� !A��
The inverse of this mapping modulo smoothing Green operators is given by

R���� �
�
R����

i

�
i�Z
� and the proof is complete�

�

Our next concern will be the Fredholm property of elliptic quasicom�
plexes and the parametrix construction within the pseudodi�erential calcu�
lus onM� By a parametrix of a quasicomplex �L�A� we mean any sequence
of edge problems Pi � +

�mi���M� Vi�Vi���Wi�Wi��� w��i���� i �Z� such that

Ai��Pi � Pi��Ai �  � Si �	����

for all i �Z� where Si � +
���M� Vi�Wi� w��i 
wi�� In other words� �Pi�i�Z

is a cochain homotopy between the identity and a smoothing Green endo�
morphisms of �L�A��

Corollary �
�
� Let !Pi � Ri��PiR
����
i � for i � Z� Then� �Pi�i�Zis a

parametrix of �L�A� if and only if
�
!Pi

�
i�Z

is a parametrix of �!L� !A��

Proof
 Indeed�

!Ai��
!Pi � !Pi��

!Ai � Ri

�
Ai��R

����
i�� Ri��Pi � Pi��R

����
i�� Ri��Ai

�
R

����
i

� Ri �Ai��Pi � Pi��Ai�R
����
i �

the last equality being modulo smoothing Green operators� As Ri is in�
vertible modulo smoothing Green operators� the inverse being R����

i � this
proves the corollary�

�

We are left with the task of constructing parametrices for those elliptic
quasicomplexes �	���� whose di�erentials are given by operators of order
zero onM� The advantage of using such a reduction lies in the fact that we
can invoke the sequence of Laplacians for the study of �!L� !A�� For general
quasicomplexes onM� the Laplacians are not available within the calculus
because the formal adjoint acts in the weighted Sobolev spaces of opposite
weights� Thus� it can be identi�ed with the adjoint in the sense of Hilbert
spaces only for operators of order zero acting in Sobolev spaces of weight
zero�

Lemma �
�
� A quasicomplex �!L� !A� of edge problems of order zero is
elliptic if and only if the Laplacian

!%i � !Ai��
!A�
i�� � !A�

i
!Ai �	�����

is an elliptic operator in +��M� !Vi� !Wi� ��� �� ��l� ���� at each step i �Z�
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Proof
 Indeed� the ellipticity of !%i means that every of the principal
symbols

b��� !%i� � �� !V i � �� !V i�

��edge� !%i� � ��
Hs���F������� !V i

S

�
!W i

� ��
Hs���F������� !V i

S

�
!W i

is an isomorphism away from the zero section of the corresponding cotangent
bundle� Moreover� being an isomorphism for the edge symbol is independent
on the particular choice of s� we take s � �� By Theorem ����� we get

b��� !%i� � b��� !Ai���
�
b��� !Ai���

��
�
�
b��� !Ai�

��
b��� !Ai��

��edge�
!%i� � ��edge�

!Ai���
�
��edge�

!Ai���
��
�
�
��edge�

!Ai�
��

��edge�
!Ai��

�	�����
the �asterisk� indicating the formal adjoint in the cone algebra� Further�
Lemma 	���� shows that the complex of principal edge symbols ��edge�

!L� !A�
can be equally evaluated in the spaces

��
H����F������� !V i

S

�
!W i

�

Under this choice� the formal adjoints
�
��edge�

!Ai�
��
in �	����� coincide with

the adjoints in the sense of Hilbert spaces� Now the required conclusion is a
consequence of the well�known algebraic fact that for a complex of Hilbert
spaces

� � �� Li�� di��
� Li di� � � �

to be exact at step i it is necessary and su�cient that %i � di��d
�
i�� � d�i di

be an isomorphism of Li�
�

The principal signi�cance of the lemma is in the assertion that the
formal adjoint of an elliptic quasicomplex of edge problems of order zero
on M is an associated quasicomplex� Thus� we can adopt the schema of
Atiyah and Bott �AB��� to construct a parametrix for �!L� !A��

Theorem �
�
� Each elliptic quasicomplex of edge problems on M has
a parametrix being a quasicomplex�

Proof
 Combining Theorem 	���� and Lemma 	���	 we conclude that
all the Laplacians �	����� are elliptic operators� Since !Ai

!Ai�� is a smooth�
ing Green operator� so is !A�

i��
!A�
i � � !Ai

!Ai����� for each i � Z� Therefore�
we get

!Ai
!%i � !%i��

!Ai�
!A�
i��
!%i � !%i��

!A�
i��

�	�����
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modulo smoothing Green operators� In other words� the sequence of !%i

de�nes an endomorphism of both �!L� !A� and �!L� !A�� modulo smoothing
Green operators� By Theorem ������ we can �nd a parametrix

!Gi � +
��M� !Vi� !Wi� ��� �� ��l� ����

for !%i� so that

!Gi !%i �  � +���M� !Vi� !Wi� ��� �� ��l� �����
!%i
!Gi �  � +���M� !Vi� !Wi� ��� �� ��l� �����

�	���	�

for each i �Z� Multiplying �	����� on the left by !Gi�� and on the right by
!Gi� we obtain

!Gi�� !Ai � !Ai
!Gi�

!Gi�� !A�
i�� � !A�

i��
!Gi

�	�����

modulo smoothing Green operators� for any i � Z� We now claim that
!Pi � !Gi�� !A�

i�� is a parametrix for �!L� !A� which is actually a quasicomplex�
Indeed�

!Pi
!Pi�� � !Gi�� !Gi�� !A

�
i��

!A�
i

� �

modulo smoothing Green operators� the �rst relation being due to �	������
On the other hand� invoking �	����� and �	���	� we get

!Ai��
!Pi � !Pi��

!Ai � !Ai��
!Gi�� !A

�
i�� � !Gi !A

�
i
!Ai

� !Gi !Ai��
!A�
i�� � !Gi !A

�
i
!Ai

� !Gi !%i

� 

modulo smoothing Green operators� as required�
To complete the proof it su�ces to use Corollary 	���� according to

which Pi � R
����
i��

!PiRi� i �Z� is exactly what we need�
�

Theorems 	���� and 	��� may be summarised by saying that every
elliptic quasicomplex is Fredholm� The method of proof carries over to
those sequences �	���� which meet a weaker condition than �	������ namely

b�mi�mi���AiAi��� � ��

�
mi�mi��

edge �AiAi��� � �

for all i� By Theorem ���
� these are still quasicomplexes in the sense of
De�nition 	��� The concept of ellipticity still applies to such sequences�
and an analogue of Theorem ���
 gives a parametrix within the calculus�
now merely modulo operators of order ��

The question arises of whether the ellipticity is necessary for the Fred�
holm property of a quasicomplex of edge problems onM�
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Theorem �
�
� For s � � � ��n
�
� the Fredholm property of �	���� im�

plies the ellipticity of this quasicomplex�

Proof
 The proof of the theorem lies beyond the range of this paper�
We only give the main ideas�

Let �L�A� be a Fredholm quasicomplex of edge problems on M as in
�	����� with s � � � ��n

�
� Starting with complexes of principal symbols

�	����� and �	������ we construct a complex �L� !A� of edge problems onM�
such that

b�mi� !Ai� � b�mi�Ai��

�mi

edge�
!Ai� � �mi

edge�Ai�

for each i � Z� As !Ai and Ai di�er by compact operators� we deduce at
once that the complex �L� !A� is Fredholm�

To reduce �L� !A� to a complex of edge problems of order zero� we make
use of a diagram similar to �	������ Namely� we take as Ri the order
reductions ensured by Theorem ������ Ri being of order � �

��n
� � Then the

complex at the bottom of �	����� corresponds to the smoothness � and the
weight ���n

�
�

We now set H��� ��n
� ��R� � X� to be the reference space� so that the

dual spaces and formal adjoints will be de�ned with respect to the scalar
product in H��� ��n

� ��R��X�� Under this shift of weights� we can introduce
the Laplacians �	����� to act in the spaces of weight ���n

�
� For the reduced

complex� the Fredholm property proves to be equivalent to the Fredholm
property of all the Laplacians�

For single edge problems of order � in H��� ��n
� �M� V i� � H��S�W i��

the Fredholm property just amounts to the ellipticity� By Lemma 	���	 and
Theorem 	���� we can then assert that �L� !A� is an elliptic complex�

Finally� since the sequences of principal symbols are the same for �L�A�
and �L� !A�� it follows that the quasicomplex �L�A� is elliptic� too� This is
the desired conclusion�

�

We �nish this section by deriving an interesting formula for solutions
of the homogeneous edge problems Aiu � � onM� Namely� if �	���� is an
elliptic quasicomplex and u � Hs��i�V i��Hs�W i� satis�es Aiu � �� then

u � Siu�Ai��Piu

by �	����� where Siu � H���i
as �V i��H��W i� for some asymptotic type �as�

subordinate to ��i� ��l� ���� and Piu � Hs�mi�� ��i���V i����Hs�mi���W i����

��� Hodge theory

Let us now establish an analogue of the Hodge decomposition for the de
Rham complex �cf� �Hod��� in the case of elliptic complexes of edge prob�
lems onM�
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We begin with some generalities on complexes of Hilbert spaces� re�ning
the material of Section 	�� For such a complex �L� d�� there is always a
natural choice of an associated complex� namely� the adjoint complex�

�L� d� � � � � �� Li�� di��
�� Li di�� � � � �

�L� d�� � � � � �� Li��
d�i��
�� Li d�i�� � � � �

�	����

Lemma �
�
� For a complex �L� d� of Hilbert spaces� the following con�
ditions are equivalent�

� �L� d� is a Fredholm complex�
�� �L� d�� is a Fredholm complex�
�� the Laplacians %i � di��d

�
i�� � d�i di are Fredholm operators in Li�

for i �Z�

Proof
 See Theorem � in Rempel and Schulze �RS
�a� �������� and
elsewhere�

�

An important point to note here is the selfadjointness of the Laplacians
%i in Li� i � Z� Thus� either they are both injective and surjective or
possess neither of these properties� It is easy to see that the null�space of
%i consists of all u � Li such that diu � � and d�i��u � ��

Theorem �
�
� Suppose that �L� d� is a Fredholm complex of Hilbert
spaces� Then� for each i �Z� the null�space of %i is �nite�dimensional and
we have an orthogonal decomposition

Li � ker%i � di��d
�
i��giL

i � d�i digiL
i� �	�����

Proof
 Fix i � Z� According to Lemma 	���� %i is a Fredholm
operator in Li� hence ker%i is �nite�dimensional� Denote by �ker%i�

� the
orthogonal complement of ker%i in Li� As %i is a selfadjoint Fredholm
operator in Li� it follows that %i restricts to a topological isomorphism of
�ker%i�

�� Letting hi stand for the orthogonal projection of Li onto ker%i�
we introduce a bounded operator

gi �
�
%i j�ker�i��

���
�Li � hi�

in Li� Then we get Li � hi � %igi� which is precisely the decomposition
�	������

�

The operators gi � L�Li� in �	����� have the property that digi � gi��di
for all i �Z� Indeed� applying �	����� at steps i and i� � we obtain easily
di � did

�
i digi and di � did

�
i gi��di� whence %i�� �digi � gi��di� � �� However�

the operator digi � gi��di maps to �ker%i���
�� hence digi � gi��di � �� as

required� Thus� the equalities �	����� can be written equivalently in the
form

di��
�
d�i��gi

�
� �d�i gi��� di � Li � hi�
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for i � Z� showing that �i � d�i��gi� i � Z� is a very special parametrix for
�L� d��

Corollary �
�
� For any Fredholm complex of Hilbert spaces �L� d�� we
have topological isomorphisms

H i�L� d� �� ker%i� i �Z� �	�����

Proof
 Indeed� the desired isomorphisms are given by �u� �� hiu where
�u� means the class in H i�L� d� of a cocycle u � Z i�L� d��

�

When compared with the abstract Hodge decomposition �	������ such
a decomposition for elliptic complexes of edge problems bears more infor�
mation on the operators gi�

Let �L�A� be an elliptic complex within the calculus onM� as in �	����
but AiAi�� � � for all i �Z� Pick� for each i �Z� an order reduction Ri �
R�i

V i�W i of +
�i �M� Vi�Wi� ��i� �� ��l� ����� as is guaranteed by Theorem ������

Consider the diagram

�L�A� � � � � ��
Hsi����i���V i���

�
Hsi���W i���

Ai��
��

Hsi��i�V i�
�

Hsi�W i�

Ai�� � � �

x��R��

��yR x��R��
i��

��yRi��

x��R��
i

��yRi

�L� !A� � � � � ��
Hs�����V i���

�
Hs�� �W i���

�Ai��
��

Hs�����V i�
�

Hs�� �W i�

�Ai�� � � � �

�	�����
the operators !Ai being de�ned so as to make this diagram commutative�
i�e�� !Ai � Ri��AiR

��
i �

When compared with �	������ the commutativity relations in �	�����
hold precisely� not only modulo smoothing Green operators� It follows that
�L� !A� is an elliptic complex of edge problems of order zero on M� This
allows one to make use of the Laplacians !%i� i �Z� de�ned by �	������

Theorem �
�
� Suppose �L�A� is an elliptic complex of edge problems
on M� Then� to every i �Zthere corresponds operators

Hi � +���M� Vi�Wi� w��i 
 wi��
Pi � +�mi���M� Vi�Vi���Wi�Wi��� w��i���

such that
� Hi is a projection of �nite rank� satisfying AiHi � �� HiAi�� � ��
�� for each u � Hs��i�V i��Hs�W i� with s  �i� we have

u � Hiu�Ai��Piu� Pi��Aiu� �	���	�

the decomposition being orthogonal with respect to the scalar product
�u� v� �� �Riu�Riv�H����V i��H��W i��
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Proof
 Since !Ai � +
��M� Vi�Vi���Wi�Wi��� ��� �� ��l� ����� they map

as in the following sequence�

�!L� !A� � � � � ��
H����V i���

�
H��W i���

�Ai��
��

H����V i�
�

H��W i�

�Ai�� � � � � �	�����

From Lemma 	���� and the ellipticity of the complex �L� !A� in �	�����
we conclude that �	����� is an elliptic complex� Lemma 	���	 now shows
that the Laplacians !%i � !Ai��

!A�
i�� � !A�

i
!Ai restrict to elliptic operators

in H����V i� � H��W i�� Moreover� when mapping H����V i� � H��W i� to
H����V i����H��W i���� the formal adjoint !A�

i�� coincides with the adjoint

of !Ai�� in the sense of Hilbert spaces� Hence it follows that !%i is a selfadjoint
operator in H����V i��H��W i�� for each i �Z�

By the above� the null�space of !%i consists of all u � H����V i��H��W i�
satisfying both !Aiu � � and !A�

i��u � �� Moreover� since !%i is elliptic� ker !%i

is a �nite�dimensional subspace of H���
as �V

i��H��W i�� for some asymptotic
type �as� subordinate to the weight data ��� ��l� ���� Denote by !Hi the
orthogonal projection of H����V i� �H��W i� onto the null�space of !%i� If�
u
�i�
�

�
is an orthonormal basis for ker !%i� � varying over a �nite set of indices�

then !Hi is an integral operator with the kernel
P

� u
�i�
� � u

�i�
� � where � � is a

Hodge star operator associated to the scalar product of H����V i��H��W i��
From this we deduce immediately that !Hi is a smoothing Green operator�
i�e��

!Hi � +
���M� Vi�Wi� ��� �� ��l� ����� �	�����

Let us write �ker !%i�� for the orthogonal complement of ker !%i in
H����V i� � H��W i�� Then� the operator !%i restricts to a topological iso�
morphism of �ker !%i��� hence

!Gi �
�
!%i j�ker ��i��

���
� � !Hi�

is a bounded operator in H����V i��H��W i�� It is clear from the de�nition
that

� !Hi � !%i
!Gi

� !Gi
!%i �	���
�

on H����V i��H��W i��
Our next concern will be the regularity property of !Gi� To this end�

we �rst observe that if u � H����V i� � H��W i�� then !%i
!Giu � u � !Hiu�

where !Hiu lies� by �	������ in H���
as �V i� � H��W i�� We now invoke The�

orem ����	 and Corollary ����� on elliptic regularity� for !%i� to conclude
that !Gi preserves H����V i� �H��W i� and the corresponding spaces with
asymptotics�
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We next �x any one parametrix !Gi � +��M� Vi�Wi� ��� �� ��l� ���� for
!%i� i�e��

!Gi !%i �  � +���M� Vi�Wi� ��� �� ��l� �����
!%i
!Gi �  � +���M� Vi�Wi� ��� �� ��l� ����

�cf� �	���	��� By �	���
�� we have�
!Gi � !Gi

�
!%i �

�
� !Gi !%i

�
� !Hi

on H����V i�� H��W i�� Applying the operator !Gi to this equality from the
right� we get�

!Gi � !Gi
�
�
�
!Gi � !Gi

��
 � !%i

!Gi
�
�
�
� !Gi !%i

�
!Gi � !Hi

!Gi

showing that !Gi and !Gi di�er by a smoothing Green operator� We can thus
assert that

!Gi � +
��M� Vi�Wi� ��� �� ��l� ����� �	�����

From what has been proved we see that each u � H����V i� � H��W i�
splits into

u � !Hiu� !Ai��
!A�
i��

!Giu� !A�
i
!Ai
!Giu� �	�����

the decomposition being orthogonal with respect to the scalar product in
H����V i��H��W i��

We claim that !Ai
!Gi � !Gi��

!Ai� Indeed� if u � H����V i��H��W i� satis�
�es !Aiu � �� then !Ai

!A�
i
!Ai
!Giu � �� Hence it easily follows that !Ai

!Giu � ��
Thus� for arbitrary u � H����V i� � H��W i�� we have !Aiu � !Ai

!A�
i
!Ai
!Giu

on the one hand� and !Aiu � !Ai
!A�
i
!Gi��

!Aiu on the other� Hence it follows
that !%i� !Ai

!Giu � !Gi��
!Aiu� � �� and since !Ai

!Giu � !Gi��
!Aiu is orthogonal

to ker !%i�� then !Ai
!Giu � !Gi��

!Aiu � �� as required� Thus� �	����� results
in

u � !Hiu� !Ai��
!Piu� !Pi��

!Aiu

for all u � H����V i� � H��W i�� where !Pi � !A�
i��

!Gi� Note that the sum�
mands on the right are still orthogonal with respect to the scalar product
in H����V i��H��W i��

We are now able to �nish the proof� Let u � Hs��i�V i��Hs�W i� where
s  �i� Then Riu � H����V i��H��W i� whence

Riu � !HiRiu� !Ai��
!PiRiu� !Pi��

!AiRiu�

Applying the inverse R��
i from the left and substituting !Ai � Ri��AiR

��
i �

we arrive at the decomposition �	���	�� with

Hi � R��
i
!HiRi�

Pi � �R�
i��Ri�����A�

i��R
�
i
!GiRi

having the desired properties because of �	����� and �	������ The proof is
complete� �
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The principal interest of the theorem is that it allows one to represent
the cohomology classes at step i for the complex �L�A� by elements of the
invariant subspace of the projection Hi�

Corollary �
�
� For any elliptic complex �L�A� on M� the correspon�
dence �u� �� Hiu induces a topological isomorphism of H i�L�A� onto the
invariant subspace of the projection Hi�

Proof
 Indeed� from item � of Theorem 	���� it follows that the cor�
respondence �u� �� Hiu is a well�de�ned continuous mapping of H i�L�A�
onto the invariant subspace of the projection Hi� If Hiu � � for some
u � Z i�L�A�� then u � Ai��Piu� and so �u� � �� This proves the injectivity
of the mapping �u� �� Hiu� On the other hand� the surjectivity of this map�
ping is obvious because the invariant subspace of Hi belongs to Z i�L�A��
To complete the proof� it su�ces to observe that the inverse of �u� �� Hiu is
given by the canonical mapping of the invariant subspace of Hi to H i�L�A��

�

In particular� the cohomology of an elliptic complex of edge problems on
M is independent of the smoothness of the weighted Sobolev spaces where
it is evaluated �but does depend on the weights��

��� External multiplication

Given any two Hilbert spaces H and L� we denote by H � L the Hilbert
tensor product of H and L� i�e�� the Hilbert space generated by the formal
products v � u� where v � H and u � L� satisfying the bilinearity relations
and equipped with the scalar product �v� � u�� v� � u�� � �v�� v���u�� u���
For operators 	 � L�H� !H� and d � L�L� !L�� the Hilbert tensor product
	 � d � L�H � L� !H � !L� is uniquely determined via its restriction to
elements of the form v � u� where v � H and u � L� the restriction being
�	 � d��v � u� � 	v � du� If both 	 and d are of trace class� then so is
	 � d and tr 	 � d � tr 	 tr d� However� the Fredholm property does not
survive under tensor multiplication of operators� as is easy to see� To cope
with this drawback and gain the multiplicative property of the index� one
uses the following construction� Let us identify the operators 	 and d with
the complexes

� �� H
�
�� !H �� ��

� �� L
d
�� !L �� �

and de�ne the Hilbert tensor product of these by

� �� H � L
D��� � !H � L�� �H � !L�

D��� !H � !L �� �� �	����

where

D� �

�
	 � 
� d

�
� D� �

�
�� d 	 � 

�
�
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It is a simple matter to see that D�D� � �� i�e�� �	���� is a complex of
Hilbert spaces�

Lemma �
�
� If both 	 � L�H� !H� and d � L�L� !L� are Fredholm� then
so is �	����� Moreover� the Euler characteristic of this complex is equal to
ind 	 ind d�

Proof
 Indeed� the Laplacians of complex �	���� are easily veri�ed to
be

D�
�D� � 	�	 �  � � d�d�

D�D
�
� �D�

�D� �

�
		� �  �  � d�d �

� 	�	 �  �  � dd�

�
�

D�D
�
� � 		� �  � � dd��

The null�space of 	�	���d�d is spanned by elements of the form v�u�
where v � ker 	 and u � kerd� and similarly for the other diagonal elements
of the Laplacians� Hence it follows that

dimkerD�
�D� � dimker	 dimkerd�

dimker �D�D
�
� �D�

�D�� � dimker	� dimkerd � dimker	 dimkerd��
dimkerD�D

�
� � dimker	� dimkerd��

and so the Euler characteristic of �	���� amounts to

dimkerD�
�D� � dimker �D�D

�
� �D�

�D�� � dimkerD�D
�
� � ind 	 ind d�

as required�
�

By Lemma 	��
� the Fredholm property of complex �	���� is equivalent
to the Fredholm property of the operator �D �D��e� A trivial veri�cation
yields

�D �D��e �

�
	 �  � � d�

� d 	� � 

�
�	�����

mapping as �H � L� � � !H � !L� � � !H � L� � �H � !L�� The operator on
the right�hand side of �	����� is sometimes referred to as the /�product of
	 and d� Thus� if 	 and d are Fredholm operators� then so is 	/d and
ind 	/d � ind 	 ind d� Note that the product 	/d is commutative and
distributive with respect to the direct sum of factors modulo homotopies�
Moreover� if any one of the factors is invertible� then so is the product�

Lemma 	��� is a very particular case of a K'unneth formula for topo�
logical tensor products of complexes of Fr�echet spaces� This formula goes
back to the work of Grothendieck �Gro	�� who treated the case of nuclear
Fr�echet spaces� In the context of Hilbert tensor products a K'unneth for�
mula was proved by Grosu and Vasilescu �GV
��� Recently Mantlik �Man�	�
developed a product theory including a K'unneth formula for complexes of
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so�called hilbertisable Fr�echet spaces� a notion adapted from Jarchow �Jar
��
For this purpose the topology � used on the tensor product H � L of two
locally convex �l�c�� spaces should ful�l at least two requirements� Namely�
it has to be

� �injective�� i�e�� for any subspace & of H � the topology of & �� L
coincides with that induced by H �� L�

� �projective�� i�e�� for any subspace & of H� the canonical quotient
mapping H �� L� �H�&� �� L is open�

It is known� e�g�� that the ��tensor topology is projective but not injective
�cf� Floret �Flo���� Stegall and Retherford �SR���� whereas the !�tensor
topology is injective but not projective �cf� Kaballo �Kab����� Recall that
the �� and !�topologies coincide in the presence of nuclearity� which explains
the result of Grothendieck �Gro	���

De	nition �
�
� Let H be a Hausdor� l�c� space� By ��H� we denote
the system of all continuous Hermitean forms on H� For h � ��H�� let
jujh �

p
h�u� u� stand for the corresponding seminorm� We call H hilberti�

sable if the topology of H is generated by the system fj � jh � h � ��H�g�

In other words� H is hilbertisable if and only if the completion (H is
representable as a reduced projective limit of Hilbert spaces� This class of
spaces includes� e�g�� the distribution spaces like Hs

loc�V � and Hs
comp�V �� V

being a vector bundle over a smooth manifoldM � further all nuclear Fr�echet
spaces� and� of course� the Hilbert spaces� The property of being hilbertis�
able is inherited by subspaces� various products� Hausdor� quotients� com�
pletions and countable inductive limits �cf� �Jar
� ��� ����� Under
suitable conditions also the strong dual H �

� of a hilbertisable space H is
hilbertisable� this is the case� e�g�� if H is metrisable �cf� Hollstein �Hol
	���

SupposeH and L are �xed hilbertisable spaces� Our goal is to introduce
a natural hilbertisable topology � on the algebraic tensor product H � L�
For any h � ��H� and g � ��L�� we de�ne a Hermitean form h�g on H�L
by

h� g

	X
j

v�j � u�j�
X
k

v��k � u��k



�
X
j�k

h
�
v�j� v

��
k

�
g
�
u�j� v

��
k

�
�

the summations being over j � � � � � � J and k � � � � � �K� It follows that
h�g � ��H�L�� and we denote byH��L the spaceH�L with the topology
generated by the system of Hermitean forms fh� g � h � ��H�� g � ��L�g�
One can check that the corresponding system of seminorms j � jh�g� where
h � ��H� and g � ��L�� is fundamental� i�e�� each continuous seminorm on
H �� L is majorised by some j � jh�g�

By Proposition ��� of Mantlik �Man�	�� there exist continuous inclusions
H �	 L ��H �� L �� H �� L� Thus� if H or L is nuclear� then these three
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topologies coincide� For Hilbert spaces� H �� L is the usual Hilbert tensor
product�

Since H �� L is Hausdor�� so is H �� L� In particular� H �� L is a
hilbertisable space and so is the completion H (��L�

Let we be given two complexes of hilbertisable Fr�echet spaces and closed
operators

�H� 	� � � � � �� H i�� �i��
�� H i �i�� � � � �

�L� d� � � � � �� Li�� di��
�� Li di�� � � � �

the domains of the operators not being necessarily dense� We require both
the complexes to be bounded below� Fix isomorphisms 
i � L�H i�� i � Z�
preserving the domains of 	i and satisfying 	i
i � �
i��	i on Dom 	i� for
each i � Z� A usual choice of 
i is 
iv � ���iv� if v � H i� For any i � Z�
set

�H �� L�i �
L

j�k�i

Hj �� L
k�

the sum being �nite because the complexes �H� 	� and �L� d� are bounded
below� We endow each �H �� L�i with the product topology� De�ne an
operator Di � �H��L�i � �H��L�i�� with domain�j�k�iDom 	j��Domdk
by

Di � 	j � Lk � 
j � dk

on Dom 	j��Domdk� for j�k � i� It is easy to see that imDi�� � kerDi for
all i� Thus� we obtain a complex �H �� L�D� called the algebraic ��tensor
product of �H� 	� and �L� d� �� Furthermore� each operator Di� i �Z� proves
to be closable in �H (��L�i� �H (��L�i��� where �H (��L�i � �j�k�iH

j (��L
k�

Letting �Di denote the closure of Di� we deduce at once that �Di
�Di�� � �

for all i � Z� This yields a complex of hilbertisable Fr�echet spaces and
closed operators

�H (��L� �D� � � � � �� �H (��L�
i��

Di��
�� �H (��L�

i
Di�� � � � �	�����

which will be referred to as the completed ��tensor product of the complexes
�H� 	� and �L� d�� We emphasise that from the point of view of analysis
the completed ��tensor product is much more interesting than the algebraic
one�

The K'unneth formulas link the cohomology of the complex �H (��L� �D�
with those of �H� 	� and �L� d��

Theorem �
�
� Suppose �H� 	� and �L� d� are topological complexes of
hilbertisable Fr�echet spaces� Then�

Z i�H (��L� � Z i�H �� L��

Bi�H (��L� � Bi�H �� L�

�Note that quasicomplexes do not survive under tensor multiplication�
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for any i � Z� the closures being in �H (��L�i� In particular� �H (��L� �D� is
a topological complex� and the natural mapping H�H ��H�L�� H�H � L�
extends to a topological isomorphism

H�H (��L� �� H�H � (��H�L�� �	�����

Recall that a complex �L� d� is said to be topological if the range of di��
is closed in Li for each i �Z� This is the case if and only if every mapping
di�� � Domdi�� � Li is open� Domdi�� being equipped with the induced
topology or with the graph topology� In particular� every Fredholm complex
is topological�

Proof
 For a thorough proof of the theorem we refer the reader to the
original paper of Mantlik �Man�	��

�

Here is another way of stating �	������ for each i � Z� we have a
topological isomorphism

H i�H (��L� ��
L

j�k�i

Hj�H � (��H
k�L��

In particular� if both �H� 	� and �L� d� are Fredholm complexes� then so is
�H (��L� �D� and

dimH i�H (��L� ��
X
j�k�i

dimHj�H � dimHk�L�� �	���	�

for any i �Z�

Corollary �
�
� Let �H� 	� and �L� d� be Fredholm complexes of hilber�
tisable Fr�echet spaces� Then� the complex �H (��L� �D� is Fredholm and we
have ��H (��L� �D� � ��H� 	���L� d��

Proof
 Indeed� using �	���	� gives

��H (��L� �D� �
X
i

���i
X
j�k�i

dimHj�H � dimHk�L�

�
X
j�k

���j dimHj�H � ���k dimHk�L�

� ��H� 	���L� d��

as desired�
�

Suppose �H� 	� and �L� d� are Fredholm complexes of hilbertisable
Fr�echet spaces� We restrict ourselves to the case where 	j and dk are
continuous� Consider the completed ��tensor product �H (��L� �D�� where

i � ���iHi for i � Z� By Corollary 	����� it is a Fredholm complex�
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Let �H (��L� ��� be an associated complex for �H (��L� �D�� the operators ��i
mapping as in the sequence

�H (��L� �� � � � ��� �H (��L�
i��

�i�� �H (��L�
i
�i��
�� � � �

and the Laplacians %i � �Di��
��i� ��i�� �Di� i �Z� being Fredholm operators�

We can construct ��i� i � Z� e�g�� as follows� Choose associated complexes
�H� ��H�� and �L� ��L�� for �H� 	� and �L� d�� respectively� Consider the
mapping �i � �H �� L�i � �H �� L�i�� whose restriction to Hj �� Lk�
j � k � i� is given by

�i � �
�H�
j � Lk � ���

jHj � �
�L�
k �

By the above� we have �i�i�� � � for each i � Z� Moreover� we check at
once that

Di���i � �i��Di �
�
	j���

�H�
j � �

�H�
j��	j

�
� Lk � Hj �

�
dk���

�L�
k � �

�L�
k��dk

�
if evaluated on Hj �� Lk with j � k � i� Denote by ��i the closure of �i
in �H (��L�i � �H (��L�i��� Then� the operators �Di��

��i � ��i�� �Di� i � Z�
are Fredholm� i�e�� �H (��L� ��� is an associated complex for �H (��L� �D�� as
desired� We can now apply Lemma 	��
 to see that

� �D � ���e � �H (��L�
even � �H (��L�

odd �	�����

is a Fredholm operator� Assume moreover that the associated complexes
�H� ��H�� and �L� ��L�� meet the condition that

	i���
�H�
i � �

�H�
i��	i�

di���
�L�
i � �

�L�
i��di

are linearly homotopic to ����Hi and ����Li � respectively� for all i �Z�
Then �Di��

��i � ��i�� �Di is linearly homotopic to �H ���L�i� for any i � Z� By
Theorem 	���� the index of � �D � ���e is equal to the Euler characteristic of
�H (��L� �D�� i�e�� ��H� 	���L� d�� This generalises the construction �	�����
to arbitrary complexes of hilbertisable Fr�echet spaces�

Example �
�
� Consider two single Fredholm operators 	 � L�H� !H�
and d � L�L� !L� in hilbertisable Fr�echet spaces� Specifying them within
complexes� we �x associated complexes

� �� H
�
�� !H �� ��

� �� H
��H�

�� !H �� ��

� �� L
d
�� !L �� ��

� �� L
��L�
�� !L �� ��

De�ne the /�product of 	 and d by

	/d �

�
	 �  �� ��L�

� d ��H� � 

�
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mapping as �H (��L� � � !H (��
!L� � � !H (��L� � �H (��

!L� �cf� �	������� It
follows that 	/d is a Fredholm operator� If moreover

t ��H�	 � � � t� ���� H �
t 	��H�� � � t� ����  �H �

t ��L�d� � � t� ���� L�
t d��L� � � � t� ���� �L

are Fredholm operators for any t � ��� �� then ind 	/d � ind 	 ind d inde�
pendently of the choice of associated complexes�

�

We now turn to the case where �H� 	� and �L� d� are complexes of
pseudodi�erential operators on di�erent manifolds S and V� both manifolds
bearing singularities� The completed ��tensor product of �H� 	� and �L� d�
is of great importance because it lives on the Cartesian product of the
manifolds S and V � which bears higher order singularities� If both �H� 	�
and �L� d� are elliptic� then �	����� yields an example of an elliptic operator
on S�V � thus giving rise to a concept of ellipticity on manifolds with higher
order singularities� For instance� if S is a C� closed manifold and V is a
C� closed manifold with conical points� then S � V is a C� manifold with
edges� On the other hand� manifolds with edges survive under multiplication
by a C� closed manifold S� which contributes merely to the edges� If S
and V are C� closed manifolds with conical points and edges� then S � V
bears a natural C� structure of a manifold with corners� This class of
manifolds seems to be most important because it survives under Cartesian
multiplication�

When discussing analysis on manifolds with edges� we con�ne ourselves
to the case where S is a C� compact closed manifold and V is a C� compact
closed manifold with conical points which are v�� � � � � vI� Set M � S � V �
This is a C� compact closed manifold with edges S�fvig� i � � � � � � I� and
the corresponding stretched manifold isM � S�V� where V is obtained by
blowing up V at every conical point� Thus� V is a smooth compact manifold
with a boundary bearing the structure of a �bre bundle over the set of
conical points� Consider two complexes of pseudodi�erential operators on
S and V �

�H�B� � � � � �� H ti���W i���
Bi��
�� H ti�W i�

Bi�� � � � �

�L�A� � � � � �� Hsi����i���V i���
Ai��
�� Hsi��i�V i�

Ai�� � � � �
�	�����

both complexes being bounded above� Here�

Bi � +oi
cl�S�W

i�Wi����
Ai � +mi�V� Vi�Vi��� wi�

belong to �algebras� of pseudodi�erential operators on S and V � respec�
tively� Thus�

ti � ti�� � oi���
si � si�� �mi��
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for all i � Z� However� the weight data wi � ��i� �i��� ��l� ��� may be
arbitrary� not necessarily meeting �i � �i���mi��� as is allowed in the cone
theory �cf� Schulze �Sch�
���

As mentioned� all the spaces of sections entering into �	����� are hilber�
tisable Fr�echet spaces� Consequently� the product theory sketched above is
applicable� Setting

�H (��L�i �
L

j�k�i

H tj �W j� (��H
sk ��k�V k��

Di jHtj �W j���Hsk��k �V k� � Bj �  � ���
j �Ak

�	���
�

for j � k � i� we arrive at the completed ��tensor product of complexes
�	�����

�H (��L� �D� � � � � �� �H (��L�
i��

Di��
�� �H (��L�

i
Di�� � � � �

where �Di stands for the closure of Di in �H (��L�
i � �H (��L�

i���
Denote by W j

�V k the external tensor product of the bundles W j and
V k� This is a vector bundle over S�V whose �bre over a point �y�w� � S�V
is W j

y � V k
w � The completed ��tensor product H tj�W j� (��H

sk��k�V k� can
be identi�ed within distribution sections of W j

� V k over M� We write
H tj�sk ��k�W j

�V k� for it� By the above� H tj�sk��k�W j
�V k� is a hilbertisable

Fr�echet space�

Lemma �
�
� Let W and V be vector bundles over S and V� respec�
tively� and let � � R� Then

H��W � (��H
����V �

top�
�� H����W � V ��

Proof
 Recall that the space Hs���W � V � is obtained by gluing to�
gether the spaces Hs�S� ���W � Hs���V ��� close to 	M � S � 	V and
Hs�W � V �� away from 	M� the former being de�ned with respect to a
group action ������� in the �bres Wy � Hs���V �� y � S �cf� ��������� As is
mentioned in the proof of Theorem ����� the group action ful�ls an estimate

k��kL�Wf�Hs���V �� � c max
�
�� ���

�R
for all � � �� with R � max�jsj� j�� ��n

� j� and c independent of �� Hence it
follows that

k���h�iFy ���ukWf�Hs���V � � c h
iR kFy ���ukWf�Hs���V ��

kFy ���ukWf�Hs���V � � c h
iR k���h�iFy ���ukWf�Hs���V �

for all 
 � Rq� Integrating these estimates over 
 � Rq leads to continuous
embeddings

H t�R�S�W�Hs���V �� �� H t�S� ���W�Hs���V ��� �� H t�R�S�W�Hs���V ���
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for any t � R� where the spaces on the very left and right are de�ned with
respect to the identity action in the �bres Wy � Hs���V �� y � S� Since
the completed ��tensor product and the Hilbert tensor product coincide for
Hilbert spaces� we see that H t�S�W �Hs���V �� � H t�W � (��H

s���V �� and�
in consequence�

H�s�W � (��H
�s���V � �� Hs���W � V � �� Hs
��W � (��H

s
����V � �	�����

for all s � R large enough� This proves the lemma�
�

The lemma shows that� for tj � � and sk � �� the spaces involved
in the completed ��tensor product �H (��L� �D� are weighted Sobolev spaces
on M� i�e�� those serving as domains for operators in the calculus on M
developed in Chapter �� However� the operators �Di of �	���
� do not belong
to the algebras +m�M� V� !V�w� described therein� unless �i � �i�� �mi��

for each i� If the weight data wi meet this condition� then �Di� i � Z�
belong rather to the norm closures of the algebras in question than to the
calculus itself� as is the case provided that all the Bj and Ak are di�erential
operators�

Loosely speaking� the action of Bj �  on a section u�y�w� of W j
� V k

is given by the operator Bj applied in y � S whereas the action of  � Ak

on u�y�w� amounts to Ak applied in w � V � This is why one uses the
speci�cation �external multiplication� for a tensor product of operators on
di�erent manifolds�

Theorem �
�
� If �H�B� and �L�A� are elliptic complexes on S and
V � respectively� then the complex �H (��L� �D� given by �	���
� is Fredholm
and its cohomology does not depend on the particular choice of tj and sk�

Proof
 Indeed� both �H�B� and �L�A� are Fredholm complexes� which
is clear from the Hodge theory on S and V �cf� Theorem 	������ By The�
orem 	����� the complex �H (��L� �D� is Fredholm and its cohomology at
step i amounts to �j�k�iH

j�H � (��H
k�L�� This gives the desired conclusion

when combined with the fact that the cohomologies of �H�B� and �L�A�
are independent of the choice of tj and sk� respectively�

�

Theorem 	���� gains in interest if we realise that� when combined with
construction �	������ it yields interesting elliptic operators onM without po�
tential and trace conditions� the ellipticity being in the Douglis�Nirenberg
sense� Moreover� starting with an elliptic complex �L�A� of Euler charac�
teristic  on V and varying �H�B� over elliptic complexes on S� we arrive
at elliptic operators without potential and trace conditions and of a given
index onM ��

�This result was presented by F� Mantlik in the Workshop �Partial Di�erential Equa�
tions	 at the University of Potsdam �July �
 � July ��� �����
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The point of Theorem 	���� is in the assertion that completed ��tensor
products of elliptic complexes bear all essential features of elliptic complexes�
namely� a �nite�dimensional cohomology independent of the Sobolev spaces
where it is evaluated� Therefore� they are natural candidates for the class
of elliptic complexes in a calculus of pseudodi�erential operators on M to
be speci�ed� As mentioned� this calculus is di�erent from ours� in fact� it
is much simpler because it relies on the identity action in the �bres of M
over S� For more details we refer the reader to Luke �Luk���� Of course�
it is not the problem that the components Bj �  and  � Ak of Di are
allowed to have di�erent orders oj and mk� Such operators can be handled
within the concept of weighted homogeneity and ellipticity in the Douglis�
Nirenberg sense� Let us have look at how the ellipticity of �H�B� and �L�A�
is inherited by the product complex� The interior ellipticity of �H (��L� �D�
is controlled by the complex of principal interior symbols b�o�m�H (��L� �D��
where b�o�m� �Di� � �oj�Bj� �  � ���j � b�mk�Ak� on ���W j

� V k�� We
check at once that

b�o�m�H (��L� �D� � �o�H�B�� b�m�L�A��

and so the exactness of b�o�m�H (��L� �D� over �T �S n f�g� � �bT �V n f�g�
follows from that of �o�H�B� and b�m�L�A� by K'unneth formula �	������
On the other hand� the ellipticity of �H (��L� �D� in the normal directions to
the edge S relies on the complex of principal edge symbols �oedge�H (��L� �D��

where �oedge�
�Di� � �oj�Bj������j�Ak on ���W j�Hsk��k �V k��� Once

again we see that

�oedge�H (��L� �D� � �o�H�B�� �L�A��

and so the exactness of �oedge�H (��L� �D� over �T �S n f�g� follows from the
exactness of �o�H�B� and the Fredholm property of �L�A� by K'unneth
formula �	������
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